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ABSTRACT
This research analyzes three topics in robot arm 
kinematics. First, the direct kinematics which determines 
the Cartesian position and orientation of the end effector 
for the specified values of joint parameters is analyzed. 
Second, the differential motions concerning the differential 
relationships between the command variables in position and 
orientation of the end effector and the joint-controlled 
variables are studied. Finally, the inverse kinematics which 
determines the joint variables for a specified Cartesian 
position and orientation of the end effector is considered.
This dissertation presents a methodology for 
incorporating the artificial intelligence types of knowledge 
into automating solutions for the direct kinematics problem 
and the manipulator Jacobian matrix. Furthermore, the 
dissertation utilizes the backward recursive techniques, the 
trigonometric identity rules, and a set of heuristic rules 
for implementing this methodology.
To expedite computation efforts, a new algorithm is 
developed to obtain a differential relationship of a robotic 
manipulator via the vector kinematics method. Moreover, the 
speed control model for general robotic manipulators, 
together with the inverse Jacobian regarding cases of 
under-determined and over-determined of joint-controlled 
variables, are also discussed.
Ill
Three mathematical approaches are proposed for solving 
the inverse kinematics problem: the inverse homogeneous 
transformation matrices approach, the geometric approach, 
and the arm-wrist partitioned synthesis approach. The first 
two approaches yield the symbolic closed-form solutions; the 
last approach, based on the iterative technique, provides a 
maximum of 16 distinct solutions of joint motion variables 
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I. INTRODUCTION
An industrial robot is a multifunction manipulator that 
can be modeled as an open chain of rigid bodies, called 
links, connected in series by kinematic joints. The function 
of the joint is to control the motion between the links. The 
first link is attached to the supporting base by the first 
joint, and the last link contains the end effector or other 
type of manipulating device. Each joint-link pair 
constitutes one degree of freedom. Thus, an n degrees of 
freedom manipulator contains n joints, or in more general 
terms, n link-attached coordinate systems. The joints and 
links are numbered outward from the base; thus the lowest 
joint is fixed in the reference coordinate system, while the 
highest joint is fixed to the local coordinate system of the 
end effector. No link has more than two joints connecting it 
to other links; therefore, no closed loops are formed. 
Robotic joints can be categorized generally as either 
revolute or prismatic joints. A revolute joint (rotary 
motion) only allows rotation about an axis without axial 
sliding, whereas a prismatic joint (sliding motion) allows 
translation parallel to an axis with no rotation. Such joint 
motions are driven by either electromagnetic, hydraulic, or 
pneumatic actuators.
To describe the spatial configuration of the robotic 
links, the rotational and translational relationship between 
adjacent links (a 4x4 homogeneous link transformation matrix
2
developed by Denavit and Hartenberg) may be applied. Each 
transformation matrix is a trigonometric function of the 
link parameters. By facilitating the link coordinate 
transformation computations, it results in the position and 
orientation of the various links relative to coordinates 
attached in nonadjacent links. This versatility makes it 
easy to access the spatial location of the end effector with 
respect to the reference coordinate system.
The successive motions of individual links with respect 
to their preceding link provide a description of an entire 
articulated structure in the operating space and formulate a 
mathematical model of a kinematic chain of the robotic 
system. This model is quite complex and nonlinear in nature.
Kinematics of the robotic manipulator deals with the 
geometry and the time-dependent aspects of motion without 
regard to the dynamic forces that drive the motion. Thus, 
kinematics concerns the analytical description of spatial 
position, orientation, displacement, velocity, and 
acceleration. Furthermore, it is the prerequisite of the 
future dynamics study. Since robotic manipulations for a 
specific task can be achieved only by maneuvering the arm 
linkages through the workspace, robot kinematics is an 
important tool in the workspace design, trajectory planning, 
and resolved motion rate control.
In the study of robotic kinematics, there are two 
fundamental problems—  the "direct" and "inverse" kinematics 
problems. The direct kinematics problem involves the
3
determination of the position and orientation (command 
variables) of the end effector with respect to the reference 
coordinate system, given the joint variables (controlled 
variables) of the robot arm. The inverse kinematics problem, 
on the other hand, involves the determination of the joint- 
controlled variables, given the command variables of the end 
effector along a desired trajectory in space.
The geometrical model of the kinematic equations only 
deals with solutions of the position control of robotic 
manipulators. Besides the position control, the robot 
control problems further involve speed control and dynamic 
systems. To study the speed control, one has to determine 
the differential changes between the command variables in 
position and orientation of the end effector and the joint- 
controlled variables which are related mathematically 
through the manipulator Jacobian matrix. The manipulator 
Jacobian matrix plays an important role in the resolved 
motion rate control and force control. This is particularly 
true if one needs to know how each infinitesimal joint 
motion affects the infinitesimal motion of the end effector, 
as well as the inverse kinematics solution.
A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS
Solving the direct kinematics problems and manipulator 
Jacobian matrices in symbolic forms requires a laborious 
process of successive multiplications of the link 
homogeneous transformation matrices and involves a series of
4
algebraic and trigonometric simplifications. Manually 
producing such solutions is tedious and error-prone. A 
symbolically automated process is warranted.
The method of characterizing direct kinematics problems 
is straightforward since any given set of joint coordinates 
corresponds to a unique position and orientation of the end 
effector. On the other hand, the inverse kinematics problem 
is quite complicated since there may exist multiple distinct 
configurations which put the end effector in the same 
destination. The inverse kinematics problems are intricate 
to solve because the kinematic equations are highly 
nonlinear in the trigonometric functions. Furthermore, the 
solutions can not be found for certain configurations of the 
manipulator mechanism (structure degeneracy of the 
manipulator) , and for some particular range of the end 
effector positions (out of the prescribed workspace).
In order to achieve better understanding of the 
principles of the robot arm kinematics and to provide 
insight into the direct kinematics, inverse kinematics, and 
differential motion problems, this research has focused on 
formulating accurate and efficient techniques to solve these 
problems.
B. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study are explicitly outlined as
follows:
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1. Develop a rule-based Prolog program to automate the 
creation of the following processes:
a. generating automatically the link homogeneous 
transformation matrices of a robotic manipulator 
given the number of degrees of freedom, the type of 
joint (revolute or prismatic), and the Denavit- 
Hartenberg geometric link parameters.
b. generating symbolically the direct kinematics 
solution for a given link parameter table.
c. generating symbolically the manipulator Jacobian 
matrix with respect to the end effector coordinate 
system.
2. Present a new algorithm for deriving the manipulator 
Jacobian matrix. This approach relies on the theory of 
vector kinematics rather than the conventional differential 
approach. This method of obtaining the Jacobian thus brought 
together the physical structure and the relative motion 
between links of the robotic manipulators. Also, this study 
discusses the Jacobian matrix inversion for the cases of 
under-determined and over-determined of joint-controlled 
variables; it results in an optimal speed control of the 
robotic manipulator.
3. Describe various systematic methodologies for the 
treatment of inverse kinematics problems of a general 
robotic manipulator. Based on the Denavit and Hartenberg 
matrix notation, two analytical methods for obtaining a 
symbolic closed-form solution for the kinematic equations
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have been derived. To our knowledge, the general, closed- 
form solution to the inverse kinematics problem has not yet 
been found. The inverse kinematics has the algebraic 
explicit solution only when the physical link parameters of 
the mechanical manipulator are simple and well established. 
For robotic manipulators with a complex spatial mechanism, 
the kinematic equations can only be solved by iterative 
techniques. An efficiently iterative algorithm based on 
partitioning the manipulator into arm and wrist parts is 
proposed. The arm, consisting of the first three joints, 
controls the end effector position. The wrist, consisting of 
the remaining joints, controls its orientation. The maneuver 
of the arm perturbs the orientation, and the maneuver of the 
wrist in turn perturbs the position. The arm and wrist are 
synthesized independently of one another while holding the 
other fixed. This synthetic procedure alternately evaluates 
and adjusts until the absolute difference between the two 
consecutive solutions is less than a specified tolerance or 
until a specified number of iterations have been reached. 
The proposed method proves to be numerically well-behaved, 




In the past decade, several robotics researchers have 
attempted to illustrate new concepts of the kinematics 
analysis of the robotic manipulator. Such researches lead 
to sophisticated numerical and computational principles that 
facilitate the manipulability, control, and design of the 
kinematics of the robotic mechanisms. These past 
achievements and current contributions to the robot arm 
kinematics may be reviewed briefly in the following three 
topics: direct kinematics, inverse kinematics, and
differential motions.
A. DIRECT KINEMATICS
Denavit and Hartenberg (1955) developed a symbolic 
notation which permits the complete description of the 
kinematic properties of a spatial mechanism by means of the 
matrix interpretation of symbolic equations. The functional 
relations of the displacements of different parts of the 
spatial mechanism are linear transformations on the values 
of the intervening link parameters. Each linear
transformation may be represented by a 4 x 4 homogeneous 
matrix. The elements of the matrix are trigonometric 
functions of the link parameters, and each matrix relates 
the spatial linkage between adjacent systems.
Roberts (1965) and Pieper (1968) may be the first two 
pioneers who applied the Denavit-Hartenberg transformations
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as the basic technique in dealing with robotics. These 
transformations represent position and orientation between 
coordinate systems in terms of a rotation matrix and a 
position column vector.
Gorla (1981) investigated the degenerate and non­
degenerate structure of the robotic manipulator. He 
classified the manipulators into three groups:
- non-degenerate manipulators (the Jacobian matrix is 
nonsingular for any configuration of the manipulator),
- locally degenerate manipulators (the Jacobian matrix 
is singular for certain configurations of the manipulator),
- degenerate manipulators (the Jacobian matrix is 
singular for any configuration of the manipulator).
His work is particularly useful in the design of
manipulators and in the synthesis of kinematic control.
Paul, Shimano, and Mayer (1981) viewed a serial link 
manipulator as a sequence of mechanical links connected 
together by actuated joints. Such a structure forms a 
kinematic chain and may be analyzed by the method developed 
by Denavit and Hartenberg. They employed the direct method 
in assigning coordinate frames to the links of a
manipulator. In terms of these coordinates, the kinematic 
equations can be developed and the direct kinematics 
solution (the position and orientation of the manipulator 
end effector when given the joint coordinates) can be
obtained explicitly in a straightforward manner.
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The derivation of the numerical solution of the direct 
kinematics problem is quite simple. On the other hand, the 
symbolic representation of this solution is quite tedious 
and error-prone. Malm (1984) described a Lisp program which 
carries out the required matrix multiplications once the 
robotic joint characteristics are formulated in terms of 
rotations and/or translations of the joints. He also 
demonstrated how trigonometric identities may be programmed 
to facilitate the simplification of the results of matrix 
multiplications.
Zewari and Zugel (1986) implemented a Prolog program to 
solve symbolically the direct and inverse kinematics 
problems. Direct kinematics solutions can be obtained by 
performing symbolic multiplications from the end effector 
towards the base. After each product, the resulting entries 
are checked to see if they can be reduced by using 
trigonometric substitutions. The inverse kinematics process 
depends mostly on searching, locating, and cancelling the 
entries with common terms.
Vukobratovic and Kircanski (1986) presented a recursive 
method for the automatic, computer-aided generation of a 
computer program for evaluating the symbolic kinematic model 
of an arbitrary serial link manipulator. The program 
evaluates the manipulator hand position and the 
transformation matrices between the end effector frame and 
the base frame, as well as the Jacobian matrix. The output
10
obtained contains the minimal number of floating point 
multiplications and additions.
Driels (1986) wrote a Basic program called MATMAN 
(symbolic MATrix MANipulation) which specifically assists 
the user in the kinematic analysis of robotic manipulators. 
His program provides the transformation matrices and the 
direct kinematics solution, as well as the Jacobian matrix. 
Unfortunately, the results are not in the simplified forms.
Ho and Sriwattanathamma (1988) developed a rule-based 
Prolog program to automate the link transformation matrices 
and the direct kinematics solution, as well as the Jacobian 
matrix. They utilized the backward recursive algorithm, the 
trigonometric identity rules, and a set of heuristic rules 
for implementing the system. Verification of the system has 
been demonstrated on several industrial robots and the 
results are in symbolic compact forms.
B. INVERSE KINEMATICS
Pieper and Roth (1969) showed that the sufficient 
condition for the kinematic structure of a six-degree-of- 
freedom manipulator arm to be analytically solvable is that 
the last three joint axes must be intersected at a common 
point. This wrist with three intersected axes of rotation is 
kinematically equivalent to a spherical wrist. The spherical 
wrist provides a decomposition of the six-degree-of-freedom 
inverse kinematics computation into two three-degree-of- 
freedom computations through a partition of arm position and
11
wrist orientation. Most industrial manipulators are designed 
with spherical wrists for which the closed-form solutions 
always exist.
Paul, Shimano, and Mayer (1981) presented a systematic 
recursive approach for obtaining the closed-form solution 
for a simple six-degree-of-freedom manipulator. First, they 
obtain the solution for joint six in terms of the joints 
five through one of the manipulator. Then they obtain the 
solution for joint five in terms of joints four through one, 
and so on, until eventually the solution for joint one is 
obtained. This method for obtaining the inverse kinematics 
of a manipulator is based on the homogeneous transformations 
approach.
Ho and Copeland (1982) analyzed the manipulator 
solution of the robotic manipulator by breaking the total 
solution into two separate parts. The first deals with the 
arm solution, and the second with the wrist solution. This 
method of obtaining the closed-form solution for a simple 
manipulator was found especially useful in the solution of 
arms with multiple end effectors since it allows the 
solutions for several different wrists to be found without 
resolving the arm equations.
Featherstone (1983) described an efficient procedure 
for performing transformations from the position and 
velocity of the end effector to the corresponding joint 
angles and velocities, and vice versa, for a six-degree-of- 
freedom robotic manipulator with three revolute joint axes
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intersected at its wrist. This inverse kinematics problem is 
most easily solved by recourse to spherical trigonometry 
(wrist-partitioned manipulator). The method can be extended 
to apply to manipulators with small offsets between the axes 
of the joints of the wrist by assuming the offsets are zero 
to get an initial estimate of the joint angles, performing 
an exact joint-to-Cartesian transform to find the actual 
position of the end effector, revising the estimate of the 
wrist position by translating it by the position error of 
the end effector, and iterating until sufficient accuracy is 
achieved. He also described how to use approximate equations 
and joint interpolation around deadpoints, or singular 
points of the manipulator. This approach enables one to move 
a manipulator through a deadpoint region.
Milenkovic and Huang (1983) emphasized that many 
industrial robotic manipulators have links that can be 
separated into two primary subsystems: the major linkage 
which controls the position of the arm, and the minor 
linkage which controls the orientation of the wrist. They 
discovered that the major linkage can be identified into 12 
useful and distinct categories. Only 6 categories have been 
found in existing robots; the others may have potential 
applications. They developed an efficient iterative method, 
based on partitioning the manipulator into major and minor 
linkages, to solve the inverse kinematics problem for these 
12 useful categories of robot geometries. The iterative 
procedure alternately computes and adjusts the joint
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coordinates of the major linkage to correct the displacement 
while holding the minor linkage fixed, and adjusts the 
coordinates of the minor linkage to correct the orientation 
while holding the major linkage fixed. This process repeats 
until both the displacement and orientation reach a tolerant 
limit.
Lee and Ziegler (1984) proposed a geometric approach in 
solving inverse kinematics of robotic manipulators. The 
solution is calculated in two stages. First, a position 
vector pointing from the shoulder to the wrist is derived. 
This is used to derive the solution of the first three 
joints by looking at the projection of the position vector 
onto the arm coordinate frames. The last three joints are
solved by using the calculated joint solutions from the
first three joints, the orientation matrices, and the
projection of the link coordinate frames. This approach 
enables one to find eight possible closed-form solutions for 
the robotic manipulator, four solutions for the arm, and two 
more solutions for the wrist.
Goldenberg, Benhabib, and Fenton (1985) presented a 
completed generalized solution to inverse kinematics of 
robots with an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom by 
using the concept of residuals. The solution is based on a 
new rapidly convergent algorithm for the constrained 
nonlinear optimization which uses a modified Newton-Raphson 
technique for solving a system of nonlinear equations. This
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iterative procedure required that the Jacobian be either 
analytically or numerically computed.
Tsai and Morgan (1985) presented a unique continuation 
approach to the kinematic analysis of the six-degree-of- 
freedom manipulators with all revolute joints. They reduced 
the kinematic equations into a system of eight second-degree 
equations in eight unknowns. This system is small enough to 
be solved by using the continuation method, and the system 
provides a maximum of 16 distinct solutions. They also 
described a continuation heuristic numerical method to 
generate partial solutions quickly.
Takano (1985) modified the Milenkovic and Huang method 
to obtain a new efficient method to solve the synthesis 
(inverse kinematics) of a robotic manipulator of any 
configuration. The synthesis is divided into two procedures: 
position synthesis by the first three joints (arm) and 
orientation synthesis by the last three joints (wrist). 
These two syntheses are recursively carried out until the 
solutions reach a given position and orientation within a 
sufficiently small error. This method shows rapid 
convergence and gives a maximum of 8 distinct solutions.
Angeles (1985,1986) presented two papers that use 
Newton-Gauss iterative method to solve the inverse 
kinematics problem. Both papers formulate the kinematic 
equations that are based on the invariances in the 
rotational part of the closure equations, which produce a 
formally overdetermined, nonlinear, algebraic system. In the
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translational part, a recursive scheme similar to that of 
Horner's polynomial evaluation is introduced. This leads to 
a reduced number of computations by utilizing the 
manipulator Jacobian and the least squares approximation 
technique to obtain the solutions.
Chang (1987) derived a closed-form solution formula for 
the inverse kinematics of manipulators with redundancy by 
using the Lagrangian multiplier method. This method is 
proved to provide the exact equilibrium state for the 
resolved-motion method. The repeatability is preserved 
regardless of direction. The derived equations yield more 
accurate trajectories than the resolved motion method.
Lee and Chang (1987) addressed the computational 
complexity of the inverse kinematic position problem and 
presented a maximum pipelined coordinate rotational digital 
computer (CORDIC) architecture for computing the joint angle 
solution. The computation of the inverse kinematic position 
solution is based on a functional decomposition of the 
closed-form equations. This efficient CORDIC architecture 
functions as a peripheral device attached to a conventional 
host computer, which provides the desired manipulator hand 
trajectory set points. The advent of VLSI technology, the 
rapid decrease in computational costs, and the increase in 
computation speed suggest that VLSI processors, which are 
configured and arranged based on the functional/data flow of 
the joint angle equations, provide a better solution to 
solve the inverse kinematics problem.
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C. DIFFERENTIAL MOTIONS
Whitney (1972) defined the problem that determines the 
velocities required at the individual joints (joint motions) 
in order to obtain a given end effector velocity (command 
directions) as resolved motion rate control scheme. He 
presented two methods for calculating the Jacobian matrix. 
The first method utilizes the vector cross product. The 
second method precomputes a number of inverse Jacobian 
matrices at various joint angle values and then interpolates 
them. The interpolation method takes somewhat less computing 
time than the vector cross product method, but its 
disadvantage is presently limited by the fact that 
interpolation is valid over a limited range of joint angle 
values.
Paul (1981) developed a homogeneous differential 
transformations approach to obtain the manipulator Jacobian 
matrix with respect to the end effector coordinate system. 
He pointed out that differential changes in position and 
orientation of T6 are caused by differential changes in 
joint coordinates dq^. He then applied the successive 
transformation matrices to formulate the differential 
changes in the position and orientation of T6 as a function 
of all six joint coordinates. This function matrix is 
written as a six-by-six matrix. For an n-degree-of-freedom 
manipulator, this will be a six-by-n matrix consisting of 
differential translation and rotation vector elements, and 
is known as the Jacobian.
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Orin and Schrader (1984) discussed and compared six 
different methods for calculating the Jacobian for a general 
n-degree-of-freedom manipulator: Vukobratovic/Potkonjak, 
Waldron, Olson, Renaud, Orin/Schrader, and Paul. The results 
indicate that their method is the most computationally 
efficient when the Jacobian is based on an end effector 
coordinate system. A method proposed by Renaud gives the 
best results when an arbitrary coordinate system is used.
Ho and Sriwattanathamma (1986) described a new approach 
for obtaining a differential relationship of a robotic 
manipulator via the vector kinematics method. The derived 
formulas can compute the Jacobian with respect to the end 
effector coordinate system or with respect to the base 
coordinate system. The resulting equations are similar to 
Paul's method except that the recursion may be referred to 
any direction.
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III. DIRECT MANIPULATOR KINEMATICS
The fundamental direct kinematics problem for robotic 
manipulators is to formulate kinematic equations that 
transform the joint space to the Cartesian space. The 
transforming functions relate the position and orientation 
of the end effector (or any other link) coordinate system to 
the base coordinate system of the manipulator. Such
transformations are rather significant since a robot is 
actuated in the joint space, whereas any performance of its 
tasks is manipulated in the Cartesian space. In this 
chapter, we first describe some mathematical preliminaries 
on vector and matrix algebra which are used systematically 
to represent the relative displacement of the joints of a 
manipulator. We then develop a mathematical model for 
representing the geometric configuration of the links and 
joints of the manipulator. This kinematic model is an 
important tool in the analysis and synthesis of functional 
properties of the robotic system. Subsequently, the 
kinematic equations are derived and the direct kinematics 
solutions are discussed.
A. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
Since each robotic link can rotate or translate with 
respect to a reference coordinate system, a link attached 
coordinate system is established at each joint. The basic 
concept of the mathematical description of the link
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coordinate system is to provide the translation and rotation 
characteristics of each link.
The position of an arbitrary point can be represented 
by a translation vector from the origin of a specified 
reference coordinate system to that point. The rotation can 
be represented by a 3 x 3 orthogonal rotation (orientation) 
matrix.
1. Translation Vector
The translation vector, in terms of its components 
along the reference coordinate systems, can be defined as
v = ai + bj + ck, (3.1)
where i, j, and k are unit vectors in the directions of the 
positive x, y, and z of the reference coordinate axes, 
respectively. Note that small bold face characters generally 
indicate vectors while capital bold face characters indicate 
matrices.
a. Euclidean Norm
The magnitude, or length, of a vector v is denoted by 
the Euclidean norm ||v|j2 and defined by
||v||2 = (a2 + b2 + c2)1/2. (3.2)
b. Direction Cosines
The direction of the translation vector can be 
expressed by the direction cosines:
cosa = a . cos/3 = b . cos© = c . ( 3 . 3 )
w 2 m 2 m 2
where a, (3, and © represent the angles between the vector v 
and the positive x, y, and z axes, respectively.
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c . Dot or Scalar Product
Let a and b represent two vectors, for example, 
a = axi + ayj + a zk, b = bxi + byj + b zk. (3.4)
The dot product is defined (denoted by "•") as
a*b - b-a
= axbx + ayby + a zb2 . (3.5)
If vectors a and b are orthogonal to each other, then
a*b = b*a = 0. (3.6)
The Euclidean norm of vector v may also be expressed as
||v||2 = v*v. (3.7)
d . Cross or Vector Product
The vector (cross) product of a and b, denoted by "x", 
is another vector perpendicular to the plane formed by the 
vectors of that product. It points in the same direction as 
a right-threaded screw advance when its head is rotated from 
a to b and is defined as




i + (a zbx
(3.8)
= (ayb z - a2by )  (a2bx - axb 2)j + (axby - aybx )k. 
If a and b are parallel, then
a x b = - (b x a) =0. (3.9)
e. Homogeneous Column Matrix 
A translation vector
P = Pxi + Pyj + Pz*, (3.10)








Px - vx/w 
Py =  V y/ W  




and w is a scale factor. In robotic manipulation, the 
scaling factor, w, is always set to 1.
2. Rotation COrientation) Matrix
The rotation of a point, attached in the rotated link 
coordinate system, relative to a reference coordinate system 
can be represented by the direction cosines between the 
corresponding coordinates of the link and the reference 
coordinate system.
Let n, o, and a be unit vectors in the directions of 
the positive x, y, and z of the link coordinate axes, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The components of each 
unit vector are direction cosines of each vector projected 
into the unit vectors, i, j, and k, of the reference 
coordinate axes, respectively.
This description of transforming an arbitrary vector, 
expressed in a rotated link coordinate system (link-attached 
coordinate system), to a reference coordinate system may be 




Figure 1. Vectors Pertinent to Obtaining the Rotation 
Matrix
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n*i o* i a*i
n-j o* j a* j / (3.15)
n*k o*k a-k
where n*i, n*j, and n*k are the direction cosine components 
of unit vector n projected into each unit vector of the 
reference coordinate system, respectively.
Note that R is an orthonormal matrix; the column 
vectors of this matrix are orthogonal to each other and each 
vector has the unit Euclidean norm. Furthermore, from the 
property of the orthogonal matrix, we can express the 
inverse of the matrix R as:
R"1 = Rfc, (3.16) 
and RtR = RRfc =1, (3.17) 
where Rfc is the transpose of the matrix R, and I is the 
3 x 3  identity matrix.
3. Homogeneous Transformation
From sections A.l and A.2, we see that the homogeneous 
column matrix provides the translation and scaling of a 
position vector, whereas the rotation matrix provides only 
the rotation. We can combine these two matrices into a 
generalized single 4 x 4  homogeneous transformation matrix 
that describes both the translation and orientation effects. 
This 4 x 4  homogeneous transformation matrix is used to map 
the position and orientation of a vector in one coordinate 
system to another in the three-dimensional Euclidean space.
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A homogeneous transformation matrix can be considered to 
consist of four submatrices:
R3x 3 P3xl






The upper left 3 x 3  submatrix describes the rotational 
relationship between the two coordinate systems. The upper 
right 3 x 1  column matrix describes the translation vector 
from the origin of the reference coordinate system to the 
origin of the rotated coordinate system. The lower left 1 x 
3 row matrix provides the perspective transformation along 
the three coordinate axes, while the lower right l x l  
submatrix performs a scaling function. The perspective 
transformation and scaling factor can find some applications 
in robotic vision and computer graphics. In manipulator 
kinematics, the perspective transformation matrix, f, is 
always set to [0 0 0] and the scaling matrix, w, is always 







A 4 x 4 homogeneous transformation matrix, T, which 
represents the translation, rotation, perspective, and 
scaling transformation, is used primarily on robot 
kinematics as a mathematical function to transform an 
arbitrary vector from the moving coordinate frame to the 
reference coordinate frame.
Given a position vector pm = [px,Py,p2,1] , expressed 
in the moving coordinate frame, its transformation vr, 
expressed in the reference coordinate frame, is determined 
by the matrix product
v r = rV s i '  <3 -22>
where rTm is a 4 x 4 homogeneous transformation matrix that
maps a vector expressed in the moving frame to the reference
coordinate frame.
a. Translation Transformation
The position vector of the homogeneous transformation 
matrix specifies the location of the origin of a link- 
attached coordinate frame translated away from the reference
coordinate frame.
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Let p = pxi + pyj + pzk corresponds to this translation 
vector; the transformation T then can be determined as
T = Trans(px/py/pz)
1 0 0 px 
0 1 0 py 
0 0 1 pz 
0 0 0 1
(3.23)
b. Rotation Transformation
The rotation matrix of the homogeneous transformation 
matrix describes the directions of the link-attached 
coordinate axes rotated away from the reference coordinate 
frame. Now, let us investigate the effect of pure rotation. 
Let x*y*z* be rotated about the x axis by angle 6 and assume 
the origins of the xyz and x'y'z' frames coincide. The 
direction of the x axis is not changed, since we are 
rotating about that axis. The directional vectors of the x' 
,y , and z axes can be determined as:
i' = li + Oj + Ok, (3.24)
j' = Oi + cosQj + sin©k, (3.25)
•rlOII - sinej + cosek. (3.26)
Combining the above results, the homogeneous transformation 
matrix is given as
t = Rot(x,e)
1 0 0 0
0 COS© -sin© 0
0 sin© cos© 0
0 0 0 1
(3.27)
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Similarly, the homogeneous transformation matrices for 
rotation about the y and z axes are given by:
T = Rot(y,0) =
T = Rot(z,0) =
COS0 0 sinQ 0
0 1 0 0
-sine 0 cose 0
0 0 0 1
cose -sine 0 0
sine cose 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 l
(3.28)
(3.29)
5. Composite Homogeneous Transformation
The homogeneous translation and rotation transformation 
matrices can be multiplied together to form a composite 
homogeneous transformation matrix. Let us determine the 
homogeneous transformation matrices T that represent:
(a) a rotation of a angle about the station z axis, 
followed by a rotation of $ angle about the station x axis, 
followed by translations of a, b, and c units along the 
station x, y, and z axes, respectively.
(b) a rotation of a angle about the z axis, followed by 
a rotation of § angle about the rotated (current) x axis, 
followed by translations of a, b, and c units along the 
newly rotated x, y, and z axes, respectively.
Applying Equations (3.23), (3.27), and (3.29), to the
above problems, we obtain the composite matrices T as:
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(a) Ta = Trans(a,b,c)Rot(x,$)Rot(z,a)
cosa -sina 0 a
sinacosfc cosacosf -sin$ b
sinasinf cosasin$ cos$ c


















6. Premultiplication and Postmultiplication of the 
Homogeneous Transformation Matrices
As we have shown in the previous section, the composite 
homogeneous transformation matrix T can be developed from 
successively multiplying together the sequence of matrices 
that represent translations or rotations. The sequence of 
transformations can be performed either from right to left 
(premultiply) or left to right (postmultiply).
In order to illustrate the difference between the 
postmultiplying and premultiplying sequences, two problems 
of the previous section, Equations (3.30) and (3.31), will 
be clarified. From Equation (3.30), the composite 
homogeneous transformation matrix is given as 
Ta = Trans(a,b,c)Rot(x,#)Rot(z,a).
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The sequence of transformation is, proceeding from right to 
left (premultiply), rotation of the frame around the z axis 
of the reference frame by angle a, followed by rotation 
around the x axis of the reference frame by angle and
finally, translation along the x, y, and z axes of the 
reference frame by a, b, and c units, respectively. On the 
other hand, Equation (3.31) gives
Tb = Rot(z,a)Rot(x,$)Trans(a,b,c).
The sequence of transformation is, proceeding from left to 
right (postmultiply), rotation of the frame around the z 
axis of the reference frame by angle a, followed by rotation 
around the x axis of the rotated (current) frame by angle §, 
and finally, translation along the x, y, and z axes of the 
newly rotated frame by a, b, and c units, respectively.
Generally, the concept of premultiplying a
transformation representing a reference coordinate frame by 
a second transformation describing the translation and/or 
rotation, then that operation is made with respect to the 
reference coordinate frame. While the concept of
postmultiplying a frame by a transformation describing the 
translation and/or rotation, then that operation is made 
with respect to the frame axes described by the preceding 
transformation.
7. Inverse Homogeneous Transformation
The inverse transformation of the 4 x 4  homogeneous 
transformation is simply the description of the reference 
coordinate system with respect to the transformed system.
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From Equation (3.16), we see that the inverse of the 
rotation matrix is equivalent to its transpose. However, the 
inverse of the homogeneous transformation matrix is not 
equivalent to its transpose.
In robotic manipulation, given a transformation matrix 
with elements:
T =
then the inverse is
i-l _
nx °X ax Px
ny °y ay Py
nz °z a z Pz
0 0 0 1
nx ny nz -p*n
°X °y °z -p*o
ax ay az -p • a
0 0 0 1
P are the four
(3.32)
(3.33)
matrix T. It can be easily verified that TT-1 _ I, where I
is the identity matrix.
B. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE MANIPULATOR
Mechanically, a robotic manipulator is composed of an 
arm and a wrist attached to a tool fixture. Mainly, the arm 
is the positioning mechanism, while the wrist is the minor 
positioning and orientation mechanism. In order to 
manipulate dexterously in the three-dimensional space, the
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manipulator should have at least six degrees of freedom: 
three for translation and three for rotations. A degree of 
freedom can be defined as (Smith, 1983) "One of a limited 
number of ways in which a point or a body may move or in 
which a dynamic system may change, each way being expressed 
by an independent variable and all required to be specified 
if the physical state of the body or system is to be 
completely defined."
Basically, the robot arm typically has three degrees of 
freedom, which accomplishes the major positioning and places 
the wrist in the desired workspace. The wrist consists of up 
to three rotary motions which helps to attain an appropriate 
orientation of the tool toward the object.
In this section, homogeneous transformations are 
developed to represent the spatial configuration between 
adjacent links. Here, the symbolic notation of Denavit and 
Hartenberg are employed to model the robotic manipulator.
1. Denavit-Hartenbercr Representation
In 1955, Denavit and Hartenberg developed a 
mathematical approach to define the kinematic relationship 
between each joint. The relationship is based on the 4 x 4  
homogeneous transformation matrix representing each joint 
coordinate system with respect to the previous joint 
coordinate system. It also provides four necessary 
parameters to describe the physical link structure of the 
robotic manipulator.
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There are two distances (a^,d^) and two angles (<*̂ ,0̂ ) 
in each set of the four parameters as shown in Figure 2 and 
Figure 3. The subscript i denotes frame i which is attached 
to link i and is aligned with it£ z axis along the axis of 
joint i+1, which is one of the two joints mounted on link i. 
The four parameters for each joint/link are defined as 
follows:
0-L : The angle between the x ^ ^  and the x^ axes as
measured along the ẑ -IL axi-s in the direction of 
the right hand rule. It is referred to as the
angle between the adjacent links.
d^ : The distance between the origin of the (i-l)*"*1 
coordinate system and the intersection point of 
the Zj-i axis with the x^ axis. It is measured
along the ^ ± - 1  ax:*-s and is referred to as the
distance between the adjacent links.
: The common normal distance between the (i-1)^*1
and ith joints. It is measured along the x^ axis
and is referred to as the length of the link i.
: The angle between the and the axes as
measured along the x^ axis in the direction of the 
right hand rule. It is referred to as the twist 
angle of the link.
Commercially available robotic manipulators nominally 
have a simple structure. The joints are either revolute, 0 ,̂
or prismatic, d^. The links, a^, are straight, and the twist
direction, a^, between links is either parallel or
33
Joint i Joint i+I




Figure 3. Denavit-Hartenberg Link Parameters for 
a Prismatic Joint
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perpendicular. For a revolute joint, a^, d^, and are all 
constant parameters, while 0^ is the joint variable that 
varies as link i rotates about the axis of joint i. For a 
prismatic joint, a^, a^, and 0^ are all constant parameters, 
while d^ is the joint variable that varies as link i 
translates along the axis of joint i. With the four 
parameters provided, the link-attached coordinate frame can 
be established as follows:
(a) The origin of the i^*1 coordinate system is set at 
the intersection of joint axis i+l and the common 
normal distance between the axes of joints i and 
i+l.
(b) The z^ axis lies along the axis of motion, 
translation/rotation of the (i+l)th joint.
(c) The x^ axis is directed along the common normal
between the zf_i and z^ axes, pointing away from 
the axis -
(d) The y^ axis is chosen such that the x^, yj_, and z^ 
axes form a right-hand coordinate system.
2. Specification of A Matrices
Having assigned coordinate frames to all links 
according to the preceding scheme, we can formulate the 
kinematic relationship between the adjacent links i-1 and i 
by performing the following successive transformations:
(a) Rotate about z^_1 axis by an angle
(b) Translate along axis a distance d^.
(c) Translate along x^ axis a distance a^.
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(d) Rotate about x^ axis by an angle a^.
Each of these four transformations can be represented 
by a pure homogeneous translation or rotation matrix. 
Performing the successive multiplications of these four 
matrices results in a composite homogeneous transformation 
matrix, *-1A^, also referred to as the Denavit-Hartenberg 
transformation matrix. Thus, the 1_1A^ matrix describes the 
position and orientation of link i (joint i+l) relative to 
link i-1 (joint i) .
Applying the postmultiplication rules to the operations 
(a) to (d), the matrix 1-1A^ can be formulated as:
1-1A^ = Rot(z,0^)Trans(O,O,d^)Trans(a^,O,O)Rot(x,a^), (3.34)
cosGjL -sin0^ 0 0 1 0 0 0
sine^ COS0^ 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 d i
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 a i
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
0 cosa^ -sina^ 0
0 sina^ cosa^ 0
0 0 0 1
(3.35)
COS0ĵ -sin0^cosa^ sinO^sina^ a^cos©^
sin0^ cos0^cosa^ -cos0^sina^ a^sin0^
0 sina^ cosa di
0 0 0 1
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For a prismatic joint, the length a^ has no meaning and is 
set to zero. Equation (3.36) then reduces to
COS0£ -sin0^cosa^ sin0^sina^ 0
sin0^ cos0^cosajL -cos0^sina^ 0
0 sina^ cosa^ di
0 0 0 1
Applying the property of Equation (3.33) to Equation 
(3.36), the inverse of the can be found to be
COS0^ sin0^ 0 "ai
-sinS^cosa^ cosS^cosajL sinaj_ -d^sina^
sin8^sina^ -cos0^sina^ cosa^ -d^cosa^
0 0 0 1
(3.38)
Once the link-attached frame is assigned to each link 
of the manipulator, the link parameters can be tabulated. A 
revolute 1-1A^ matrix is evaluated by allowing angle 8^ to 
vary while keeping all other parameters, a^, a^, and d^, 
constant. A prismatic matrix is evaluated by allowing 
the distance d^ to vary while keeping all other parameters, 
a^, a^, and 0^, constant.
3. Specification of the Tn Matrix
Given an n-degree-of-freedom robotic manipulator, the 
description of the position and orientation of the end 
effector with respect to the link-attached coordinate frame 
i, is given by
- *i-i a i-2••*n-2.*n-ln-1,*n* (3.39)
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These products of A matrices have historically been called T 
matrices, with the leading superscript omitted if it is the 
base coordinate frame. Thus, the description of the end 
effector with respect to the base coordinate frame can be 
obtained by
T„ = °A, 1A- n-2. n~l.•n **1 "2' * ' "n-1 "n* (3.40)
Performing the matrix multiplications results in the
Tn matrix, which can be expressed in a general form as
Tn
R3x3_|_P3xl 
°1x 3 I 1lxl
nx ° x a x Px
ny °y ay Py
nz ° z a z Pzh----
0 0 0 1
(3.41)
where R is an orientation matrix and p is a position vector. 
Thus, its inverse can be specified as
nx ny nz -p • n
°x °y °z -p • o
ax ay az -p. a
0 0 0 1
(3.42)
The orientation matrix R specifies the oriented 
directions of the end effector, whereas p indicates the 
position of the origin of the end effector, as shown in 
Figure 4. The vector a is in the direction of approach to an 
object and hence is called the approach vector. The vector o 
points in the direction of the finger motion as the end 
effector opens and closes and hence is called the
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Figure 4. Spatial Vectors n, o, a, and p
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orientation/sliding vector. The vector n is called the 
normal vector and is defined in such a way that
n = o x a. (3.43)
Note that R is an orthonormal matrix which has the following 
properties:
n-o = n • a = 0 • II
o x a, o = a x n, a
l|n||2 ii to = Hall





C. KINEMATIC CONTROL EQUATIONS
Principally, in any n-degree-of-freedom robotic
manipulator, the first three joints will function as an arm, 
and the remaining joints will operate as a wrist. The 
relative motion of the arm and wrist results in the total 
motion of the manipulator. Naturally, it is appropriate to 
split the total motion of the robotic manipulator into two 
separate parts. The first deals with the arm motion, and the 
second deals with the wrist motion. The general kinematic 
control equation then can be written in the forms:
[Total motion] = [Arm motion][Wrist motion], (3.47)
or
Tn = t°Tan aTw ]' (3.4S)
Tn = [0»11A22A3][3A4...n'1An}, (3.49)
where Tn describes the position and orientation of the end 
effector with respect to the base coordinate system, °Ta 
describes the position of the arm with respect to the base
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coordinate system, and aTw describes the wrist orientation 
with respect to the arm coordinate system.
The kinematic control equations of the wrist will be 
discussed in Section D, while the arm will be discussed 
separately in Section E.
D. WRIST KINEMATIC CONTROL EQUATION
The orientation of a robotic manipulator depends mainly 
on the motion of the wrist. This orientation matrix can be 
derived by the mathematical modeling procedures as described 
in the previous section. However, the elements of this 3 x 3  
orientation matrix R are not independent. Due to the 
conditions of Equations (3.44) to (3.46), only three out of 
nine elements can be found to be independent. This means 
that the orientation of the manipulator can be described by 
means of three variables only. In this section, two types of 
angles are used to represent the possible orientation of the 
wrist. They are called the Euler angles and Roll-Pitch-Yaw 
(RPY) angles.
1. Euler Angles
With Euler angles, any possible orientation is 
described in terms of a rotation a angle about the z axis, 
then a rotation angle about the rotated (current) y axis, 
and finally a rotation <p angle about the newly rotated z 




Figure 5(a). Euler Angles
Figure 5 ( b ) . Euler Wrist
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Applying the postmultiplication rules to the above 
operations, the Euler homogeneous transformation matrix can 
be formulated as:
TE (a,/3,<p) = Rot(z,a)Rot(y,/3)Rot(z,0) , (3.50)
cosa -sina 0 0
sina cosa 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
cos/3 0 sin/3 0
0 1 0 0
-sin/3 0 cos/3 0
0 0 0 1
COS0 -sin0 0 0
sin0 COS 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(3.51)
Tg (a i P  ,4>)
CaC/3C0-SaS0 -CaC/3S0-SaC0 CaS/3 0
SaC/3C0+CaS0 -SaC/3S0+CaC0 SaS/3 0
-S/3C0 S/3S0 C/3 0
0 0 0 1
where sina = Sa, cosa = Ca, sin/3 = S (3, cos/3 = C/3, sin0 = S0, 
and cos0 = C<p, respectively. The upper 3 x 3  submatrix of 
Equation (3.52) specifies the orientation of the wrist.
2. Specification of Euler Angles in Terms of the A Matrices 
To conform to the Denavit-Hartenberg notation, we will 
derive the Euler transformation based on the A matrices. The 
link-attached coordinate systems are assigned according to 
rules prescribed earlier. The specified axes' alignments 
result in a positioning of the Euler wrist as shown in
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Figure 5(b). The link parameter table of the last three 
revolute joints of the six-degree-of-freedom robotic 
manipulator is summarized in Table I.
TABLE I. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE EULER WRIST
Link Variable 0 a a d cosa sina
4 04 0° i o o 0 0 0 -1
5 e5 0° UD O 0 0 0 0 1
6 e6 0° 0° 0 0 1 0
Based on the link parameter table, the 1_1A^ matrices 
can be determined by either Equation (3.36) for a revolute 
joint, or Equation (3.37) for a prismatic joint.
The transformation matrices for the Euler wrist
are as follows:
COS04 0 -sine4 0
sin04 0 cos94 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
cos05 0 sin©5 0
sin05 0 -cos05 0
0 1 0 0




COS06 -sin06 0 0
sin06 cos96 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
Thus, the Euler angles in terms of the A matrices can be 
determined by multiplying these three matrices together:
Te = 3A44A55A6, (3.56)
C04C05C06-S 0 4S 0 6 -C 0 4C05S 0 6-S 0 4C06 C04s e 5 0
S 0 4C05C 0 6+C04S 0 6 -S 0 4C05S 0 6+C04C 0 6 S04S 0 5 0
—S 0 sC 0 g S 0 5S 9 6 C 0 5 0
0 0 0 1
(3.57)
where sine^ = S9^ and cos0^ = C0^. By replacing a by 04, f3 
by ©5, and <p by 9^, Equation (3.57) yields the same 
transformation as Equation (3.52).
3. Roll, Pitch, and Yaw
Roll-Pitch-Yaw (RPY) transformation is described in 
terms of a rotation 0y angle about the station (reference) x 
axis (yaw), then a rotation 0p angle about the station y 
axis (pitch), and finally a rotation 0R angle about the 
station z axis (roll), as shown in Figure 6.
Applying the premultiplication rules to the above 
operations, the Roll-Pitch-Yaw transformation matrix can be 
formulated as:
■^RPY(®R'®P'®Y^ ~ R°t(z,0R)Rot(y,0p)Rot(x,0y) , (3.58)
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Figure 6. Roll, Pitch, and Yaw Angles 
(BASE Robotic Corporation)
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COS0R -sin0R 0 0 COS0p 0 sin0p 0
sin0R COS0R 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 -sin0p 0 COS0p 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 COS0y -sin0y 0
0 sin0y cos0 y 0
0 0 0 1
C0RC0p C0RS0pS0y—S0RC©y C0RS0pC0y+S0RS0y 0
S0RC0p S0R S0pS0y+C0R C0y S0RS0pC0y—C0RS0y 0
-S0p C0pS0y O © o CD ►< 0
0 0 0 1
(3.60)
where sin0R = S0R, cos0R = C0R, sin0p = S0p, cos0p = C0p , 
sin0y = S0y, and cos0R = C0R , respectively.
4. Specification of Roll, Pitch, and Yaw Angles in Terms o£ 
the A Matrices
Figure 7 shows the robotic manipulator which utilizes 
the Roll-Pitch-Yaw wrist type. The advantage of having this 
type of rotation is that the degeneracy of angular movement 
will not occur in the working space of the robotic 
manipulation (degenerate cases are discussed in Chapter VI). 
Note that the first two angles, roll and pitch, are 
identical to the first two Euler angles. The final angular 




Figure 7. Manipulator with Roll-Pitch-Yaw Wrist
(T3 Robot, Manufacturer: Cincinnati Milacron)
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movement, consists of an angle of rotation Gy about the 
station x axis. The link parameter table of the last three 
revolute joints is summarized in Table II.
TABLE II. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE RPY WRIST
Link Variable e a a d cosa sina
4 04 0° 90° 0 0 0 1
5 05 O o
00ON1 0 0 0 -1
6 e6 0° 0° 0 0 1 0
For the revolute joints, the A matrices can l
determined by Equation (3.36). The A transformation matrices 
for the RPY wrist are as follows:
A4 =
cos ©4 0 sin94 0
sin04 0 -cos04 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
(3.61)
cos05 0 -sin95 0
sin©5 0 cos05 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
(3.62)
=
cos06 -sin©6 0 0
sin96 cos06 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(3.63)
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Thus, the RPY angles in terms of the A matrices can be
determined by multiplying these three matrices together:
trpy
TRPY " ^ 4  *5 *6 ' (3.
4Ce5C06-S04Se6 -c e 4ce5se6-se4ce6 -c e 4se5 0
4ce5ce6+ce4se6 -s e 4ce5se6+ce4ce6 -s e 4se5 0
S05C06 -se 5se6 ce5 0
0 0 0 1
(3.65)
Equation (3.65) is the RPY transformation for the wrist with 
respect to the arm coordinate system, whereas Equation 
(3.60) is the RPY transformation for the wrist with respect 
to the base coordinate system.
E. ARM KINEMATIC CONTROL EQUATION
For a robotic manipulator to reach an arbitr^ty 
position in the workspace, the arm must operate with (#t 
least) three axes of motion (three degrees of freedom). Of 
the eight possible arm kinematic arrangements, only five ate 
currently being manufactured and sold (Colson and Perreip^, 
1983). These five arm kinematic arrangements may pe 
classified into four major categories according to the 
coordinate system that represents their motions, as shown in 
Figure 8.
The four categories (five arrangements) can h&  
classified as follows:





Figure 8. Various Robot Arm Categories
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(2) Cylindrical coordinates (RPP) - one rotary 
(revolute) motion and two linear motions.
(3) Spherical (polar, scara) coordinates (RRP/PRR) - 
two rotary motions and one linear motion.
(4) Articulated (revolute) coordinates (RRR) - three 
rotary motions.
In the preceding section, the wrist kinematic control 
equations were developed. We will now develop the arm 
kinematic control equations according to the four motion 
characteristics of manipulator arms mentioned above.
1. Cartesian Coordinate Arm (PPP)
The position of the arm in Cartesian space can be 
achieved by three perpendicular linear motions. These three 
perpendicular motions are accomplished by a left/right, a 
forward/backward, and an up/down sliding prismatic joint. If 
x, y, and z are the axes of the Cartesian coordinate system, 
the geometric configurations of the Cartesian arm can be 
described simply as a translation dx along the x axis, 
followed by a translation dy along the y axis, and finally, 
a translation dz along the z axis.
Figure 9(a) illustrates the Niko 600 gantry frame 
robot, which employs the Cartesian arrangement. Its link- 
attached coordinate frames for the arm and wrist are shown 
in Figure 9(b). The link parameter table for this Cartesian 
robot is summarized in Table III.
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Figure 9(a). Cartesian Coordinate Arm Manipulator 
(Niko 600 Robot, Manufacturer: Niko)
Figure 9(b). Link-Attached Frames for the Niko 600
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TABLE III. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE NIKO 600 ROBOT
Link Variable 0 a a d cosa sina
1 d l 0° -90° 0 d l 0 -1
2 d2
o0 cn1 90° 0 d2 0 1
3 d 3 0° 0° 0 d 3 1 0
4 04 0° -90° 0 0 0 -1
5 e5 0° 90° 0 d 5 0 1
6 06 0° 0° 0 0 1 0
For the prismatic joints, the A matrices can be 
determined by Equation (3.37). The A matrices for the 
Cartesian arm (the first three joints) are as follows:
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 d
0 0 0 1
0 0 -1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 d
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 d





Thus, the Cartesian transformation matrix can be determined 
by multiplying these three matrices together:








0 0 0 1
(3.69)
(3.70)
Equation (3.70) agrees completely with the conventional 
expression for the three linear x,y, and z motions.
2. Cylindrical Coordinates
In a cylindrical coordinate representation, the 
position of the arm can be specified by the following 
operations: a translation r units along the station x axis, 
followed by a rotation a angle about the station z axis, and 
finally, a translation z units along the z station axis, as 
shown in Figure 10(a).
Applying the premultiplication rules to the operations 
above, the cylindrical transformation matrix can be 
formulated as:
TCyi(z,a,r) = Trans(0,0,z)Rot(z,a)Trans(r,0,0), (3.71)
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 z
0 0 0 1
cosa -sina 0 0
sina cosa 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
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Figure 10(a). Cylindrical Coordinate System
z
Figure 10(b). Spherical Coordinate System
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1 0 0 r
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
TCyl(z,a,r)
cosa -sina 0 rcosa
sina cosa 0 rsina
0 0 1 z
0 0 0 1
(3.72)
(3.73)
Since we are interested in the position of the arm, the 
position vector (last column) of the cylindrical 
transformation matrix specifies this location.
3. Cylindrical Coordinate Arm (RPP)
The cylindrical coordinate arm consists of two 
orthogonal prismatic joints mounted on a revolute joint. The 
revolute joint swivels around the base, describing the 
cylindrical angle. Reach is accomplished by the two 
prismatic joints that slide up/down and extend/retract in 
the axial directions.
Figure 11(a) illustrates the GMF M-1A robot, which 
employs the cylindrical arrangement. Its link-attached 
coordinate frames for the arm and wrist are shown in Figure 
11(b) . The link parameter table for this cylindrical robot 
is summarized in Table IV.
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Figure 11(a). Cylindrical Coordinate Arm Manipulator
(GMF M-1A Robot, Manufacturer: GMF)
Figure 11(b). Link-Attached Frames for the GMF M-1A
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TABLE IV. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE GMF M-1A ROBOT
Link Variable 9 a a d cosa sina
1 el 0° 0 ° 0 0 1 0
2 d2 0° -90° 0 d2 0 -1
3 d3 0° 90° 0 d3 0 1
4 04 0° -90° 0 0 0 -1
5 05 0° 0° 0 0 1 0
The A transformation matrices for the cylindrical arm 
are as follows:
'A1 =
COS01 -sine-L 0 0
sin0-L cosS-̂ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(3.74)
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 d2
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0
0 1 0 d3




Thus, the cylindrical transformation matrix can be 
determined by multiplying these three matrices together:
TRPP
t r p p “ 0*A1 A22*A3 '
COS0-L -sin03 0 -d3sin01
sin©3 COS02 0 d3cos0-L
0 0 1 d2
0 0 0 1
(3.77)
(3.78)
The last column of Equation (3.78) gives the position of the 
cylindrical arm in the base coordinate frame.
4. Spherical Coordinates
The spherical coordinates correspond to a translation r 
units along the z axis, followed by a rotation /3 angle about 
the station y axis, and finally, a rotation a angle about 
station z axis, as shown in Figure 10(b).
Applying the premultiplication rules to the above 
operations yields the spherical transformation matrix:
TSph (a' P >r ) = Rot(z,a)Rot(y,/3)Trans(0,0,r) , (3.79)
TSph -
cosa -sina 0 0
sina cosa 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 r
/
cos/3 0 sin/3 0
0 1 0 0
-sin/3 0 cos/3 0
0 0 0 1
(3.80)













Since we are interested in the position of the arm, the 
position vector of the spherical transformation matrix 
specifies this location.
5. Spherical Coordinate Arm (RRP/PRR)
The spherical coordinate arm allows one of the revolute 
joints to swivel around the base. The second revolute joint 
pivots up or down in a vertical plane. Reach is accomplished 
by a prismatic joint that extends or retracts in an axial 
direction.
Figure 12 illustrates the Jumbo Drilling robot, which 
employs the spherical arrangement. The link parameter table 
for this robot is summarized in Table V.
TABLE V. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE JUMBO DRILLING ROBOT
Link Variable 6 a a d cosa sina
1 el 0° 90° ai 0 0 1
2 02 0° -90° 0 0 0 -1
3 d3 0° 90° 0 d3 0 1
4 04 0° -90° a4 0 0 -1
5 e5 0°
oo0> 0 0 0 1
6 06 0° 0° a6 d6 1 0
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Figure 12. Link-Attached Frames for the Jumbo 
Drilling Robot (Ho and Yao, 1986}
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Thus, the spherical transformation matrix can be determined 
by multiplying these three matrices together:
tRRP = 0»lla22*3' <3-85>
C8 ̂ C©2 —C0-^S02 S0! (S02d3-a1)
S01C02 -S0-J_S02 -C01 S© (S©2d3 )
S02 C02 0 C02d3
0 0 0 1
The last column of Equation (3.86) gives the position of the 
spherical arm in the base coordinate frame.
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6. Articulated Coordinate Arm (RRR)
The articulated coordinate arm is analogous to an 
anthropomorphic or humanlike arm. The three revolute joints 
loosely resemble the configuration of the human arm, 
referred to as the shoulder, elbow, and forearm. The 
articulated (revolute) kinematic arrangement is the most 
typical arm found in robotics industry.
Figures 13(a)-(b) illustrate the Cincinnati Milacron 
T3-756 robot, which employs the articulated arrangement. The 
link parameter table for this robot is summarized in Table 
VI.
TABLE VI. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE CINCINNATI T3-756 ROBOT
Link Variable 6 a a d cosa sina
1 el 90° -90° 0 0 0 -1
2 02 -90° 0° a2 0 1 0
3 03 90° 0 0 a3 0 1 0
4 ®4 0° VO o 0 0 0 0 1
5 e5 1 vo o e 1 VO o 0 0 0 0 -1
6 e6 0° 0° 0 d6 1 0
The A transformation matrices for the articulated arm 
are as follows:
c o s e ^ 0 -sine-j^ 0
sine-L 0 COS0-L 0
0 - 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
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Figure 13(a). Articulated Coordinate Arm Manipulator
(T3-756 Robot, Manufacturer: Cincinnati 
Milacron)
Figure 13(b). Link-Attached Frames for the T3-756
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cose2 -sin02 0 a2cos02
sine2 cos02 0 a2sin02
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
COS03 -sin03 0 a 3cos03
sin93 cos©3 0 a 3sin03
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(3.88)
(3.89)
Thus, the articulated transformation matrix can be 
determined by multiplying these three matrices together:
tRRR
t r r r  “ a 3 ,
c e i c e 2 3 - c e 1 s e 2 3 “S01 C 0 ^  (C 0 2 3  cl3 H"C0^^ 2  )
S 0 1 c e 2 3 " S 0 1 S 0 2 3 C 0 i S © ^  (C 0 2 ^
“ s e 23 - C 0 2 3 0 _ S 0 2 3 a 3 “ S 0 2 a 2
0 0 0 1
where cos(0j+0j) = CG^j and sin(0^+0j) = S9^j. The last 
column of Equation (3.91) gives the position of the 
articulated arm in the base coordinate frame.
F. DIRECT KINEMATICS SOLUTIONS
Direct kinematics of the robotic manipulator is 
concerned with determining the kinematic state (Cartesian 
position and orientation) of the end effector as a function 
of the specified state (joint coordinates) of the various
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joints. For an n-degree-of-freedom robotic manipulator, the 
direct kinematics solution is, therefore, the subject of 
evaluating the state of the end effector with respect to the 
base coordinate system.
The direct kinematics solution starts with assigning 
the link-attached coordinate frame to each link of the 
manipulator. It then tabulates these link parameters and 
establishes the homogeneous transformation matrix 1-1A£ for 
each link. The state of the end effector, link-attached 
frame n, with respect to the base coordinate frame, frame 0, 
is found to be the chain products of the A matrices
Tn = °A11A2...n"2An_1n_1An, (3.92) 
where Tn describes the position and orientation of the end 
effector with respect to the base coordinate system.
Recalling the kinematic control equations (Section C), 
the total motion of the manipulator can be evaluated by 
merging the arm motion and the wrist motion:
Tn = [°A11A22A3][3A4...n XAn], (3.93)
Tn - [°Ta][aTw )- (3.94)
Since various types of arms and wrists can be merged to 
form a manipulator, this method proves to be flexible and 
straightforward. It is advised that the transformation 
matrices, 1Tn, 2Tn ,...,n-1Tn , where
i+lAi+2 * . n-1An' (3.95)
be evaluated since these intermediate matrices must be 
presented to solve the Jacobian and the inverse kinematics 
problems.
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1• Spherical Arm with Euler Wrist
The six-degree-of-freedom Jumbo Drilling Robot can be 
considered to be the spherical arm merging with the Euler 
wrist (with some offsets), as shown in Figure 12. For 
convenience, the link parameter table of the Jumbo Drilling 
Robot, TABLE V, is reprinted below.
TABLE VII. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE JUMBO DRILLING ROBOT
L i n k V a r i a b l e 0 a a d c o s a s i n a
1 e l 0° 9 0 ° a i 0 0 1
2 0 2 0° - 9 0 ° 0 0 0 - 1
3 d 3 0° VO o o 0 d 3 0 1
4 0 4 0° - 9 0 ° a 4 0 0 - 1
5 0 5 0° 9 0 ° 0 0 0 1
6 e 6 0° 0° a 6 d 6 1 0
The A t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i c e s a r e a s  f o l l o w s :
COS02 0 s i n © 1 a 1 c o s 0 1
s i n 0 1 0 -COS©.^ a-, s i n 0 - ,
° A1 =
0 1 0 0
t ( 3 . 9€
0 0 0 1
COS02 0 - s i n © 2 0
s i n © 2 0 c o s 0 2 0II(N<
0 - 1 0 0
f ( 3 . 9 '
0 0 0 1
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1 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0
0 1 0 d
0 0 0 1
COS04 0 -sin94 a4cos©4
sin©4 0 cos04 a4sin©4
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
COS0g 0 sin©5 0
sin©5 0 -cosGg 0
0 1 0 0
1




C O S © 6 -sin©6 0 a6cos©6
sin©6 cos©6 0 a6sin©6
0 0 1 d 6
0 0 0 1
From now on, we will exploit the
abbreviations for the sine and cosine of the angle 
sinOjL = S , cos9^ = C^, 
sin(0i+9j) = Sij, cos(0i+0j) = Ci;j, 
sin(0^+0j+0k) = S^jk, cos(0^+0j+0k) = C^jk . 
Equations (3.103) and (3.104) usually occur










or % XR22A3 ,
o,
C 1C 2 - C i S 2 s






C 5C 6 ~C5S 6 S 5 C5C 6a 6+ S 5d 6
S 5C6 ~S 5 S6 ~C5 S5C 6a 6 " C5d 6
S <5 C 6 0 S 6a 6
0 0 0 1
aPLw 3a 4a 5* A 4 A 5 A 6 '
4C 5C 6 S 4S 6 - ^'4^'5^6” ^4^'6 C4S 5
4c 5c 6+ c 4s 6 - s 4c 5 s 6+ c 4c 6 S4S 5
" S 5 C6 S 5S 6 C 5
0 0 0
C 4 ( C 5C 6a 6+ S 5d 6+ a 4  ̂_S4S6a6
S 4 ( C 5C 6a 6+ S 5d 6+ a 4 ) + C 4S 6a 6
_ S 5C6a 6+ C 5d 6
1
2t 6 = 2a 3 [ 3V » 5 5* 6 J
2T6 = 2A 3a Tw
(3.105)
(3.106)

















1T6 = 1A22a3[3a44a55A6], (3.113)









t6 = [ °a11a22a3 ] [ 3a 4* 5,4 A5 "6^' (3 .115)
m — Om 3m
*6 1a XW' (3 .116)
nx °x ax Px
ny °y ay py (3 .117)
nz °Z az Pz
9
0 0 0 1
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where
nx = C1(C24C5C6-S24S6)-S1S5C6, (3.118)
ny = S1(C24C5C6-S24S6)+C1S5C6' (3.119)
n Z = S24C5C6+C24S6' (3.120)
°X = _C1(C24C5S6+S24C6)+S1S5S6' (3.121)
Oy = — (C24CgSg+S2 4Cg) —C^SgSg , (3.122)
°Z = "S24C5S6+C24C6' (3.123)
= C1C24S5+S1C5, (3.124)
3y = SjC^Sg-CjCg, (3.125)
az = S24S5' (3.126)
Px = C1(C24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)“S24S6a6“S2d3+al̂  (3.127)
“ S1(S5C6a6-C5d6)'
Py = S1(c24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)"S24S6a6“S2d3+al̂  (3.128)
+ ^(SgCgag-Cgdg),
Pz = S24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4^+C24S6a6+C2d3* (3.129)
Obviously, Equation (3.117) is a function of the joint 
variables. If these joint variables, together with the joint 
parameters, are specified, then the direct kinematics 
solution can be obtained directly by evaluating Equations 
(3.118) to (3.129) .
2. Articulated Arm with Roll-Pitch-Yaw Wrist
The six-degree-of-freedom Cincinnati Milacron T3-756 
Robot can be considered to be the articulated arm merging 
with the RPY wrist (with some offsets), as shown in Figure 
13. For convenience, the link parameter table of the T3-756 
Robot, TABLE VI, is reprinted below.
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TABLE VIII. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE CINCINNATI T3-756 ROBOT
Link Variable 6 a a d cosa sina
1 G1 90° o o 0 0 0 -1
2 02 -90 ° 0° a2 0 1 0
3 03 KD O o 0° a3 0 1 0
4 94 0° 90° 0 0 0 1
5 05 1 O 0 -90° 0 0 0 -1
6 06 0° 0° 0 d6 1 0
The corresponding A transformation matrices for the 
Cincinnati Milacron T3-756 robot are as follows:
COS0-L 0 -sinO-î 0
sin01 0 cos©1 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 l
cos02 -sin©2 0 a2cos02
sin92 cos02 0 a2sin©2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
COS03 -sin©3 0 a3cos©3
sin03 COS03 0 a3sin03
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(3.132)
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COS04 0 sin94 0
sin94 0 -cos04 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
COS05 0 -sin05 0
sin05 0 cos05 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
( 3 . 1 3 3 )
( 3 . 1 3 4 )
COS0g - s i n 9 6 0 0
s i n 0 6 COS0g 0 0
0 0 1 d
0 0 0 1
( 3 . 1 3 5 )
Thus:
'T = Aa
1 C23 ~C1 S 2 3  “ S 1 Cl ( C2 3 a 3 +C2 a 2)
1 C2 3 “ S 1 S 2 3  C1 S i ( C 2 3 a 3+C2 a 2 )
S 2 3
onCM01 _ S 2 3 a 3 ” S 2 a 2
0 0 0 1
( 3 . 1 3 6 )
5T - 5A T6 — A6' ( 3 . 1 3 7 )
‘T6 =
C5 C6 “ C5 S 6 “ S 5 ~S 5 d 6




( 3 . 1 3 8 )
0 0 0 1
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LW = 3t * =
'T6 =
4 C 5 C 6 “ S 4 S 6 “ C 4 C 5 S 6 “ S 4 C 6 - C 4 S 5 - C 4 S 5 d 6
4 C 5 C 6 + C 4 S 6 “ S 4 C 5 S 6 + C 4 C 6 _ S 4 S 5 “ S 4 S 5 d 6
S 5 C 6 - S 5 S 6 c 5 c 5 d 6
0 0 0 1
(3.
C 5 C 6 “ S 3 4 S 6 “ C 3 4 C 5 S 6 “ S 3 4 C 6 ~ C 3 4 S 5
C 5 C 6 + C 3 4 S 6 - S 3 4 C 5 S 6+ C 3 4 C 6 ” S 3 4 S 5
S 5 C 6 - S 5 S 6 C5
0 0 0
“ C 3 4 S 5 d 6 + C 3 a 3











t6 = [0R11A22A3n 3R44A55R6],





nx ° x a x Px
ny ° y a y py
n z ° z a z Pz
0 0 0 i
where
nx = C1(C234C5C6-S234S6)_S1S5C6' (3.145)
ny = S1(C234C5C6-S234S6)+C1S5C6' (3.146)
n z = -S234C5C6-C234S6' (3.147)
°X = _C1(C234C5S6+S234C6)+S1S5S6' (3.148)
°y = -Si (C234C5S6+S234C6)-C1S5S6, (3.149)
°z = S234C5S6“C234C6' (3.150)
aX = -C1C234S5_S1C5• (3.151)
ay = —^1<“234^5+<"1<"5 ’ (3.152)
aZ = S234S5' (3.153)
px = -C-l (C234S5d6-C23a3-C2a2)-S-LCgdg, (3.154)
Py = -S1(C234S5d6-C23a3-C2a2)+C1C5d6, (3.155)
Pz = S234S5d6-S23a3"S2a2* (3.156)
Equations (3.145) to (3.156) give the position and 
orientation of the end effector, direct kinematics solution, 
of the T3-756 robot.
In this section, we can see that solving the direct 
kinematics symbolically requires many multiplications and 
trigonometric simplifications. Manually producing such 
solutions is tiresome and error-prone. Chapter V provides a 
computer methodology to automate this process.
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IV. DIFFERENTIAL MOTIONS
In Chapter III, we presented the kinematic control 
equations of the robotic manipulator which only deal with 
the position control of the end effector. Besides the 
position control, the robot control problems further involve 
speed control and dynamic systems. The speed control 
describes the differential relationships between the desired 
motion of the end effector and the motion of the joints. 
This chapter focuses on deriving a speed control model by 
means of the vector kinematics approach.
A. RELATIVE MOTIONS BETWEEN FRAMES
Considering the fixed and moving coordinate systems 
shown in Figure 14, by vector addition it can be seen that
(x)F = (x0)F + (p)p. (4.1)
Differentiating this expression with respect to time results 
in the expression for velocity
(v)F = (v0)F + (p)F. (4.2)
Now let R be defined as the 3 x 3  rotation submatrix of 
the homogeneous transformation matrix A that relates the 
orientations in the moving frame to those in the fixed 
frame. Thus, the coordinates of the point (p)M in the moving 
frame relative to the fixed frame can be expressed as
(p )f = (R)f (p )m * (4.3)
Differentiating both sides with respect to time, we obtain
(P)f = (R)f (P)m  + (r )f (P^M’ (4.4)
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ZM
Figure 14. Relative Motions between Frames
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Utilizing the property that the R is an orthogonal matrix, 
that is
R-1 = Rfc. (4.5)
Equation (4.4) can be expanded into
(P) p = (RR^) F (R) F (P) m + (R)F (P)m * (4.6)
If point (p)M is fixed with respect to the moving frame, 
then (p)M = 0. Therefore,
(P)F = (RRt)F (R)F (P)M - (4.7)









Differentiating R with respect to time yields
-sine -cosQcosa cos©sina
R = cos© -sinecosa sinGsina
0 0 0
Multiplying R by R^, we get
• 4"RRC =















This can be simplified into the form
80
ft = RRt =
0 -1 0
1 0 0 e. (4.11)
0 0 0
The quantity RR^ is defined to be ft (Angeles, 1982; Bottema 
and Roth, 1979), the angular velocity matrix of the moving 
frame with respect to the fixed frame. Substituting this 
into Equation (4.7),
(P) p = (ft) p(*0 p ( P ) (4.12) 
and substituting Equation (4.12) into Equation (4.2) leads 
to
(v )f ~ (vo^F + (ft)p(®)F M* (4.13) 
It is obvious that (xQ)F is just the position vector of the 
homogeneous transformation matrix A. From Equation (3.36), 














Equation (4.15) represents the translation velocity of the 
of the moving frame with respect to the fixed frame.
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Substituting the results of Equations (4.11) and (4.15) 
into Equation (4.13), we obtain
-a(sin©)0 0 -1 0
(V)F = a(cos0)0 + 1 0 0 ©F (R) f (P) M* (4.16)
a 0 0 0
F F
Equation (4.16) describes the instantaneous velocity of 
point (p)M with respect to the fixed frame.
1. Angular and Linear Velocities of the Prismatic Joint
Consider the prismatic joint shown in Figure 15 with 
the translation along the zF axis. For a prismatic joint, 
the only displacement allowed is the translation motion. The 
angular velocity (0F) of the prismatic joint, therefore, is 
always equal to zero. Or








where 0X, 0y, and 0Z are the angular velocity components in 
the x, y, and z directions, respectively. Equation (4.11) 
for the prismatic joint then reduces to (fl)F = 0.
The linear velocity of the prismatic joint can be 
determined by Equation (4.16), which gives
0 0 0 0 0
(V)F = 0 + 0 0 0 (R) f (P) M “ 0
a 0 0 0 a
F F L J
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Figure 15. Motion of a Prismatic Joint
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Let M be a link-attached coordinate system for link i, 
and F a link-attached coordinate system for link (i-1). We 









Equation (4.19) describes the linear velocity of the 
prismatic link i measured with respect to link (i-1).
2. Angular and Linear Velocities of the Revolute Joint
Next consider the revolute joint shown in Figure 16 
with rotation about the zi-i axis. For a revolute joint, 
the only displacement allowed is the rotation motion. The 
sliding velocity <5.̂, therefore, has no meaning and is always 
set to zero, clj_ = 0. In the case of the revolute joint, the 
joint variable, 0^, is defined to be a rotation about the 
zi-l ax^s °f the- link-attached frame (i-1). With this in 
mind it can be seen that
1-1©i = Oi + 0j + 9ik = [0 0 1 ] ^ .  (4.20)







L 0 2  J 1i
e. (4.21)
where 0X, 9y, and 9Z are the angular velocity components in 
the x, y, and z directions, respectively. Equation (4.21) 
describes the angular velocity of revolute link i with
84
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Figure 16 Motion of a Revolute Joint
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respect to link (i-1).
It is now desired to determine the linear velocity of 
the revolute joint. Let F be a coordinate frame (i-1), and M 




-arsine 0 -1 0
a^cosG^ 0i + 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
e i-1Ripi-
(4.22)
Consider point p^ as the origin point of the end 
effector frame n, measured with respect to the link-attached 
frame i, as shown in Figure 17, where n is the number of 
degrees of freedom. The vector 1pn represents the position 
vector of the product of the homogeneous transformation 
matrices • . • n_1An.




a^cosG^ ©• H- +
0 - 1 0  








Multiplying i_1Ri by yields hence
(4.23)
i-1vi
i-1 _ _ i-1 i-1
-a^sine^
•















Equation (4.24) can be further simplified to
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zi
Figure 17. Relationship between the End Effector 

















Note that a^cos©^ and a^sin©^ are just the x and y 
components of the position vector, 1-1p^, of the matrix 





0 0L Ji L n
0. (4.26)
From Figure 17, the first position vector of Equation 
(4.26) corresponds to vector Oj^o^ and the second position 
vector corresponds to vector °i°n' Both vectors are 
expressed in the coordinate system (i-1). Adding these two 
position vectors together results in another position vector 
which points from the origin of the link-attached frame 
(i-1) to the origin of the end effector frame n. This 
resulting vector is simply the position of the end effector 
with respect to the coordinate system (i-1).
Equation (4.26) finally reduces to
i-1 r i i-1 r i
v x "py





where vx, Vy, and vz are the linear velocity components in 
the x, y, and z directions, respectively. Equation (4.27) 
describes the linear velocity of the revolute joint with 
respect to link coordinate system (i-1).
3. Angular and Linear Velocities of the Prismatic/Revolute 
Joint with Respect to the Base Frame
In the previous sections, we have derived the angular 
and linear velocities of the prismatic/revolute joints whose 
components may be expressed in any coordinate system from 
base (0) to end effector (n). The reference point for which 
the velocity is instantaneously computed may be arbitrarily 
selected as the center of the end effector. In this section, 
we will be concerned with deriving the velocity of the 
prismatic/revolute joint with respect to the base frame. The 
velocity with respect to the end effector frame will be 
discussed in section A.4.
In order to express the angular and linear velocities 
in terms of the base coordinate system, apply the 
orientation portions of the 1“2A^_1 through matrices
successively to 1-10£ and 1-1v^, as shown:
°©i = (°r11r2* * *i"*3Ri-2i_2^i-1) (4.28)
°vi = (4.29)








For a prismatic joint, the angular velocity can be 
derived from Equation (4.17)
i-1 r 0
0 0





and the linear velocity can be derived from Equation (4.19)
i-1
0
0,r. = 0V, = "Hi.! 0
1
ai* (4.32)
Substituting in the general form of the orientation 
transformation yields:
ai
0 — i-1 r
nx °x ax 0
= n,r o._ a.. 0y I>11








For a revolute joint, the angular velocity can be 
derived from Equation (4.21)
i-l |- -n 0 i-l r *i
0 nx °x ax 0
°9i = °Ri-i 0 - ny °y 9y 0 ®i






and the linear velocity can be derived from Equation (4.27):
0.
0 i - l
nx ° x a x “ p y
=
n y ° y a y Px
nz ° z a z 0
i - l
0 0




n y 1 - 1 ( P y ) n + Oy






( P y )x ' n
(4.35)
(4.36)
Combining Equations (4.31) and (4.33) to form the total
velocity response for the prismatic joint leads to
0 0
v x a x
v y a y








Equation (4.37) describes the total velocity response, the 
linear and angular velocities, for the prismatic joint 
with respect to the base frame.
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Combining Equations (4.34) and (4.36) to form the total 
















1 1 (Py)n +
°x
°y








Equation (4.38) describes the total velocity response for 
the revolute joint with respect to the base frame.
4. Angular and Linear Velocities of the Prismatic/Revolute 
Joint with Respect to the End Effector Frame
In order to express the angular and linear velocities 
in terms of the end effector coordinate system, frame n, 
apply the orientation portions of the (1-1A^)-1 through 
(n~^An)~1 transformation matrices successively to 1-^0^ and 
as shown:
n©i. = ((n"1Rn)~1(n_2Rn_1)"1...(i"1Ri)"1)i"10i, (4.39)
nvi = ( (n"1Rn)-1(n"2Rn_1)'1. . . (i"1Ri)“1) i_1V;L. (4.40)
Utilizing the property of the matrix algebra that
( A ^ . - . A ^  (An) 1...(A2) 1(A1)~1,
Equations (4.39) and (4.40) may be simplified to:
(4.41)
n0i = ( (1“1R^:lR
= nRi-1
l *'i+l • * *n ^ n ) " 1)1 1®i = (x 1Rn) 1 1-10.
(4.42)
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"Vi = a 1 1Ri1Ri+1. . .n 1Rn) 1)i 1V1 = (i_1Rn) 1 1 1V
_ nR i-lv .- Rf-i Vi,
where i = and
x-1
(i_1Rn) 1 = nRi-l = V ' *  “
nx ny n z
o„ o„ o„X y z





For a prismatic joint, the angular velocity can be 
derived from Equation (4.17)
i-1
0 0





and the linear velocity can be derived from Equation (4.19)
i-1_ _ i-1_ _ i-1
■Vi
nx ny nz 0
= °x °y °z 0





For a revolute joint, the angular velocity can be
derived from Equation (4.21)












and the linear velocity can be derived from Equation (4.27):
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i-l i-1 r “7
nx ny nz -py
1!•H
*
° x °y °z Px
a x ay az 0n n
~nxPy + nyPX
-°xPy + °y P x
~a xPy + ayPX
(4.48)
Combining Equations (4.45) and (4.46) to form the total 











Combining Equations (4.47) and (4.48) to form the total 
velocity response for the revolute joint leads to
n _ i-1
v x nxPy + nyPx
vy -°xPy + oypx







Equations (4.49) and (4.50) describe the total velocity 
response, the angular and linear velocities, for the
prismatic and revolute joints with respect to the end
effector frame, respectively.
B. FORMULATING THE MANIPULATOR JACOBIAN MATRIX
From the kinematics control equations, we can formulate 
the position and orientation of the end effector as a 
function of the joint coordinate variables. This nonlinear 
transcendental function is continuous and differentiable for 
all of the joint coordinate variables.
Let the vector x denote a set of command variables, 
position and orientation, in an arbitrary coordinate system, 
and let the vector q be a set of joint coordinate variables. 
The command variables and joint coordinate variables are 
related by the function F such that
x = F(q). (4.51)
Or, expressing this relationship in a matrix form
X 1 F 1 (q1 ,q2 f •••,qn )
x2 F2 ( q i ^ 2 '  •••'%)
_ xm _ Fm (^l' ̂ 2 ' * * * ' ̂ n)
where x e Rmxl, q e Rnxl, F: Rnxl -* Rmxl, m is the number of 
command variables, and n is the number of joint variables.
Differentiating Equation (4.51) with respect to time,
we obtain
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dx _ <SFfq) dq 
dt 6q dt' (4.53)
or
x = J(q)q, (4.54)
where S / S  q denotes the partial derivative operator, and 
J(q) = 6F(q)/6q e Rmxn is defined as the manipulator
Jacobian matrix. The manipulator Jacobian matrix serves as 
the mapping function that transforms the vector of joint 
rates (q) to any of the arbitrary coordinate velocities (x).
Each element of the Jacobian matrix J(q) depends on the 
joint coordinate vector q and is defined by
J^j = 5F^/5qj, i = l,...,m and j = l,...,n. (4.55)
Representing Equation (4.54) in matrix form yields





S F 2 / 6 q i 
•
•









5Fm/5q2 «SFm/6qn ^n _
(4.56)
Most industrial robotic manipulators consist of six 
degrees of freedom (q e R° x) which make it possible to 
command the end effector into any arbitrary position and 
orientation in the workspace. In this case, the command 
position and orientation variables are generally described 
by three axes each (x e R6xl) . Hence, the first three 
components of the command vector x correspond to the 
position command and the last three components correspond to 
the orientation command. In addition, the position and
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orientation command vectors may be expressed in any




where 1Jj e R6x^, x-̂  e R3xl is the position vector, v e R3xl
• • , Tyl , ,is the linear velocity vector, x2 e R is the orientation 
vector, and 0 e R is the angular velocity vector. The
position vector, linear velocity vector, orientation vector, 
and the angular velocity vector are referred to the end 
effector. The components of the end effector velocity and 
the Jacobian matrix are expressed in the ith coordinate 
system as denoted by the leading superscript. The reference 
point for the end effector velocity is implied to be the 
center of the frame j as denoted by the trailing subscript. 
For j not equal to n, the velocity reference point is a 
fictitious point not physically on the end effector (Orin 
and Schrader, 1984) . Therefore, we select j as the end 
effector frame, j = n, which makes the velocity reference 







The elements of the Jacobian matrix 1Jn are defined 
similarly to Equation (4.55):
Jkp = <SFk/5qp, k = 1, . . . , 6 and p = 1,...,6. (4.59)
For k = 1, 2, and 3, 
to the components of
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the elements of the Jacobian correspond 
the linear velocity vector v. Thus:
Jlp = *Fi/tf<Jp = vxp' (4.60)
J2p = 5F2/5qp = vyp' (4.61)
J3p = 5F3/5(2p = vzp' (4.62)
where p = 1,...,6.
For k = 4, 5, and 6, the elements of the Jacobian correspond 
to the components of the angular velocity vector 0. Thus:
J4p = 6F4/6qp = exp/ (4 -63)
J5p = 6F5/{qp = eyp, (4.64)
J6p “ S F 6 / S q p  = 6zp. (4.65) 
Applying the notation of Equations (4.60) through
(4.65) to Equation (4.58), and representing this equation 
in matrix form yields
~ - -
V X vxl vx2 vx3 • ’ • vx6 «3l
VY vyi vy2 vy3 —  vy6 <32
< N vzl vz2 vz3 ---vz6 <33
®x ®xl ®x2 ®x3 ---®x6 ^4
©y ®yl ®y2 §y3 ---®y6 ^5
®Z ®zl ®z2 ®z3 ---®Z6 ^6
n n
(4.66)
where the ith column vector of the Jacobian matrix describes 
the velocity of the end effector corresponding to the i ^  
joint rate.
Multiplying Equation (4.53), velocity relationship, by 
dt, yields the differential relationship form
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dx = Jdq. (4.67)
Equation (4.67) describes the differential change in 
position and orientation of the end effector as a function 
of differential changes of all n joint coordinates.
1. The Jacobian Matrix with Respect to the Base Frame
We will now consider the case of the manipulator 
Jacobian matrix whose components are evaluated with respect 
to the base coordinate system (0). The reference point for 
the end effector is selected at the center of the end 
effector frame. This case corresponds to letting the i*'*1 
link coordinate system of Equation (4.58) be the base 
coordinate system.
Substituting the leading superscript i = 0 into
Equation (4.58) results in
0in = 0jnS' (4-68)
where °Jn represents the Jacobian matrix with respect to the 
base coordinate system.
Based on Equations (4.37) and (4.38), each column of 
the Jacobian can be computed such that: 












for a revolute joint and i = l,...,n
nx




i-1 Gj . (4.70)
n x
i-1
Equation (4.70) shows that °Jn is derived by using both the 
forward recursive orientation transformation matrices
( ° R 0 , ° R 1 , ____ , °R n ) and the backward recursive position
transformation vectors (°pn, 3-pn, . . . , n_1pn) . Note that °R^ 
represents the 3 x 3  orientation submatrix of °T^ and -*-pn 
represents the 3 x 1  position vector of 1Tn . Further, ° R 0 is 
just the identity matrix.
2. The Jacobian Matrix with Respect to the End Effector 
Frame
In this case the manipulator Jacobian matrix is 
evaluated with respect to the end effector coordinate system 
(n) , and again the reference point for the end effector is 
selected at the center of the end effector frame. This case 
corresponds to letting the ith link coordinate system of 
Equation (4.58) be the end effector coordinate system.
Substituting the leading superscript i = n in Equation
(4.58) results in
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nxv _ n-*n - ljn<3/ (4.71)
where nJn represents the Jacobian matrix with respect to the 
end effector coordinate system.
Based on Equations (4.49) and (4.50), each column of 
the Jacobian can be computed such that: 
















1___ -nxPy + nypx
vyi “°xPy + °yPX










Note that nJn is derived by using only the backward 
recursive transformation matrices (°Tn ,1Tn , ...,n_1Tn).
3. The Relation between the Jacobian Matrices of the Base
Frame and the End Effector Frame






_ 0Jnq and nx = xn
v
0
_ nT *- Jnq-
n n
Also, recall the transformation relationships:
0„ _ 0„ n,, 0'vn = °Rnnvn and 0 = ^0 ®n Rn °n*
We can verify that the Jacobian matrices °Jn and nJn are 
related by:
°CJviln = °Rnn [Jviln' (4-74)
°[Jeiln = °Rnn tJei]n' <4-75>
Oyl Oy *1where [JvjJ e R and [Jq ]̂ e RJ‘r-x are the linear velocity 
and angular velocity of the i*”*1 column components of the 
Jacobian matrix, respectively.
C. SOLUTION FOR THE ARM JACOBIAN
Generally, the manipulator Jacobian matrix is composed 
of the linear velocity and the angular velocity components. 
The linear velocity corresponds mainly to the position rate 
of change of the arm, while the angular velocity corresponds 
to the orientation rate of change of the wrist. This section 
illustrates the Jacobians for positioning of the cylindrical 
and spherical arms.
1. Jacobian of the Cylindrical Arm
In the cylindrical coordinate system, the position of 
the arm can be specified by the three coordinates z, a, and 
r of the base-attached frame. This position representation 
can be obtained directly from the position vector of the
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homogeneous transformation matrix as presented in
Equation (3.73).
The position command variable, x l f  and the coordinate 
command variable, q, are related by:
x = F- ^(z  , a  , r )  = rcosa,
y = F2 (z,a,r) = rsina, (4.76)
z = F3(z,a,r) = z,
where = [x,y,z]t and q = [z,a,r]t .
The linear (translational) velocity, 3^, can be determined 
by differentiating Equation (4.76) with respect to time:
5 F , S F 1 . 5F1 .x = --- z + --- a + --- r = -(rsina)a + (cosa)r,
r = (rcosa)a + (sina)r, (4.77)
<Sz 6a S r















3 .- r = z.
Expressing Equation (4.77) in matrix form yields
- -
•
X vx 0 -rsina cosa z
•y = >1> = 0 rcosa sina a
•z vz 1 0 0 r
- -
Solving [z,a,r]t in term of [x,y,z]t yields
z 0 0 1 •X
•a
•r






where q is now the joint command vector. Noting that
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x-ĵ = °Jnvq, we can derive that
0 0 1
-sina/r cosa/r 0 OjJnv' (4.80)
cosa sina 0
where °Jnv e R3xn ^he iinear velocity submatrix of the 
Cartesian Jacobian matrix with respect to the base frame, as 
described in Section B.l.
2. Jacobian of the Spherical Arm
For this case, the position of the arm can be specified 
by the three coordinates a, /3, and r of the base-attached 
frame. This position representation can be obtained directly 
from the position vector of the homogeneous transformation 
matrix TSp^, as presented in Equation (3.81).
The position command variable, and the coordinate
command variable, q, are related by:
x = F-j_(a,/8,r) = rcosasin/3,
y = F2 (a,j8,r) = rsinasin/3, (4.81)
z = F3 (a,j8,r) = rcos/3,
where x ± = [x,y,z]t and q = [a^r]^.
The linear velocity, x-̂ , can be determined by the same 
method as for the cylindrical arm. Differentiating Equation
(4.81) with respect to time leads to:
x = -(rsinasin/3) a + (rcosacos/8) £ + (cosasin/3) r, 
y = (rcosasin/3) a + (rsinacos/3)/S + (sinasin/3) r , (4.82) 
z = -(rsin/3)/& + (cos/3) r.
Expressing Equation (4.82) in matrix form yields
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•X -rsinasin/3 rcosacos/3 cosasin/3 a
•Y = rcosasin/3 rsinacos/3 sinasin/3 £
•z 0 -rsin/3 cos/3 •r
Solving [a,^/r]t in term of [x,^,^]^ results in
a -sina/rsin/3 cosa/rsin/3 0 X
“ JSph<3 “ cosacos/3/r sinacos/3/r -sin/3/r
•
Y
•r cosasin/3 sinasin/3 cos/3 z
(4.84)
where q is now the joint command vector. Noting that 












D. SOLUTION FOR THE WRIST JACOBIAN
Here, we will consider the computation of the angular 
velocity components of the Jacobian matrix for the robotic 
manipulator with the Euler and Roll-Pitch-Yaw wrists.
1. Jacobian of the Euler Wrist
For the Euler wrist, the orientation configuration of 
the end effector can be described by the three angular 
coordinates a, /3, and <j>, as presented in Equation (3.52). 
The angular velocity of the end effector © in terms of the 
Euler angle velocities (Chorlton, 1983) is given by
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®X -sin/?cos0 sin0 0
•a
*2 = = sin/3sin 0 COS0 0
cos/? 0 1 </>
Solving [a,/§,</>]*• in terms of [©x ,9y,©z]t yields
•a -cos0/sin/? sin0/sin/3 0 6x
b - JE^ “ sin0 cos0 0 ey
0 cos0cot/? -sin0cot/? 1 ©z
where q is the joint command vector. Noting that x2 = 















where °JnQ e R3xn ^he angular velocity submatrix of the 
Cartesian Jacobian matrix with respect to the base frame.
2. Jacobian of the Roll-Pitch-Yaw Wrist
In order to describe the rotation of the RPY wrist, 
the three angular coordinates 0R, 9p, and Gy, as presented 
in Equation (3.60), are specified. The angular velocity of 
the end effector, 0, in terms of the RPY angle velocities, 
(Spiegel, 1967) is given by
x2
i-------X





_ 1 0 -sin8p ®Y
(4.89)
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Solving [^R/Qp/Qy^ terms of [0x ,0y,©2]*' yields
cos©Rtan©p sin©R tan©p 1
© p - JRPYq - -sin©R c o s Q r  0---
1
•CD
----1 cos0R/cos©p sin©R/cos0p 0
(4.90)
where q is the joint command vector. Noting that x2 = °Jn©<3/ 
we can verify that
cos0Rtan0p sin0Rtan0p 1
JRPY ~ -sin0R C O S 0 r 0 ° TJn0' (4.91)
C O S 0 R / C O S 0 p sin0R/cos0p 0
E. SOLUTION FOR THE MANIPULATOR JACOBIAN
Finally, we will illustrate the method derived in 
Section B to compute the Jacobian for the Jumbo Drilling 
Robot. For the sake of brevity, only the Jacobian matrices 
with respect to the end effector frame are evaluated.
In order to compute the columns of the Jacobian nJn , 
the backward transformation matrices 5T6,4T6,3T6,2T6,1T6, 
and T6 corresponding to the differential changes d©6 ,d©5, 
d©4, dd3, d©2, and d©-̂  must be known in advance. These 
backward transformation matrices have already been defined 
in Chapter III, Equations (3.107) to (3.129).
Column 1: The first joint is a revolute joint about the z 
coordinate axis, therefore, Equation (4.73) and Tg are used 
to calculate this column:
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v Xl = cl(c24C5C6"S24S6)"S1S5C6*(S1(C24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)“
S24S6a6-S2d3+al)+Cl^S5C6a6“C5d6 ^  + (Sl(C24C5C6“ 
S24S6̂  +C1S5C6̂  ( C1^C24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)"S24S6a6_S2d3+ 
al)-si(S5c6a6-C5d6̂  *'
Vy 1 = _ (“Cl(C24C5S6+S24C6^+SlS5S6 H S 1 (C24(C5C6a6+S5d 6+a4)-
S24S6a6_S2d3+al^+C1(S5C6a6-C5d6 ^  + (”Sl(C24C5S6+ 
S24C6)-C1S5S6̂  (C1(C24 (C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)~S24S6a6“S2d3+ 
al)-Sl(S5C6a6-C5d6) )• (4.92)
vzl = “(C1C24S5+S1C5^(Sl(C24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4^“S24S6a6”S2d3+
al)+Cl(S5C6a6”C5d6 ^  + (S1C24S5_C1C5^(Cl(C24(C5C6a6+ 
S5d6+a4̂  ~S24S6a6~S2d3+al^-S1(S5C6a6_C5d6))'
®Xl = S24C5C6+C24S6'
®Zl “ S 24S5*





vyl _C24S6 (S5a4+d6̂  +S24 (S5a6-C5C6d6̂  +S5S6 (S2d3*"al)





Column 2: The second joint is a revolute joint, therefore, 




v y 2  =  - ^- C 2 4 C5 S 6 “ S 2 4 C6 ^ S 2 4 ^ C5 C6 a 6 + S 5 d 6 + a 4 ^ +C 2 4 S 6 a 6 + C 2 d 3^
+ {“S24C5S6+C24C6}{C24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S24S6a6-S2d3},
v z 2  =  _ ^C2 4 S 5 ^ S 2 4 ( C5 C6 a 6 + S 5 d 6 + a 4 ^ +C2 4 S 6 a 6 +C2 d 3 * ( 4 . 9 4 )
+ { S 2 4 S 5 ^ C2 4  ( C5 C6 a 6 + S 5 d 6 + a 4 )  “ S 2 4 S 6 a 6 _ S 2 d 3 J '
®X2 =  —S 5 C6 '
®y2 =  S 5 S 6 '
®Z2 =  C5 *







CD* N CO 1__ C5
Column 3: Since the third joint is a prismatic joint, 









Column 4: The fourth joint is a revolute joint, therefore, 
Equation (4.73) and are used to calculate this column:
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vx4 = C4C5C6_S4S6 ^ S4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4^+C4S6a6̂
+ {S4C5C6+C4S6}{C4 (C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S4S6a6 },
Vy 4 = "(-C4C5S6-S4C6 ^ S4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)+C4S6a6)
+ {-S4C5S6+C4C 6^ (C4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S4S6a6 )' 
v z4 = “ tC4S5 H s4 (C5C 6a6+S5d6+a4)+C4S6a6 ) (4 *97)
t {^4^5} {̂ -4 (<~5<~6a6^^5d6+a4) —^4^6a6̂  '
®x4 = -S5C6'
®y4 = S5S6'
®z4 = C5 *





vy 4 C5a6+C6(S5d 6+a4^







Column 5: The fifth joint is also a revolute joint, 
therefore, Equation (4.73) and 4T6 are used to calculate 
this column:
vx5 = - {C 5C6 ^ S5C6a6-C5d 6^ + ( S5C6 H  C5C 6a6+S5d6 ) '
Vy 5 = -C5S6 H S5C6a6-C5d6̂  + ^_S5S6 ^ C5C6a6+S5d6)'




Upon simplification, we obtain the fifth column as
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VX5 C6 d 6
vy 5 - S 6 d 6









Column 6: The sixth joint is 
therefore, Equation (4.73) and 
this column:
VX 6 = -(C6}{S6a6) + ( ^ 6  ^^C6a6^'
< OV II _{_s6)^ S6a6 ̂ + (ce H c6a6)




again a revolute joint, 
5T6 are used to calculate
(4.101)
Upon simplification, we obtain the last column as
_
v x 6 0
v y 6 a 6
V Z 6 0
®X6 0
® y 6 0
®Z6 1
(4.102)
Equations (4.92) to (4.102) show that manually deriving 
the symbolic Jacobian matrix requires great effort and is
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prone to error. Obviously, a symbolically computer automated 
process is warranted.
F. SPEED CONTROL AND THE GENERALIZED INVERSE JACOBIAN MATRIX 
In the remainder of this chapter, we will be studying 
the use of the Jacobian matrix in solving the speed control 
problem. Recall that Equation (4.53) describes the speed 
relationship between the joint motion vector and the command 
variable vector of the end effector:
i = J(q)q, (4.103)
where J e Rmxn. In order to obtain the rate of motion of 
each of the joint coordinates, multiplying the above 
equation by J-1 is required and yields
q = J-1x. (4.104)
Unfortunately, this equation is only valid if m = n, that is 
the Jacobian matrix is a square matrix and its inverse 
exists. When m is not equal to n, special techniques must be 
used to solve for the joint coordinate variables. To solve 
these special cases, a method called the generalized inverse 
matrix approach is applied (Rao and Mitra, 1971).
1. The Over-Determined Case
The first case to be considered is when m > n or the 
number of command inputs is greater than the number of 
degrees of freedom. In this case the number of equations is 
greater than the number of unknowns in the system. We call 
this case over-determined. There is no guarantee of the 
existence of a certain q such that x = J(q)q is satisfied.
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It is possible, however, to satisfy the system with a 
minimum possible error.
Assume a set of joint variables, q , which will satisfy 
the least squares error condition
E(q*) = Error2 = (Jq* - x) (Jq* - x)t. (4.105)
Expanding this equation leads to
E (q*) = (Jq*)t (Jq*) - 2(i)t (Jq*) + (£)*£. (4.106)
A necessary condition for the error, E(q*), to be a minimum 
is that <5E(q*)/$q* = 0. This results in 
5[(q*)t (JtJ)q*3 _ 5(2£fcJq*)
r* * 7s q r  • *fiq
= 0. (4.107)
By manipulation and simplification, it can be shown that
(JfcJ)q* = J^, (4.108)
or
q* = (JfcJ)“1Jtx, (4.109)
provided that is not a singular matrix.
The matrix (J^J)-1^  is defined as the generalized 
inverse Jacobian matrix, J*. Substituting into Equation 
(4.109) yields
q* = JIx, (4.110)
from which the set of joint command variables can be solved 
which have a least square error associated with them.
2. The Under-Determined Case
The second case to be considered is when m < n, or the 
number of the input commands are less than the number of 
degrees of freedom. In this case, the number of equations is 
less than the number of unknowns. Under these conditions,
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the number of solutions is infinite. Among the infinite set 
of solutions, however, there exists one whose Euclidean norm 
is a minimum. This optimal solution can be found using the 
Lagrange Multiplier method described here.
Minimize: L(q) = qfcq







be the Lagrange multiplier vector. The new objective
function becomes
L(q) = qfcq + Mt (Jq-x). (4.113)
L(q) is a minimum when <5L(q)/6q = 0. With this in mind, 
Equation (4.113) becomes
JfcM + 2q = 0. (4.114)
Simplifying the above equation yields
q = -Jt/x/2. (4.115)
Substituting Equation (4.115) into Jq = x leads to
J(-JtM/2) = x. (4.116)
This equation can be simplified into
M = -2(JJt)"1x, (4.117)
provided that (JJ^)exists.
Then, substituting this value of fi into Equation (4.115) and 
simplifying results in
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q = 1x. (4.118)
The term is recognized as the generalized inverse
Jacobian matrix, J1. Substituting this term into the above 
equation yields
q = J1*:, (4.119)
from which the joint command variables can be found.
Solving Equation (4.119) involves calculating the
generalized inverse Jacobian matrix, J1, which is a very 
tiresome task. In order to avoid this calculation, the 
following approach is suggested.
Let
(JJt)-1x = y. (4.120)
Rearrange to obtain
(JJt)y = x. (4.121)
Equation (4.121) is a system of linear equations. Solving 
for y can be accomplished by any of several well-known 
methods, such as the QR method and the Gauss-Seidel method.
After determining y, the joint command variables are
obtained by multiplying by y which yields the solution.
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V. SYMBOLICALLY AUTOMATED DIRECT KINEMATICS 
AND JACOBIAN EQUATIONS SOLVER
Solving the direct kinematics and manipulator Jacobian 
in a symbolic form requires a laborious process of 
successive multiplications of the link homogeneous
transformation matrices and involves a series of algebraic 
and trigonometric simplifications. Manually producing such 
solutions is tedious and error-prone. Due to the efficiency 
of the Prolog language in symbolic processing, a rule-based 
Prolog program is developed to automatically generate the 
following processes: link transformation matrices, direct 
kinematics solution, and the Jacobian matrix. This chapter 
presents the backward recursive formulation techniques, the 
trigonometric simplification rules, and some heuristic rules 
for implementing the system.
A. DIRECT KINEMATICS EQUATIONS
The direct kinematics problem can be solved by a 
straightforward application of the method of successive 
transformations, Chapter III, Section C, as
Tn = 0Ri1A22R3---n'lRn' (5.1)
where 1-1A^ is the Denavit-Hartenberg 4 x 4  homogeneous 
transformation matrix with respect to the adjacent 
coordinate frames. One can see that manual successive 
multiplication of the homogeneous transformation matrices to 
obtain Tn demands great effort. Moreover, the complexity of
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the solution increases with the number of degrees of freedom 
in the mechanism. It is imperative that a computer-aided 
program be implemented to replace the human at such a 
difficult task. Due to the recursive nature of symbolic 
algorithms, artificial intelligence programming languages 
such as Lisp and Prolog are suitable for automating this 
process. In this chapter, Turbo Prolog (Turbo Prolog, 1986)
is utilized to establish the knowledge-based system for
solving these problems.
1. Backward and Forward Recursive Symbolic Relations
In the direct kinematics problem, once the link 
parameters (a, a, d for revolute joints; a, 6 for prismatic 
joints) have been assigned to the link homogeneous 
transformation matrices for each joint of the manipulator, 
the goal is to determine the end effector's position and
orientation with respect to the base coordinate system.
Considering an n-degree-of-freedom manipulator, the 
coordinate location of the end effector, in terms of the 
base frame, is a result of the chain products of the
successive link transformation matrices, Thus,
Tn = °^i (if) ̂ 2  (*̂ 2) 2^3 (̂ 3) * * * n_1^n (̂ n) ' (5.2)
where [qx,q2/-•••/qn]represents the joint displacement 
variables and e [0^,d^].
Considering the premultiplying (backward) case, 
Equation (5.2) can be successively computed as
Tn = ^ ( q i )  (XA2 (q2) (•••(n"2An-1(qn-1)n"1An (qn)))) • (5.3)
The backward recursive relations can be defined as
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1 l T n = 1 lA i( q i ) 1Tn (q i+ 1'q i 4-2̂  •••<qn)« (5* 4)
where 1Tn = 1A^+1...n_2An_1n-1An , and i = l,...,n.
On the other hand, the postmultiplying (forward) case 
can be defined as
Tn = (((°A1 (q1)1A 2 (q2))...)n~2An_1 (qn_1))n“1An (qn)* (5 *5)
The forward recursive relations can be defined as
Tj_ = Ti_1 (q1,g2 , . . . 1_1A i (qi) , (5.6)
where T^_]_ = °A1. . . 1""3A£_21-2A^_1 , and i - 2,...,n.
The directions of evaluating the direct kinematics 
equation has some influence on deriving the Jacobian matrix. 
Since we are interested in obtaining the Jacobian with 
respect to the end effector coordinate system, the backward 
recursive relations are the focus of generating symbolically 
automated kinematics processes.
For convenience, we introduce the new notation for the 
homogeneous transformation matrix 1Tn with an equivalent 
matrix form:
n o a p R 1 p
0 0 0 1 0 ” l l”
1;X l '“o* 1, naax ^x
i,nny i,n°y i, nay i rnpy
i,nnz i,n°z i# na z i tnP2
0 0 0 I 1
( 5 . 7 )
where 1Tn represents the composite homogeneous matrix that 
transforms any point in the end effector coordinate system 
to the i*'*1 link coordinate system.
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2 - Backward Recursive Equations for a Revolute Joint
Let us first derive the backward recursive symbolic 
equations for the revolute joint. Assuming that 1Tn has 
already been determined, 1-1Tn in Equation (5.4) can be 
evaluated as:
i lmn i = 1,...,n-1
cos9^ -sinS^cosa^ sine^sina^ a^cosQ^
sin©^ cosQ^cosa^ -cose^sina^ a^sin©^
0 sina^ cosa ̂ d i
0 0 0 1
X 1 ' n 0 X
i , n
X 1,nPx
y i^Oy i , n y 1,nPy
lz 1 ' n ° Z i , n z 1,nP z
0 0 1
where 1-'LA^ and 1Tn are obtained from Equations (3.36) and
(5.7), respectively.
Multiplying and simplifying Equation (5.8), we obtain 
the following backward recursive relations:
1-1'nnx = cos0^1,nnx - sinG^(cosa^1 '^ y - s i n a ^ 1 'nnz),
1-1,nox = cos6^1,nox - sine^(cosa^1fnOy-sina^1 'noz) ,
1-1,nax = cos0jL1,nax - sine^(coso:i1 'nay-sinai^'naz) , (5.9)
1-1,nny = sin0jL1,nnx + cos©^(cosa^1 '^ y - s i n a ^ 1' nn z) ,
1_1,nOy = sin0^1,nox + cose^(cosajL1,nOy-sina^:L,noz) ,
1-1'nay = sin©^1 '1̂  + cos0^(cosa^1,nay-sinai1/na z) , (5.10)











’ P z )  r
(5.12)
Equations (5.9) to (5.11) represent the first, second, and 
third rows of the orientation matrix, 1“1Rn , respectively. 
While Equation (5.12) describes the position vector, 1_1pn.
By introducing the new variable, r, we can express the 
rows of the 1-1Rn matrix in the general form as: 
i-l,nr^ _ cos9^1,nrx - sine^(cosa^1,nry-sina^1,nrz), (5.13) 
i-l,nr^ _ sine^ifnr^ + cos8^(cosa^1 'nry-sina^:'-'nrz) , (5.14)
i-l# nr- = sina^-L,nry + cosa^1,nrz , (5.15)
where elements of the 1-1Rn matrix can be obtained by 
substituting n, o, and a for r, respectively.
Realizing that there are some common terms in the 
expressions of Equation (5.12) to (5.15), we will again 
introduce the new variables to replace these terms in order 




Substituting these new variables into Equations (5.12) to 
(5.15) yields the new backward recursive relations:
i,nM = (cosa^1 >Hry-sina^1•nrz)
i,np = (cosa^1 ,nPy-sina^1,npz)
i,np =a (1'npx+ai).
i-l,nr^ _ cosG^1'nrx - sin9^^,nM, (5.19)
1_l'npx = cos9^1,nPa - sin0£1,nP, (5.20)
1-1 ,nry = sinG^1'11̂  + cos9^^,nM, (5.21)
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i_1'nDPy = sinei1'nPa + cosê -*-'np,
i-l,n
L z = sina^1,nry + cosa^i,nrz,




These recursive results will yield the symbolic expressions 
for elements of the A-1Tn which are directly employed in the 
implementation of the rule-based Prolog program.
3• Backward Recursive Equations for a Prismatic Joint
In the case of a prismatic joint, the length a^ = 0, 
and the joint variable is d^; parameters 0^ and are
constants. Assuming that ATn has been determined, Tn in
i-1m _An
.4) can be evaluated as :
A i  An i = 1/ •
COS0^ -sinG^cosa^ sine^sina^ 0
sine^ cose^cosa^ cosG^sina^ 0
0 sina^ cosa^ di
0 0 0 1
i,nn“x i,n i,n x ax i , n pPx
i/nny i'noy i,nay 1,nPy
i,n
I l z i,n°z i,riaz 1,nPZ
f
0 0 0 1
(5.25)
where 1_1A^ and 1Tn are obtained from Equations (3.37) and
(5.7), respectively.
Multiplying and simplifying Equation (5.25) results in 
the following backward recursive relations: 
i-l,nnx _ cosGj1'1̂  - sine|(cosa^^,nny-sina^^,nnz),
■*- 1'nox = cose^'Hojj - sine^fcosa^^'Hoy-sina^^'Hog,) ,
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i-1'nâx = cos9j^'nax - sin9^(cosaj^'nay-sina^:*-'naz) , (5.26)
i_1'nny = sin9^1'nnx + cos9^(cosa^1,nny-sina^1,nnz),
i-l,nQ
°y = sin9i1,nox + cos9^(cosa^1,noy-sina^-L'noz) ,
1-1'nay = sin9i1'nax + cos9^(cosa^1,nay-sina^1'naz), (5.27)
i_1' \ = sina^1,nny + cosa^1,nnz,
1-1'noz = sina^1/noy + cosa^'noz,
i"1'naz = sina^1'nay + cosa^1,naz, (5.28)
i"1,nPx = cos9^1/npx - sin9jL(cosa^1,npy-sina^1'npz) ,
i*-1, npy = sin9^1,npx + cos9^(cosa^^,npy-sina^^,npz),
i_1,nPz = sina^1,npy + cosa^1,npz + d^. (5.29)
Likewise, introducing the new variables to the 
recursive equations above, the equations become:
1'nM = (cosai1'nry-sinai1'nrz), (5.30)
i/np = (cosaj^'Hpy-sinaj^'Hpj,) , (5.31)
i-l,nXx = cosO^1'nrx - sinOj^'11!*, (5.32)
i_1'np̂x = cosOĵ -̂ -̂ Pjj - sinB^'11?, (5.33)
i-l,nr
y = s i n e i 1 ' n r x + cos9^'nM, (5.34)
i—1,nppy = sin9i1'npx + cos9^1'nP, (5.35)
i-l,nxz = sina-j^' nry + cosa^1'nrz, (5.36)
i'1,npz = sina^1,npy + cosai1,npz + d i t (5.37)
n, o, and a are substituted for r, respectively.
By successively applying either the backward recursive 
equations for the revolute joint, Equations (5.19) to
(5.24), or the prismatic joint, Equations (5.32) to (5.37), 
we will eventually obtain the symbolic solution, Tn , to the 
direct kinematics problem. However, this is not the minimal
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form, since we disregard some trigonometric simplifications 
at this step.
4. Revolute Joints with Parallel Axes
Generally, the trigonometric substitutions occur in the 
case of two or more revolute joints having consecutively 
parallel axes, i.e. the axes coincide and are chosen in such 
a way that the twist angle = 0°, where i = k,k+l,...,n-l, 
and k > 1. This geometric configuration of the robotic
manipulator is commonly designed in the robotics industry.
Consider zk and zk+1 be two parallel revolute joints, 
that is ak = 0°, whereas ak+1 may have any arbitrary value. 
Then, ^ Tk+1 = ^ Ak Tk+1 can ke rewritten as:
k'1Tk+l = k_1Akkik+l 1 < k < n (5.38)
cos0k -sinGk 0 akcosGk
sin9k cose^ 0 a^sinG^
0 0 1 dk
0 0 0 1
COS0k+1 -sin©]^ icosa^-^ sinG^^sina^-^ ak+lcos0k+l
sin9k+1 COSS^^COSQ!^^ -cos9k+1sinak+1 ak+lsin0k+l
0 sinak+i COSttk+i dk+i
0 0 0 1
k,k+l ~sk,k+lCak+l sk,k+iSak+l ak+lck,k+l+akck
k,k+l ck,k+lCak+l ”ck,k+lSak+l ak+lsk,k+l+aksk
0 Sak+1 Cak+1 dk+dk+l
0 0 0 1
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where sin9k = Sk , cos9k = Ck, sinak+1 = Sak+1, cosak+1 = 
Cak+i, sin(9k+9k+1) = Skfk+1, and cos(9k+9k+1) = Ck k + 1 .
If there are more than two revolute joints consecutively 
parallel to each other, Equation (5.38) can be generalized 
into the recursive relation
L^ + 1 = iAi+ii+lTk+l' 1 < i < k < n. (5.39)
Apparently, whenever two revolute joints have 
consecutively parallel axes, the trigonometric identities 
can be applied only on the first two rows of the resultant 
matrix of Equation (5.38).
But this assumption is not the only case that we can 
employ the trigonometric identity rules. There are some 
other cases that we can also use trigonometric identities to 
simplify the expressions. For example, if joint i is the 
revolute type with = 0°, the succeeding joint is the 
prismatic type with a^+1 = 0°, and the next joint i+2 is the 
revolute type with any arbitrary angle a ± + 2 ' then this 
configuration can also take advantage of our trigonometric 
knowledge base (another example will be illustrated in the 
Jumbo Drilling Robot) . We will discuss how to utilize the 
knowledge of trigonometric identities for simplifying 
expressions later in Section E.
B. MANIPULATOR JACOBIAN MATRIX
The differential changes between the command variables 
in position and orientation of the end effector, x e Rroxl,
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and the joint-controlled variables, q e Rnxl, are related 
mathematically through the Jacobian matrix
x = Jq =
'0
q , (5.40)
where J e Rmxn is the Jacobian matrix, Jv e R3xn and e 
R (m—3)xn represent the instantaneous translational and 
rotational velocity Jacobian submatrices of the end 
effector, respectively.
Generally, we are interested in the case where m = 6, 
three axes for position and three axes for orientation. 
Further, we are concerned about deriving the symbolic 
recursive equations for the Jacobian with respect to the end 
effector frame, nJn- The Jacobian with respect to the base 
frame, °Jn, can be determined from nJn by applying the 
relationships described in Chapter IV, Section B.3.
Each column of the Jacobian matrix, n- n' can be
obtained from either Equation (4.72) for a prismatic joint,
or Equation (4.73) for a revolute joint.
For a revolute joint, 







- nxPy + nyPX
~°xP y + °y P x
- a x Py + a yPx
nr
i = 1,— ,n. (5.41)
J nn
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For a prismatic joint,







i = 1,...,n, (5.42)
n
where the subscript i in the left side of Equations (5.41) 
and (5.42) denotes the i“  column of the Jacobian, nJn. 
Recursive Symbolic Equations for the Jacobian with Respect 
to the End Effector Frame
It is evident that the lower three components of the 
Jacobian column for the revolute joint and all the 
components of the Jacobian column for the prismatic joint 
are in the minimal forms. These elements coincide with some 
elements of the backward recursive elements whose optimal 
computations have been developed in the previous section. 
We, therefore, need only derive the condensed symbolic 
relations for the upper three components of the Jacobian 
column corresponding to the revolute joint.
By employing the notation defined in Section A. 2, the 
upper three components of the Jacobian column, which 
correspond to the revolute joint i, can be expressed as:
Jvxi = _i-l,n i~l,nnx Ry + i-l,n i-l,n"y P X' (5.43)
Jvyi = _i-l,noxi-l,npy + i-l,n i-l,n°y px' (5.44)
Jvzi = _i-l,naxi-l,npy + i-l,n i-l,nUy Pjj. (5.45)
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Equations (5.43) to (5.45) can be represented by the single 
recursive relationship,
vki _ _i-l,n„ i-l,n.Py + i-l,n_ i-l,nT'X' (5.46)
where (k=x, r=n), (k=y, r=o), and (k=z, r=a), respectively.
Substituting Equations (5.16) to (5.24) into the 
elements of the above equation results in 
Jvk  ̂= - (cose^-’-,nrx-sin0^^,nM) (sin0.j^'nPa+cose^'nP)
+ (sin0^'nrx+cos0.i^'nM) (cos0£^,nPa-sine£^,nP) . (5.47) 
Upon multiplication and simplification, this becomes
Jvki = -i'nrxi'nP + i'V'Hpg, i = 1, .. . , n, (5.48)
where nTn is defined as a 4 x 4 identity matrix.
Obviously, the evaluation of Equation (5.48) requires 
the backward recursive computations of the lTn (Qi+i•••*/9n) 
composite transformation matrix which has been precalculated 
in the previous section. Since 1Tn (q^+1,...,qn) has one 
joint coordinate variable less than 1-1Tn (q^,q^+1,...,qn), 
the Jacobian elements, derived from Equation (5.48), are 
automatically compacted. Note that the last column (i = n) 
of the Jacobian always consists of constant terms (free of 
joint variables).
C. PROLOG
The computer programming language Prolog (PROgramming 
in LOGic) can be viewed as a declarative language which 
provides a computer a description of the problem using the 
relationships between facts and rules, and then asks the 
computer to search for possible solutions to the problem.
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Prolog gains its widespread applications in artificial 
intelligence mostly on its capabilities of pattern matching 
and symbolic manipulations. Pattern matching triggers the 
rule-based inference by means of the unification method. 
Prolog programs normally require little numeric processing, 
since its main feature is on symbolic computation. 
Currently, several commercial versions of Prolog are 
available for microcomputers, with a fairly large difference 
in their semantics and syntax. Due to the fast execution and 
rich built-in predicates, the Turbo Prolog is adopted to 
implement this system.
1• Terms and Clauses
There are two fundamental entities in Prolog: terms and 
clauses. Clocksin and Mellish (1984) defined "term" as a 
uniform data structure out of which all data, as well as 
programs are constructed, and defined "clause" as either a 
fact about the given information or a rule about how the 
solution may be inferred from the given facts. These two 
fundamental entities will be described in the following 
subsections,
a. Terms
All data objects in the Prolog language are called 
terms. A term can be a constant, a variable, or a compound 
term.
Constants
Constants are the basic building blocks of data 
structures. The constants include both numeric constants and
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atoms. Numeric constants can either be integer or real 
numbers. An atom can be a character, a symbolic name (a name 
starting with a lowercase letter), or a string (any sequence 
of characters between a pair of quotes).
Variables
Variables are distinguished from constants by an 
uppercase initial letter, or to represent the anonymous 
variable by a single underscore character. A variable can be 
considered as a specific object whose structure is totally 
unknown. As the computation evolves, the variable may become 
instantiated, i.e., when the variable is unified with a 
term. A variable is said to be free (unbound) when it is not 
yet associated with another term and bound when it is 
instantiated to some term. The anonymous variable never gets 
instantiated with any particular term.
Compound terms or Structures
All structured objects of the Prolog are compound 
terms. A structure consists of a functor and a sequence of 
one or more terms called components. The components are 
enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas. The functor 
is expressed before the left parenthesis and is
characterized by its name (atom) and its arity (number of 
components). For example, the compound term whose functor is 
named "house" of arity 3, with components brick, white, and 
two_rooms can be written as house(brick,white,two_rooms).
One of the important data structures in Prolog is the 
list. A list is actually another form of a compound term. A
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list consists of a sequence of terms (elements) separated by 
commas and enclosed in square brackets. Prolog manipulates a 
list by splitting its elements into head and tail structure, 
represented by [Head|Tail] notation. The head of a list is 
the first element on the left. The tail of the list is 
another list which consists of every element except the 
first. An empty list (nil) can be denoted as []. For 
example, if Prolog tries to satisfies the goal 
fruit([X|Y]) 
and finds the fact
fruit([apple,banana,cherry,orange]) 
then the variable X will be bound to the head of the list,
i.e. to the atom apple, and Y will be bound to the tail of 
the list, i.e. to [banana,cherry,orange].
b. Clauses
Normally, a logic program consists of a sequence of 
statements called clauses and at least one procedure 
statement called a goal. A goal is simply a special kind of 
clause distinguished only by the context in which it appears 
in the program. The functor of the goal is called a 
predicate and its components are called arguments. A clause 
is either a fact or a rule corresponding to one of the 
declared predicates. Generally, a clause consists of the 
head and the body. The head is either an atom or a compound 
term followed by The body consists of a sequence of
terms separated by commas or semicolons. Here are some 
Prolog notations:
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• the (a colon and hyphen) denotes keyword "if"
• the , (comma) denotes keyword "and"
• the ; (semicolon) denotes keyword "or".
For example, we can express a clause in the form
P Q,R,S.
where P is the head of the clause and Q, R, and S are the 
terms, atoms, or compound terms, which make up the body. We 
can read this clause declaratively as: P is true if Q and R 
and S are true. If the body of a clause is empty we call it 
a fact, otherwise we call it a rule. A collection of facts 
is called a database.
2. Prolog Control Structure
This section describes the basic control structure of 
Prolog programming. Since Prolog programs consist of facts, 
rules, and goals, we will illustrate these relationships 
through an example, 
database
father(j ohn,j im) /* john is father of jim Vfather(j ames,j il1) /* james is father of jill V
mother(1inda,kate) /* linda is mother of kate Vmother(sally,j ack) /* sally is mother of jack */
mother(vicki,j im) /* vicki is mother of jim */
rules
parent(X,Y) father(X,Y). /* X is parent of Y, if X */
/* is father of Y */parent(X,Y) mother(X,Y). /* X is parent of Y, if X V
/* is mother of Y */
goal
parent(X,jim)
The goal of this program is to determine who the parent 
of jim is. Prolog gets the value of X by unifying the goal
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with the facts contained in the database. After it succeeds, 
it will respond with:
X = john which corresponds to fact 1 and rule 1,
and X = vicki which corresponds to fact 5 and rule 2.
The control structure to find all the possible solutions for 
a goal is defined as follow.
When unification of a call with the first clause (head) 
of the rule is successful, Prolog then executes its body (if 
any) . This will match its body against the facts contained 
in the database. If this is successful, Prolog will return 
the value and proceed to the rest of the database. 
Otherwise, the second clause (rule) is attempted and so on. 
When the unification fails, all variables which are 
instantiated by the attempt of matching will be restored to 
the unbound state, and Prolog will reply nil (false).
3. Knowledge Representation
Martin and Oxman (1988) define the knowledge
representation as "Analysis of the knowledge of an expert,
including facts and rules of thumb he uses, the
determination of how this knowledge should be delineated in 
the software that comprises a knowledge-based system, and 
the method used to encode and store facts and relationships 
in a knowledge base." The domain knowledge can be
represented by various techniques such as rules, semantics 
nets, and frames. But the most popular one is the rule-based 
knowledge representation, since it is easy to derive, 
comprehend, and modify. The manipulation of the rule-based
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knowledge may be encoded in the form of a "pattern-invoked 
program". In a pattern-invoked system, the programs do not 
call each other directly, but are activated by an inference 
mechanism under certain condition rules. Pattern-invoked 
programs can be represented by the production system.
A production system consists of condition-action pairs 
called production rules, together with the database which 
may be invoked by the conditions and modified by the 
actions. Production rules can be expressed in the if-then 
structures as
If <condition> then <action>.
The condition (antecedent) is usually a collection of 
predicates that tests properties about the current state of 
the system, and the action (consequent) is an operation 
which modifies the current state in case the test of the 
condition is satisfied. The basic inference approach used in 
the production system is that of deduction. If the deduction 
is moving from the condition-specifying "if" parts toward 
action-specifying "then" parts, then this technique is 
called forward chaining. Conversely, if the deduction is 
moving from the action-specifying "then" parts toward the 
condition-specifying "if" parts, then we call this technique 
backward chaining.
4. Inference Mechanism
This portion of the knowledge-based system contains the 
problem solving techniques and knowledge acquisition 
strategies. The inference mechanism for the pattern-invoked
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system relies on the concept of the state space search 
technique. The conceptual state space is a set of all 
problem states consistent with the domain knowledge. For the 
production system, the search of a state space can be done 
by either forward chaining or backward chaining technique. 
In both techniques, the control strategies are developed to 
allow the search to proceed from one state to another state.
In Prolog the search strategy may be either a depth- 
first or a breadth-first search. A depth-first search 
proceeds from state (goal/subgoal) to state (subgoal) using 
whatever rules may be applicable. In this search, only one 
path is selected at a time, and if that path leads to a 
dead end or the subgoal fails, it then backtracks one level 
and tries to match the next subgoal at the same level. 
Breadth-first search, on the other hand, activates all 
choices in parallel. With breadth-first search, a solution 
path will be found without the need of backtracking.
D. AUTOMATED LINK TRANSFORMATION MATRICES GENERATOR
In this section, we focus on how a Prolog program can 
be implemented to automatically generate the symbolic link 
transformation matrix, corresponding to each joint,
either revolute or prismatic. The generic structure of the 
program is to build a knowledge-based system that contains 
the facts and the production rules that embody the expert's 
knowledge. The facts hold the specific information about the 
description of the geometric configurations of the robotic
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manipulator. Configurations such as the type of joint, the 
lengths (a and d) , and the angles (a and ©) are specified. 
The production rule consists of two parts. The first part is 
an expression called if clause (condition); it provides the 
patterns of the link parameters. The second part is the then 
clause (action); it asserts the link transformation matrix 
into the database if there exists a fact which satisfies the 
condition in the if clause. This production rule also allows 
us to deduce the new facts from the known facts.
1. Knowledge in Facts
The domain of this investigation is restricted to 
manipulators with structures of open kinematic chains, 
connected in series by revolute or prismatic joints. The 
description of the link parameters is to follow the Denavit- 
Hartenberg notation.
Every two successive joints have either parallel or 
perpendicular axes. The twist angle (a) may have the values 
-90c, 0°, 90°, or 180°. At home position, the angle between 
the links (8) for a prismatic joint is set to 0°. Note that 
for a revolute joint, the joint displacement (6) is the 
joint variable.
In order to illustrate the methodology of the link 
automated transformation matrices generator, we will 
describe the process through an example. In Figure 18 the 
Stanford manipulator (Paul, 1981) is shown with its link- 
attached coordinate frames. The link parameter table is 
given below
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Figure 18. Link-Attached Frames for the Stanford 
Manipulator
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TABLE IX. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE STANFORD MANIPULATOR
Joint Type Variable a a d
1 Revolute 91 -90° 0 0
2 Revolute 92 90° 0 d2
3 Prismatic d3 0“ 0 d3
4 Revolute 94 o0 c\1 0 0
5 Revolute 95 90° 0 0
6 Revolute 96 0° 0 0
Table IX displays the sample link parameters for the 
Stanford Manipulator, the operator supplies these facts to 
be represented as knowledge. These facts can be encoded in 
our knowledge base as
1ink_parameter_db(LinkNumber,LinkData) 
where LinkNumber specifies the link (joint) number and 
LinkData is the string containing the link parameters 
information corresponding to this link.
The link parameters for the Stanford Manipulator, can 
be represented in our knowledge base as:
1ink_parameter_db(1,"1 Revolute 91 -90 0 0")
link_parameter_db(2,"2 Revolute 02 90 0 d2'»)
link_parameter_db(3,"3 Prismatic d3 0 0 d3")
1ink_parameter_db(4,"4 Revolute 94 -90 0 0")
1ink_parameter_db(5,"5 Revolute 05 90 0 0")
link_parameter_db(6,"6 Revolute 06 0 0 0")
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These facts of the knowledge base must be present at 
the time the production rules are referred, in order to 
generate the link transformation matrices.
2. Knowledge in Production Rules
In the production system, a computer searches through a 
list of production rules and attempts to match the condition 
against its database. When the condition of a production 
rule is satisfied, the action is fired (carries out the 
conclusion or updates its knowledge base).
The production rules used for generating the link 
transformation matrices are:
Rule 1: If link i is the revolute type, and the twist angle 
a = -90°, then generate
1"1A- =
ci 0 -si ciai
si 0 ci siai
0 -1 0 di
0 0 0 1
Rule 2: If link i is the revolute type, and the twist angle 
a  = 0 *, then generate
1_1A- =
ci -si 0 cial
si ci 0 siai
0 0 1 di
0 0 0 1
Rule 3: If link i is the revolute type, and the twist angle 
a = 90° , then generate
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ci 0 si Ciai
si 0 -ci siai
0 1 0 di
0 0 0 1
Rule 4: If link i is the revolute type, and the twist angle 
a = 180°, then generate
ci si 0 ciai
Si "ci 0 Siai
0 0 -1 di
0 0 0 1
Rule 5: If link i is the prismatic type, and the twist angle 
a = -90°, then generate
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 di
0 0 0 1
Rule 6: If link i is the prismatic type, and the twist angle 
a = O', then generate
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 di
0 0 0 1
Rule 7: If link i is the prismatic type, and the twist angle
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a = 90°, then generate
1 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0
0 1 0 di
0 0 0 1
Rule 8: If link i is the prismatic type, and the twist angle 
a = 180°, then generate
1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 -1 di
0 0 0 1
These eight production rules provide essential knowledge in 
generating link transformation matrices for any manipulator 
described in our domain. We may describe these production 
rules in a simplified structure as
link_match_generate(Linklnform) generates 
where Linklnform is in the list of strings form, retrieved 
from the LinkData portion of link__parameter_db(_,LinkData).
When the Linklnform matches any fact contained in the
database, the program will deduce and assert the link
transformation matrix 1- in our knowledge base.
A sample of the production rules that are used to
generate the link transformation matrices, in this case for 
the Stanford Manipulator, may now be implemented in Turbo 
Prolog codes as:
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Link 1 will match with Rule 1:
1inkmatch_generate([I,"Revolute" 9  0", A ,D]) :- !, 





Link 2 will match with Rule 3:
link_match_generate([I,"Revolute"90",A,D]) !,







Link 6 will match with Rule 2:







The above sample shows how the production rules produce
the new knowledge and link transformation matrices, and how
they add them to our knowledge base. This new knowledge will 
be used in subsequent backward recursive relations for 
solving the direct kinematics problem.
E. SYMBOLICALLY AUTOMATED DIRECT KINEMATICS PROBLEMS SOLVER 
The foregoing discussion points out how to use the 
backward recursive equations derived in Section A, together 
with some heuristic rules to obtain the symbolic direct 
kinematics solution.
Let us outline our approach in the following steps:
Step 1 Viewing the transformation matrices °A1,...,n_1An as
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the knowledge facts available in our knowledge base, 
we first apply the backward recursive equations 
successively to compute n_2Tn — n-2An_1n-1An. The 
resulting elements of the matrix n_2Tn will be 
simplified in Step 2.
Step 2 Apply the trigonometric identity rules to simplify 
each element of Step 1; the result will yield a 
compact form.
Step 3 Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until all the elements of the 
matrix n-2Tn have been simplified. If any element in 
Step 2 fails, then trace through the backward 
recursive equations.
Step 4 Compute 1_1Tn = 1-1A^1Tn, where i = n - 2 ,n - 3 ,...,1,
and repeat Steps 1 through 3 until we obtain °Tn , 
the direct kinematics solution.
Based on the procedure above, we will develop the 
knowledge base comprising of three distinct sets of domains. 
The first portion of the knowledge base contains the domain 
about the multiplication rules. The second portion contains 
the domain about various trigonometric identities which are 
utilized to reduce the complexity of the expressions. The 
last portion contains the heuristic rules which search for 
terms of the expression to be simplified.
Each portion of the domain knowledge will be presented 
in the following subsections.
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1. Knowledge about the Multiplication Rules
Let us introduce some basic definitions relevant to 
transformation matrices multiplications.
a. Single Term or Term
Single term is a symbolic element that is in the simple 
form or can not be decomposed any further, such as:
0, 1, -1, SI, C2a2, C234S5, and S3(C5d6+d4).
b. Compound Term
Compound term is an expression that consists of two or 
more terms such as:
C34C5C6-S34S6, C23(C4C5C6-S4S6)-S23S5C6, and 
S2 3(C4S5d6+a3)+C2 3(C5d6+d4)-S2a2.
From the relationship ^-1Tn = we know that
the elements in the 1-1A^ matrix are always "single" terms. 
But the elements in the 1Tn matrix may either be "single" 
terms or "compound" terms. Here we will consider the 
multiplication facts and rules, given that the multiplier is 
a single term, by the following predicates.
c. times predicate
This predicate is used to multiply two arguments X and 
Y together to form a product term XY. The structure of this 
predicate can be implemented as times(X,Y,XY).
1. times(" O " "0") :- i.
1.1 times(_,"0","0») :- !.
2. times("-1","-1","1") :- i .
3. times(X,"1",X) :- !.
3.1 times("1»,Y,Y) !.
4. times(X,"-1",NewX) :- !,
change_term_sign(X,NewX).
4.1 times("-1",Y,NewY) :- term(Y),!,
change_term_sign(Y,NewY).
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If rules 1 to 5 fail, then Y in now a compound term.


















"Cl(C2 3 (C4C5C6-S4S6)-S23S5C6)") .
d. times_sinqle predicate
This predicate is used to multiply two single terms X
and Y together to form a product term XY. The structure of
this predicate can he implemented as times_single(X,Y,XY).
1. times_single(X,Y,XY) frontchar(X,RestX), 















e. times compound predicate
This predicate is used to multiply two arguments X, a 
single term, and Y, a compound term, together to form a 
product term XY. This predicate is different from the above 
predicates since it uses the distribution principle to 
multiply each subterm of the compound term Y. The purpose of 
this predicate is to produce the expression for the 
simplification step (see simplify predicate). The structure 
of this predicate can be implemented as 
times_compound(X,Y,Term,XY), where Y is in the decomposed 
form and Term is the temporary storage of the partial 
products of X and Y. For example,
times__compound("C2","-C3(C4C5S6+S4C6)+S3S5S6",_,




2. times_compound(_,[],Term,Term) :- l.
3. times_compound(_,[ " 0"]"0") :- !.
4. times_compound(X,["1"],_,X) :- !.









frontchar(X,*-',RestX),f r o n t c h a r ( H , ,RestH),!, 
concat_all ([Term, RestX, RestH] ,Tm) ,
times_compound(X,T,Tm,XY).
8. times_compound(X,[H|T],Term,XY) :-









concat_all ([ T e r m , , X,Rest], Tm) ,
times_compound(X,T,Tm,XY).
2. Knowledge about the Trigonometric Identities
The domain knowledge of trigonometric identities for
utilization in the simplification process will now be
discussed. We use the match_pattern(Terml,Term2,SimpTerm)
predicate which compares the input expression, comprised of
Terml and Term2, with the identity rules through a match-
pattern- invoked process. If a pattern matching is successful
then the simplified term is invoked.
Identity 1. Cos(A)Cos(B) - Sin(A)Sin(B) = Cos(A+B)
1. match_pattern(['C ',A,'C •,B|T],['-',•S ',A,•S 1,B|T],Term)
:- !,charlist_string(['C',A,B|T],Term).
For example, C2C3(C4C5C6-S4S6) - S2S3(C4C5C6-S4S6) is 
reduced to C23(C4C5C6-S4S6).
Identity 2. -Cos(A)Cos(B) + Sin(A)Sin(B) s -Cos(A+B)
2. match_pattern( [ , 'C',A,'C',B|T],['+','S',A,'S',B|T],
Term) :- !,charlist_string(['-','C',A,B|T],Term).
For example, -C2C3(C4C5S6+S4C6) + S2S3(C4C5S6+S4C6) is 
reduced to -C23(C4C5S6+S4C6).
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Identity 3. +Cos(A)Cos(B) - Sin(A)Sin(B) = +Cos(A+B)
3. match_pattern([,+','C',A,'C',B|T],[,-','S',A,'S',B|T],
Terra) !,charliststring(['+','C ',A,B|T]fTerm).
For example, +C2C34S6 - S2S34S6 is reduced to +C234S6.
Identity 4. Sin(A)Sin(B) - Cos(A)Cos(B) = -Cos(A+B)
4 . match_pattern ([’S',A, 'S',B|T],['-', 'C ',A, 'C^BlT], Terra)
: - !,c h a r l i s t _ s t r i n g C ' ,A,B|T],Terra) .
For example, S2S3(C5d6+d4) - C2C3(C5d6+d4) is reduced to 
-C23(C5d6+d4).
Identity 5. -Sin(A)Sin(B) + Cos(A)Cos(B) = +Cos(A+B)
5. match_pattern (['-^'S'^'S^BlT^t' + ̂ ' C ' ^ ' C^BlT],
Terra) i,charlist_string(['+','C ',A,B|T],Term).
For example, -S2S34C6 + C2C34C6 is reduced to +C234C6. 
Identity 6. +Sin(A)Sin(B) - Cos(A)Cos(B) = -Cos(A+B)
6. match_pattern([' + ','S',A,,S',B|T;|,['-','C,,A,,C',B|T],
Terra) !,c h a r l i s t _ s t r i n g C ',A,B|T],Term).
For example, +S2S3S5S6 - C2C3S5S6 is reduced to -C23S5S6.
Identity 7. sin(A)Cos(B) + Cos(A)Sin(B) = Sin(A+B) 
Cos(A)Sin(B) + Sin(A)Cos(B) = Sin(A+B)
7. match_pattern([X,A,Y,B|T],[1+',Y,A,X,B|T],Terra) !,
charlist_string(['S',A,B|T],Terra) .
For example, S2C3(C4S5d6+a3) + C2S3(C4S5d6+a3) is 
reduced to S23(C4S5d6+a3).
Identity 8. +Sin(A)Cos(B) + Cos(A)Sin(B) = +Sin(A+B)
+Cos(A)Sin(B) + Sin(A)Cos(B) s +Sin(A+B)
-Sin(A)Cos(B) - Cos(A)Sin(B) = -Sin(A+B)
-Cos(A)Sin(B) - Sin(A)Cos(B) = -Sin(A+B)
8. match_pattern([Sign,X,A,Y,B|T],[Sign,Y,A,X,B|T],Term)
I,charlist_string([Sign,'S',A,B|T],Term).
For example, -C2S34S6 - S2C34S6 is reduced to -S234S6.
9. match_pattern(_,_,_) fail.
If all rules from 1 to 8 fail, it means that the 
expression can not be reduced by the trigonometric
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identities. The program will backtrack to call the backward 
recursive equations derived in Section A .
3. Heuristic Rules for Simplifying the Expression
The direct kinematics problem can be solved directly by 
applying the backward recursive equations. However, such an 
approach does not ensure the minimal number of numeric 
operations since it does not take advantage of the knowledge 
of trigonometric identities for simplifying the expression. 
Obviously, simplifications during the early step of the 
symbolic computations diminish the complexity significantly. 
From Section A. 4, we have shown that there are various 
configurations of the manipulator which can be simplified by 
utilizing the trigonometric identities. Bearing this in 
mind, we will develop some heuristic rules to investigate 
these problems.
Our rule of thumb implies that when any element of the 
first two rows, resulting from multiplying a- "revolute" 
transformation matrix with another matrix, may be simplified 
by the trigonometric substitution, then the remaining 
elements of the first two rows must also be simplified. In 
case the trigonometric reduction fails, the program traces 
through the backward recursive relations (derived in Section 
A) to obtain the minimal compact forms.
Simplifying the element C ^ j  of the matrix k - 1 Tn , 
obtained by multiplying the ith row of the revolute matrix 
k_1Ak with the column of the matrix ^Tjj, requires
several combination searches to spot which pair of terms can
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be substituted with the trigonometric identities. These
searches deteriorate our system as the number of terms
increase, therefore, the heuristic rules are preferred for
optimizing the search spaces.
The simplify(TermList,Result) predicates are developed
basically on our heuristic knowledge. It consists of two
arguments; the first argument is the input expression, the
other is the returning simplified expression, if and only
if the first argument can be simplified by the trigonometric
identity rules. For example,
C11 = tc2 “S2 0 C 2 a 2 ] *[C34C5C6-S34S6 S34C5C6+C34S6 -S5C6 0 ] t
= C2C34C5C6—C2S34S6-S2S34C5C6-S2C34S6
decomposing C ^  into the list of strings form, we obtain
C11 = ["C2C34C5C6", C2S34S6","-S2S34C5C6","-S2C34S6"].
Taking as the first argument of the simplify predicate,
the second argument will return C234C5C6-S234S6.
Obviously, the first and third terms form a pair to
match our trigonometric identity rules (rule 1 of the
match pattern predicate), and the second and fourth terms
form another pair to match rule 8 of the same predicate.
The heuristic rules for searching terms to match the
trigonometric knowledge base are listed below;
1. simplify([],"") I.














For example, simplify(["C2C3C4S5","+C2S3C5","-S2S3C4S5", 





























If the expression does not satisfy these rules, the 
trigonometric identities cannot be employed and the program 
will proceed through the backward recursive relations in 
order to evaluate the optimal symbolic form for each element
of the transformation matrix.
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F. SYMBOLICALLY AUTOMATED JACOBIAN MATRIX
To automate the symbolic Jacobian matrix nJn , one needs 
only to carry out the computation according to the derived 
recursive symbolic relations for the Jacobian with respect 
to the end effector coordinate system. As seen from 
Equations (5.41) and (5.42), only the upper three components 
of the revolute Jacobian column require the multiplication 
rules. But these multiplication rules should be different 
from our three previous multiplication rules (times, 
times_single, and times_compound), since the first argument 
may be a compound term, instead of a single term. This 
prompts us to develop another predicate, time_complex, to 
handle this situation.
The time_complex(X,Y,XY) predicate is comprised of 
three arguments, the last argument being the product of the 












Using the recursive symbolic equation (5.48), together 
with the multiplication rules above for the computed terms, 




This section summarizes the results of the symbolically 
automated system for the Stanford Manipulator. The results 
are displayed exactly as shown on the computer monitor. For 
some more examples, see Chapter VII.
The link parameter table, the link homogeneous 
transformation matrices, 1-1A^, the backward homogeneous 
transformation matrices, *Tn, the direct kinematics solution 
, Tn , and the Jacobian matrix, nJn/ resulting from the 
automated system, are given by the following outputs:
■Link Parameter Table-
Joint Type Variable Angle(a) Length(a) Distance(d)
1 Revolute 61 -90 0 0
2 Revolute 02 90 0 d2
3 Prismatic d3 0 0 d3
4 Revolute 64 -90 0 0
5 Revolute 65 90 0 0
6 Revolute 66 0 0 0
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
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■Link Transformation Matrices-
Cl 0 -SI 0
AI = SI 0 Cl 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C2 0 S2 0
A2 = S2 0 —C2 0
0 1 0 d2
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
A3 = 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 <53
0 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To View More
-Link Transformation Matrices-
C4 0 —S4 0
A4 = S4 0 C4 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C5 0 S5 0
A5 = S5 0 -C5 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C6 -S6 0 0
A6 = S6 C6 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




C6 , —S6 , 0 , 0 ]S6 , C6 , 0 , 0 ]
0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ]0 , 0 , 0 , 1 )
A5A6
[ C5C6 , -C5S6 , S5 , 0 ]
[ S5C6 , -S5S6 , -C5 , 0 ]
[ S6 , C6 , 0 , 0  ][ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 )
Please Press Space Bar To View More
--------------------- Backward Transformation Matrices-
A4A5A6
[ C4C5C6-S4S6 , -C4C5S6-S4C6 , C4S5 , 0 ]
[ S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , S4S5 , 0 ]
[ -S5C6 , S5S6 , C5 , 0 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , ! ]
A3A4A5A6
[ C4C5C6-S4S6 , -C4C5S6-S4C6 , C4S5 , 0 ]
[ S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , S4S5 , 0 ]
[ -S5C6 , S5S6 , C5 , d3 )
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , !  ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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A2A3A4A5A6
[ C2(C4C5C6-S4S6)-S2S5C6 , -C2(C4C5S6+S4C6)+S2S5S6 , C2C4S5+S2C5 , S2d3 ]
[ S2(C4C5C6-S4S6)+C2S5C6 , -S2(C4C5S6+S4C6)-C2S5S6 , S2C4S5-C2C5 , -C2d3 ]
[ S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , S4S5 , d2 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A1A2A3A4A5A6
[ Cl (C2 (C4C5C6-S4S6) -S2S5C6) -SI (S4C5C6+C4S6) , -Cl (C2 (C4C5S6+S4C6)-S2S5S6)+S1
(S4C5S6-C4C6) , Cl(C2C4S5+S2C5)-S1S4S5 , ClS2d3-Sld2 ]
[ SI (C2 (C4C5C6-S4S6) —S2S5C6) +C1 (S4C5C6+C4S6) , -SI(C2(C4C5S6+S4C6)-S2S5S6)-Cl 
(S4C5S6-C4C6) , SI(C2C4S5+S2C5)+C1S4S5 , SlS2d3+Cld2 ]
[ —S2(C4C5C6-S4S6)-C2S5C6 , S2(C4CSS6+S4C6)+C2S5S6 , -S2C4S5+C2C5 , C2d3 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
--------------------------Backward Transformation Matrices----------------------- —















Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
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-------------------------- Jacobian Matrix---------
Jll = -d2 (C2 (C4C5C6-S4S6) -S2S5C6) +S2d3 (S4C5C6+C4S6)








































Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
H. CONCLUSION
This chapter has successfully demonstrated a method for 
incorporating the artificial intelligence types of knowledge 
in automating the symbolic solutions of the direct 
kinematics and the Jacobian problems for any given robotic 
manipulator and may be termed as an expert system in this 
field. The list of the Prolog program is included in 
Appendix B.
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VI. INVERSE MANIPULATOR KINEMATICS
In Chapter III, we derived the direct kinematics 
equations for characterizing the position and orientation of 
the end effector for any manipulator. In Chapter V, we 
developed a symbolically automated system for solving the 
direct kinematics problem. We now consider the inverse 
kinematics problem, determining the joint displacement 
variables for a specified Cartesian position and orientation 
of the end effector. In this chapter, we investigate three 
mathematical approaches for solving the inverse kinematics 
problems: the inverse homogeneous transformation matrices 
approach, the geometric approach, and the arm-wrist 
partitioned synthesis approach. The first two approaches, 
based on the analytical technique, will yield the symbolic 
closed-form solutions; whereas the third approach, based on 
the iterative technique, will provide various numerical 
solutions.
A. INVERSE HOMOGENEOUS TRANSFORMATION MATRICES APPROACH
Pieper (1968) presented the inverse kinematics solution 
for any six-degree-of-freedom manipulator in which the axes 
of three consecutive revolute joints intersect at a single 
point. In such kinematic structures, the solution can always 
be obtained by an analytical approach which provides the 
closed-form solution. Paul, Shimano, and Mayer (1981) later 
developed a technique for solving the inverse kinematics
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problems which was based on the 4 X 4  homogeneous 
transformation matrices. Using this technique, the solution 
can be explicitly deduced for any manipulator with simple 
kinematic structure. Most industrial manipulators may be 
considered as kinematically simple and the methods developed 
by Pieper and Paul are directly applicable to them. We will 
pursue the method of inverse transformation matrices to 
solve the kinematic equations obtained in Chapter III.
The method for solving the inverse kinematics problems, 
based on inverse transformation matrices, can be determined 
in a recursive manner as:
A given manipulator transformation matrix, Tn , can be 
expressed in terms of the product of the A matrices as
T = An
nx ° x a x Px
ny °y ay Py
nz ° z a z Pz
0 0 0 1
— n 2. n 1. 
A 1 *'* An-1 An* (6.1)
5.1) successively by the inverses
matrix equations, namely
< % > ' %  " lTn- (6.2)
(1A2)-1(°R1)-1Tn = 2Tn, (6.3)
• •
. . (1A2)"1 (°A1)"1Tn = iTn, (6




Note that the matrix elements on the left hand side of 
these equations are the trigonometric functions of the first 
i joint variables and the elements of Tn . The matrix 
elements on the right hand side are either zeroes, 
constants, or functions of the (i+l)̂ *1 through n*"*1 joint 
variables. Equating these matrix elements one by one, we 
obtain twelve equations from each matrix equation, that is, 
one for each component of the four 3 x 1  column vectors n,
0, a, and p.
Generally, the solution starts by obtaining the 
solution of joint one in terms of the known elements of Tn. 
We then obtain the solution for joint two in terms of joint 
one, and the solution for joint three in terms of joint one 
through joint two, and so on, until we eventually obtain the 
solution for joint n in terms of joints one through (n-1). 
In the following subsections, we will illustrate the 
methodology of the inverse transformation matrices for 
solving several arm, wrist, and arm-wrist kinematic control 
equations.
1. Euler Wrist
The orientation transformation matrix for the Euler 
wrist manipulator is defined as (see Chapter III, Section
D.l, Equations (3.50) to (3.52))
TE (a,/3,0) = Rot(z,a)Rot(y,/3)Rot(z,0) . (6.5)
We would like to determine the Euler angles for a given 
transformation matrix T. That is, given
Tg ( a  ,f3 ,<p) — T ,
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C a cp c< p -S a S (p -CaC/3S0-SaC0 CaS/3 0
SaCj0C0+CaS0 —SctCpS<p+C(xC<p S a S P 0
-S/3C0 SpS(p c P 0
0 0 0 1
nx ° x a x Px
ny °y ay Py
n z ° z a z Pz
0 0 0 1
what are the corresponding values of a, p , and 0?
Equating the elements of the above matrix equation, we 
obtain the following nine non-trivial equations:
nx = CaC/3C0-SaS0, (6.8)
n̂ . = SaC/3C0+CaS0, (6.9)
nz = -S/3C0, (6.10)
ox = -CaQ3S0-SaC0, (6.11)
Oy = -SaC/3S0+CaC0, (6.12)
oz = S p S 0, (6.13)
ax = CaS/3, (6.14)
ay = S a S p , (6.15)
az = c p . (6.16)
Solving Equations (6.16), (6.14), and (6.10), respectively
results in the Euler solution:
p = cos“1 (az), (6.17)
a = cos_1 (ax/sin/3) , (6.18)
0 = cos“1 (-nz/sin/3) . (6.19)
Unfortunately, this Euler solution is ill behaved since:
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(a) The arc cosine function neglects the sign of the angle, 
since cos(9) = cos(-9). This leads to an ambiguous 
quadrant of the angle.
(b) Whenever p approaches zero, Equations (6.18) and (6.19) 
will yield inaccurate solutions, and will be undefined 
when /3 = 0 or ±tr radians.
It is, therefore, imperative to utilize the arc tangent 
function, tan-1 (y/x) or atan2(y,x), to determine the Euler 
angles. The proper quadrant of the angle can be simply 
determined from the signs of the numerator y and the 
denominator x. The arc tangent function returns an angle in 
the range of - tt < p < ir . It also produces the correct 
result even when the angle is near -7r/2 or 7r/2 (x near 0) .
In order to solve the Euler wrist kinematic equations, 
we will apply the inverse transformation matrices technique 
through the above matrix equation. Premultiplying both sides 
of Equation (6.7) by Rot(z,a) -1 yields:
Ca S a 0 0 nx ° x a x Px
- S a Ca 0 0 ny °y ay py
0 0 1 0 nz ° z a z Pz
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
CjSC <p -C/3S0 sp 0
S<p C <p 0 0
- S P C  <p SpS(p cp 0
0 0 0 1
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or
Canx+Sany Caox+Saoy Caax+Saay —
-Sanx+Cany -Saox+Caoy -Saax+Caay -
nz °z az -
0 0 0 1
Cf3C<p -C/3S(p s p 0
S<f> C (p 0 0
-S f3C<p S/3S0 C p 0
0 0 0 1
Since the Euler transformation does not provide for any 
translation, we can ignore the position vector, column four, 
in our evaluations (- denotes redundancy).
Equating the (2,3) elements of both matrices in Equation 
(6.20), we get:
-Saax + Caay = 0, (6.21)
which results in the solutions for a:
a atan2(ay,ax), (6 .2 2)
and
a atan2(-ay ,-ax). (6.23)
This is a difference of n radians from the first solution. 
If both ax and ay are zero, this implies that angle a is 
undefined. This condition occurs whenever the end effector
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is positioning straight up or down and both a and <p 
correspond to the same rotation. At this particular 
position/orientation configuration, one degree of freedom 
has been lost. This is known as a locally degenerate case 
(Gorla, 1981). When such condition arises, we arbitrarily 
set a. to zero.
Equating the (1,3) and (3,3) elements of the above matrix 
equation yields:
S (3 = Caax + Saay, (6.24)
C(3 = az, (6.25)
which leads to the solution for /3,
f3 = tan-1
Caax + Saay 
az
= atan2(Caax+Saay,ax). (6.26)
Further, by equating the (2,1) and (2,2) elements of both
matrices, we get:
S tp = -Sanx + Cany, (6.27)
Cep = -Saox + Caoy, (6.28)
which leads to the solution for <p,
or
<P tan 1
-Sanx + Cany 
- S a o x + Caov
(6.29)
<p = atan2 ( - S a n x + C a n y , - S a o x +CaOy) . (6.30)
Equations (6.22), (6.23), (6.26), and (6.30) provide




Recall from Chapter III, Section D.2, Equations (3.58) 
to (3.60), that the orientation transformation matrix for 
the RPY wrist is specified as
Tr p y (6r ,©p,©y ) = Rot(z,0p)Rot(y,©p)Rot(x,9y)• (6.31)
We wish to solve the RPY angles from the given equation
"̂ RPY (®R' ®P' ®Ŷ  = ® * (6.32)






CDU S0pS0y S0pC0y 0
0 ceY -S0y 0
-s©p C0pS0Y C0pC©Y 0
0 0 0 1
(6.33)
Now, equating the (2,1) elements of the above matrix 
equation, we obtain:








gR “ 0 R  + 7T. (6.36)
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Then, equating the (3,1) and (1,1) elements of both 
matrices, we have:
—S0p = nz, (6.37)
c e p  = C0Rnx + S0Rny, (6.38)
which leads to the solution for 0p:
0p = tan-1
-n.
C0RnX + S 0 Rny
= atan2(-nz,C0Rnx+S0Rny ). (6.39)
Finally, by equating the (2,3) and (2,2) elements of both 
matrices, we get:
“SOy ~ -S0Rax + C0Ray, (6.40)
C0Y = -S0Rox + C0Roy , (6.41)
which results in the solution for 0y :
0Y = tan-1 R X
_ " S 0 R °X  + C0R°y
or
(6.42)
0Y = atan2(S0Rax-C0Ray ,-S0Rox+C0Roy). (6.43)
Note that only two possible RPY solutions are obtained 
for any given configuration T.
3. Cartesian Arm
Referring to the Cartesian arm kinematic equation, 
defined by Equation (3.70), we have Tppp = T, or
0 0 - 1  -d3
0 1 0 d2
1 0 0 dx
0 0 0 1
n x ° x a x P x
n y ° y a y P y
n z ° z a z P z
0 0 0 i
(6.44)
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Obviously, the arm solution can be obtained directly in 






In this case, the solution is uniquely defined.
4. Cylindrical Arm
In the case of the cylindrical arm, defined by 
Equations (3.71) to (3.73), we wish to solve the equation
LCyl (z,a,r) = T, (6.48)
cosa -sina 0 rcosa nx ° x a x Px
sina cosa 0 rsina ny Oy ay Py
0 0 1 z nz °z a z Pz
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
(6.49)
To solve the arm kinematic equation, we require only 
the translation information. Equating the position vectors 





Solving Equation (6.50) analytically yields:
r = (px + Py)1/2, (6.51)
a = atan2(py,px), (6.52)
z = PZ' (6.53)
where r > 0 by definition of the cylindrical coordinates.
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5. Spherical Arm
Here, we are concerned with solving the equation
TSph(a,/3,r) = T, (6.54)
where TSph is defined by Equations (3.79) to (3.81). 
Premultiplying both sides of Equation (6.54) by Rot(z,a)-1, 
we obtain:
Rot(z,a)-1T = Rot(y,/9)Trans(0,0,r) , (6.55)
- - - Capx+Sapy - rsin/3
- - - -Sapx+Capy - - - o
" " " Pz - rcos/3
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Equating the (2,4) elements of the above matrix equation, we 
obtain:
-Sapx + Capy = 0,





a  = a + n . (6.59)
Equating the (1,4) and (3,4) elements of both matrices in 
Equation (6.56), we find:
rsin/3 = Capx+Sapy, (6.60)
rcos/3 = pz, (6.61)
with
/3 = atan2(Capx+Sapy ,pz) . (6.62) 
Premultiplying both sides of Equation (6.55) by Rot (y,/3) “1, 
we now obtain:
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Rot(y,)3) 1Rot(z,a) 1T = Trans(0,0,r), (6.63)
- - - C/? (Capx+Sapy) -S/?pz - - - 0
- -Sapx+Capy - - - o
- - - S)3(Capx+Sapy)+C/3pz - - - r
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
which results in the solution for r,
r = S/3 (Capx+Sapy) + C/3pz- (6.65)
6. Articulated Arm
For the articulated (revolute) arm, defined by 
Equations (3.87) to (3.91), the inverse kinematics solution 
can be determined by solving
( ^ J  1T = 1A22A3, (6.66)
or
-  -  -  c e 1p x +s©1p y C023a3+Ce2a2
- - - -Pz se23a3+se2a2
-  -  -  - s e 1p x + c e 1py -  -  -  0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Now, equating the (3,4) elements of the above matrix 
equation, we get:
-S G -jP j, .  + C e -L P y  = 0 , ( 6 . 6 8 )
which leads to the solutions for 0-̂:
e x = atan2(py/px), (6.69)
and
©1 = atan2(-py ,-px) . (6.70)
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Then, equating the (1,4) and (2,4) elements of both
matrices, we obtain:
C023a3 + C02a2 ~ C0lPx + S0lPy' (6.71)
S023a3 + S02a2 = “Pz* (6.72)
To simplify the expression, let








. . . . . OEmploying the trigonometric identity S 023 + 
the Equations (6.74) and (6.75), we now obtain 
(p-C02a2) 2 + (pz+S02a2) 2 = (a3)2. 






2 2 2 2 2 2 2 p - 2a2pC02 + C 02a2 + pz + 2a2pzS02 + S 02a2 = a3. (6.77)
Upon simplification, we get
2 2 2 2a3 " P " Pz “ a2pzS02 - pC02 = ---------------- . (6.78)
2a2
Again, to make algebra simpler, let
therefore,
(6.79)
pzS02 - pC02 = k. (6.80) 
Equation (6.80) is an equation of one variable, ©2. For an 
equation of the form
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AsinG ± BcosG = d, (6.81)
the solution may be obtained as follows:
Let
and
A = rcosf, (6.82)
B = rsin$, (6.83)
where
r = (A2+B2)1/2, (6.84)
and
$ = tan-1(B/A). (6.85)
Substituting for A and B in Equation (6.81) results in
cos$sin© ± sin$cosG = d/r. (6.86)
Equation (6.86) is the expression for the sine of the 
sum/difference of two angles, therefore
sin(9±$) = d/r, (6.87)
which implies that
0 < d/r < 1. (6.88)
Since sin2(0±$) + cos2(9±$) = 1, thus
cos(9±$) = ±(1 - (d/r)2)1/2, (6.89)
with
0 < 9 ± $ < 7T. (6.90)
Dividing Equation (6.87) by (6.89), we finally obtain
9 = +tan-1 (B/A) + tan~1(d/±(r2 - d2)1/2). (6.91)
For Equation (6.80), the solution from Equation (6.91) is
92 = tan-1 + tan-1 2 _ ,.2*1/2±(r - y r ) 9
(6.92)
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where r = pz + p .
Premultiplying both sides of Equation (6.66) by ( 1A2 ) - 1 , we 
now have:
( 1A2 ) “ 1 ( ° A 1) - 1T = 2A 3 , (6.93)
- - - c e 2 (ce^pj^+se-jPy)-se2p z- a 2 - - - ce3a3
------  - s e 2 (c e i P x + s © i P y ) - C G 2Pz - - - S©3a3
----- -se-LPx+ce-jPy - - - 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
(6.94)
Equating and dividing on the (2,4) and (1,4) elements of 
both matrices leads to the solution for e3,
93 tan-1
- s e 2 ( c e 1p x + s e 1p y ) -  c e 2 p z 
c e 2 (ce^Pjj+se^py) - s e 2p z - a2
(6.95)
This completes the solution for the inverse kinematics 
problem for the three-degree-of-freedom articulated arm.
7. Articulated Arm with Roll-Pitch-Yaw Wrist
We conclude this section by further demonstrating how 
the inverse transformation matrices technique can be applied 
to solve a simple six-degree-of-freedom manipulator. We will 
derive the inverse kinematics solution for the Cincinnati 
T3-756 Robot which has 3 adjacent parallel axes (see Chapter 
III, Section F.2, Equations (3.130) to (3.156)).
To obtain the inverse kinematics solution, we proceed 
as before, premultiplying both sides of the equation 
defining T6 by ( ^ T 1:
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have no need to compute the left hand column
(6.97)
homogeneous transformation matrix. This column vector, n, 
can always be more simply computed as the vector cross 
product of the second column, o, and the third column, a, 
vectors (n = o x a).
Equating and dividing on the (3,4) and (3,3) elements of the 




Upon cross multiplication and simplification, we get 
”si(Py_avdfi) + Cn(Py-ayd6) = 0, (6.99)
which leads to solutions for 9-^
= tan-1 Py ay^6




©2 = "*■ ^ • (6.101) 
Now that 0-j, has been defined, we look for elements relating 
to and find the (3,3) element, yielding
C5 = ~S1ax + (6.102)
Consequently
S5 = ±(1 - (-S1ax+C1ay)2)1/2/ (6.103)
which results in the solution for ©5,
©5 = tan -1
±(1 - (-S1ax+C1a J2) 1/ 2
~slax + clay
(6.104)
Premultiplying both sides of Equation (6.96) by (1A2) 1, we 
now have
(1A2)-1(°A1)"1T6 = 2T6. (6.105)
By cautious examination, we find that Equation (6.105) fails 
to provide any useful information (due to the parallel in 
the joint axes). In fact, this failure continues until we 
reach the non-parallel link 4. As such, this becomes:























Equating the (3,3) elements of both matrices in Equation 
(6.107), we get
®234(^lax+^lay) + ^234aZ = (6.108)
which leads to the solutions for ©234:
e234 = tan-1
and
0234 = 02 34 + 7r* (6.110) 
Having determined 9 ^  ©5, and ©2 34' we search for elements 
which are the functions of these joint variables. From 
Equation (6.97), we find the (1,4) and (2,4) elements:
”C234S5d6 + C23a3 + C2a2 " clPx + SlPy' (6.111)
“S234S5d6 + S23a3 + S2a2 = “Pz* (6.112)
For algebraic simplicity, we redefine those combinations of 
known parameters:
Pi = ^lPx + SlPy + ^234^5d6' (6.113)
p2 = “Pz + s234S5d6* (6.114)
Substituting p^ and p2 into Equations (6.111) and (6.112), 
respectively, we get:
c23a3 + C2a2 = Pi' (6.115)
S23a3 + S2a2 = P2* (6.116)





2 2 2 2




where the +/- sign denotes the elbow up/down configuration. 
Equations (6.117) and (6.118) give the solution for ©3,
03 = tan-1
±(1  -  C ^)1/2
(6.119)
In order to obtain the expressions for C2 and S2, we need to 











( 6 . 121 )
where k = (a2+C3a3) + S3a3.
From Equations (6.120) and (6.121), we obtain
92 tan-1
( a 2 + C 3 a 3 ) P 2 S 3 a 3 P 
(a2+c3a3)Pi + S3a3p2
(6 .1 2 2 )
Now that ©2, ©3, and ©234 have been defined, we can simply 
determine ©4 as
04 = ®234 " e2 ~ e3* (6.123)
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The expression for Cg is obtained by equating the (3,2) 
elements of both matrices in Equation (6.107). Thus
C6 = "(S234(Cl°x+Sl°y) + C234°z^' (6.124)
and
S6 = ±(1 - c l ) 1 / 2 . (6.125)
Finally, we obtain
±<1 - (S234(C1ox+s1oy) + c234o z )2)V2 
-------------------- -----------------  . (6.126)
“(S234 (Cl°x+Sl°y) + C234°z ̂
This completes our solution for the inverse kinematics 
problem for the Cincinnati T3-756 robot.
B. GEOMETRIC APPROACH
In this section, we employ an alternative technique, 
the geometric approach, to derive the inverse kinematics 
solutions for any simple kinematic manipulator. This 
approach normally results in explicit solutions. For a six- 
degree-of-freedom manipulator with revolute joints, the 
first three joints are loosely correlated to the human arm 
geometry—  referred to as the shoulder, elbow, and forearm. 
These joints are used mainly for positioning of the arm. The 
last three joints are analogous to the human wrist which 
provides the desired orientation and slight position of the 
end effector. Physically, it is appropriate to decompose the 
motion of the robotic manipulator into the arm and the wrist 
motions. This geometric arrangement consequently leads to 
two procedures: position and orientation computations.
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First, we evaluate the position of the end effector with 
respect to the wrist frame. Then, a position vector pointing 
from the base frame to the wrist frame is determined. This 
position procedure is used to compute the arm solution 
( i ^2 ' ^3) since only these first three variables influence 
the position of the wrist. Having obtained the solution of 
the first three joints, we can compute the wrist solution 
35 •Qg) by solving the wrist equation, aTw = (°Ta)-1T.
Such an equation can be solved similarly to that of inverse 
Euler or RPY method.
Ho and Copeland (1982) ; Lee (1982) ; Lee and Ziegler 
(1984); Ranky and Ho (1985); and Fu, Gonzalez, and Lee 
(1987) have presented the geometric approach to solve the 
Puma manipulator. N-Nagy and Siegler (1987) apply the same 
approach to solve the Hitachi manipulator. Both Puma and 
Hitachi manipulators have spherical wrists (the last three 
revolute joints intersect at a single point), and thus are 
always solvable. To illustrate the non-spherical wrist, we 
will apply a geometric technique to solve the Jumbo Drilling 
Robot (Ho and Yao, 1986).
Inverse Kinematics Solution of the Jumbo Drilling Robot
The Jumbo Drilling Robot, as presented in Chapter III, 
Section F.l, Equations (3.96) to (3.129), has the spherical 
arm (RRP) with Euler wrist. Due to some offsets in the 
wrist, the last three revolute joints do not intersect at a 
single point. This complicates the problem, but does not 
make it unsolvable. With appropriate variation and
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adjustment, the geometric approach can be generalized to 
analyze the inverse kinematics problem of this manipulator.
The kinematic control equation of the Jumbo Drilling 
manipulator can be modified and expressed as:
[Total motion] = [Arm motion][Wrist motion],
T6 = [°Ta][aTw]-
T 6 = [°R11R22A 33A4H 4A 55R 6] . (6.127)
The composite transformation for the arm is
C1C2 4 - S1 “C1S24 C1(C24a4-S2d3+al)
S1C2 4 C1 ”S1S24 Sl(C24a4“S2d3+al>
S2 4 0 C24 S24a4+C2d3
0 0 0 1
The composite transformation for the wrist is










0 0 0 1
The total motion, T6, the arm motion, °Ta, and the wrist 
motion, aTw , can all be partitioned into the orientation 
submatrix and the translation vector as:
R | p °*a 1 °Pa
i--a(0=?1__
0 | 1 ■
ii1 H11+ -111 O 1 1_ i
----------------1
i1 H 









where R, °Ra, aRw e R3x3 and °pa, apw e R3xl.
Equating the translation vectors of the above matrix 
equation, we obtain:
P "  Pa + Ra Pw
= °pa + °pw . (6.131)
Equation (6.131) signifies that the translation vector of 
the end effector is the sum of the arm and the wrist 
vectors, where all vectors are expressed with respect to the 
base frame. This is illustrated in Figure 19.
From Figure 19, we see that the °pw vector is composed 
of a summation of d6 and a6 vectors. The d6 vector lies 
along the direction of the approach vector of the drill head 
(a of Tg) , while the a6 vector lies along the direction of 
the normal vector of the drill hand (n of T6). Therefore, we 














Figure 19. Relations between the Position Vector, 
the Arm Vector, and the Wrist Vector
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Equation (6.133) corresponds to the position vector of °T a , 
defined in Equation (6.128). Thus:
C1(C24a4_S2d3+al̂ Pax' (6.134)
S1(C24a4_S2d3+al̂ = Pay' (6.135)
S24a4+C2d3 = Paz* (6.136)
The above three equations contain four joint variables: 9 ^  
©2, d3, and ©4. In order to obtain the solution, one more 
equation is required. However, 9-̂  can be readily determined 
from Equations (6.134) and (6.135):
and
0i tan 1 (6.137)
el = el + 7r- (6.138)
Equatinq the orientation submatrices of the matrix Equation 
(6.130), we obtain the relation between the total 
orientation and the arm-wrist orientation,
R = °R a aRw. (6.139)
Thus
a®W = (°Ra)-1r» (6.140)
where ° R a and are obtained from the 3 x 3  orientation
submatrices of Equations (6.129) and (6.130), respectively. 
Consequently,
C5C6 ”C5S6 S5 C1C24 S1C24 S24 nx °x ax
S5C6 “S5S6 ~C5 = “S1 C1 0 ny Oy
S6 C6 0 "*C1S24 ~S1S24 C24 nz °z az
which results in
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C5C6 C5S6 S5 H
<4-1
1___ fl(o) fg(a)
S5C6 -S5S6 -C5 = f2(n) f2(°) f2(a)
s6 c6 0 f3(n) f3 (°) f3 (a) _
where
fl(v) = C24(C1vx+S1vy) + S24vz' (6.142)
f2(v) = " S ^ + C ^ y , (6.143)
f3 (v) = “s24(clvx+slvy) + C24vz ' (6.144)
and v refers to n, o, and a vectors. For example,
f3(a) ~ ^24 (<-:iax+^laŷ + C24az’ (6.145)
Equating the (3,3) elements of both matrices in Equation
(6.141) yields
_s24(Clax+Slay) + C24az = o, (6.146)





024 = ©24 ^ * (6.148)
Equation (6.147) provides an extra relation along with 
Equations (6.134) to (6.136) to completely solve the joint 
variables: ©3, ©2, d3, and e4.
Further equating the (1,3) and (2,3) elements of both 
matrices, we now obtain:
S5 “ C24(Clax+Slay) + S24az' (6.149)
-C5 = + Cjay. (6.150)
Therefore,
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e5 = tan-1 c24(Clax+Slay) + S24az
slax clay
Again, by examining the matrices in Equation (6.147) 
and equating the (3,1) and (3,2) elements, we get:
S c  =  - S24(Cinx+Slny) + C24nz' 
c 6 = “S24(Ci°x+Sl°y^ + C24°z'
with
©6 - tan-1 's24(cinx+slny) + c24nz 
"S24(Cl°x+Sl°y) + C24°z
Rearranging Equations (6.134) and (6.136) leads to:
S2d3 ~ C24a4 + a
C2d3 ~ Paz S24
which results in the solution for 02,
C24a4 + al Pax/Cl02 = tan-1
Paz S24a4
As 02 and e24 are defined, we then obtain 04 as
64 = e24 " °2-
From Equation (6.156), we finally obtain
, Paz - s24a4 
d3 ~ ‘
C2
Equations (6.137), (6.138), (6.147), (6.151),
(6.157), (6.158), and (6.159) summarize the














C. ARM-WRIST PARTITIONED SYNTHESIS APPROACH
In the previous sections, we have presented the inverse 
homogeneous transformation matrices and the geometric 
techniques for solving the inverse kinematics problem. As we 
realize, such solution techniques are apparently valid only 
for the simple robotic manipulators, whose kinematic 
structures are analytically established or may be 
appropriately modified so that both techniques can be 
applicable. A kinematic structure for which a closed-form 
solution exists is referred to as a solvable structure. For 
an unsolvable kinematic structure, a numerical technique 
based upon an iterative computation algorithm must be 
utilized to achieve the solution. The goal of this section 
is to derive a fast convergent, iterative solution algorithm 
for the general four-, five-, and six-degree-of-freedom 
inverse manipulator kinematics problem, for which a 
corresponding maximum of 4, 8, and 16 distinct solutions can 
be obtained. All of these distinct solutions of joint 
displacement variables will place the end effector in the 
same position and orientation in the workspace. This 
methodology is based upon the arm-wrist partitioned 
synthesis technique which is the improved variation of the 
Takano's (1985) algorithm.
The arm-wrist partitioned synthesis approach utilizes 
the observation that most industrial manipulators can be 
partitioned into the arm, consisting of the first three 
joints, and the wrist, consisting of the remaining joints.
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The arm controls the end effector position while the wrist 
controls its orientation. Actually, the maneuver of the arm 
slightly perturbs the orientation, and the maneuver of the 
wrist in turn perturbs the position. Based on the arm-wrist 
partition, the iterative procedure alternately computes and 
corrects the joint displacements of the arm while holding 
the wrist fixed, and computes and corrects the joint 
orientations of the wrist while holding the arm fixed. This 
synthetic procedure alternately computes and corrects until 
the solution reaches the tolerant error criteria or until a 
specified number of iterations have been completed.
1. Nomenclature and Problem
Recall from Chater III, Section B.2, Equations (3.36) 
to (3.37) that the A matrix is specified as follows.
For a revolute joint,
COS0jL -sinO^cosa^ sin0^sina^ a^cos©









0 0 0 1
(
For a prismatic joint,
COS0ĵ -sin0^cosa^ sin0^sina^ 0









0 0 0 1
(6.161)
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For a revolute joint, a^, a^, and are all constant 
parameters, while 0^ is the joint variable. In the case of a 
prismatic joint, a ^ and are constant parameters, while d^ 
is the joint variable. Therefore, we can express the 1-1Ai 
matrix as the product of two matrices: one contains the 
joint variable, *vi' and the other contains only the joint 
parameters (constants), Ac .̂
Equation (6.160), which describes the 1_1A^ matrix for a 
revolute joint, can be expressed as:
Ai(®i) — ^vi(®i)^ci
(DU
i____ 0 0 1 0 0 a i
0 0 0 Cai -Sa^ 0
0 0 1 0 0 Sa^ Ca^ d i





0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(6.163)
and
1 0 0 "a i
-1 0 Cai Sai -diSaiII•H0<
0 -Sai Cai -diCai
0 0 0 1
(6.164)
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Equation (6.161), which describes the matrix for a
prismatic joint, can be expressed as:
= Avi(di)Aci
with
1 0 0 0
1
o H* -SQ^Ca^ SQ^Sa^ 0
0 1 0 0 SGj. CQ^Ca^ ~CQĵ So:̂ 0
0 0 1 di 0 Sa^ Ca^ 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
(6.165)
A^i(di)
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 -di
0 0 0 1
(6.166)
and
CGi S 0 i 0 0
seicai C0 j[Ca^ Sa^ 0
se^sa^ -CO^Sa^ Ca^ 0
0 0 0 1
(6.167)
cases
For compatibility with both the revolute and prismatic 
, we will represent the and A_^ matrices as:
Aci
I LP  +- -
I 1
i rrll irr 12 irr13 XPl
r 21 irr 22 irr23 XP2
irr31 irr32 irr33 XP3




Aci t - i A h - t - i J - t i t0 0 0 j 1
lbll lb 12 ibi3 ifa14
ifa21 ifc,22 ib 2 3 lfe24
ib31 lfa32 lfa33 lb3 4
0 0 0 1
(6.169)
where the leading superscript i on vectors r and b denotes 
the orientation vector of joint i measured with respect to 
the link (i-1) frame. Note that, for a prismatic joint, the 
position vectors ^p and 1b4 are always equal to [0,0,0]** 
(see Equations (6.165) and (6.167)).
For an n-degree-of-freedom manipulator, n = 4,5,6, the 
inverse kinematics problem involves determining the joint 
displacement vector, q, which corresponds to a given 
position and orientation of the end effector described by 
the transformation matrix, T . The kinematic control equation 
is governed by
(°Ta (qa)][aTw (qw)] = T, (6.170)
where
°Ta = °A1(q1)1A2 (q2)2A3(q3), (6.171)
aTw = 3A4(q4)--*n"2An-l(qn-l)n_lAn(qn)* (6.172)
Note also that q = [ q ^ q ^  e Rn, qa = [ q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ] t  e R3, and
qw = [q4i.•••» q n ] t  6 R (n-3).
Equation (6.170) can be reformulated in terms of the 
orientation submatrices and the position vectors as
°Ra (qa) 1 °Pa (qa) ^(qw) 1 aPw(<iw) R I p
0 1 1 0 1  1 0 1  1
9 (6.173)
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where °Ra(qa), aRw (qw), R e R3x3 and °pa(qa), aPw (qw), P e 
R3xl.
Upon multiplication, we obtain
°Ra (qa) aRw(<*w) 0Pa<qa>+°Ra<9a> %(«**> R P
0 1 o i
(6.174)
Equating the position vectors of the above matrix equation, 
we obtain the arm synthesis equation
°Pa(qa) + °Ra (qa)apw (qw) = p. (6.175)







In order to obtain the wrist synthesis equation, we further 
equate the orientation submatrices of both matrices in 
Equation (6.174). This results in
°Ra (qa)aRw (qw) = R. (6.177)
Thus,
aRw(qw) = (°Ra(qa))_1r * (6.178)
The arm-wrist partitioned synthesis problem can be 
outlined as:
(1) Solve the wrist synthesis Equation (6.178) for qw , 
while holding the arm variable, qa, constant.
(2) After qw is determined, solve the arm synthesis 
Equation (6.176) for qa.
(3) Repeat the wrist and arm synthetic procedures
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alternately until the solutions converge or until a 
specified number of iterations have been reached.
2. Solution of the Arm Synthesis
We now consider the solution for the first three joint 
displacements, qa = [ q-̂ , q2 , q3 ] , of the arm synthesis
problem. The arm synthesis equation, defined in Equation 
(6.176), can be expressed in terms of the A matrices as
^(q-L) 1A2 (q2) 2A 3 (q3) Pw^w) p
1 1
(6.179)
or in terms of the variable matrices, ^V' and the constant 
matrices, Ac , as




where the position of the end effector with respect to the 
arm frame, apw (qw), is constant since qw = [q4,...,qn]^ is 
set to constant.
The arm geometrically consists of three degrees of 
freedom, therefore, there are eight possible kinematic 
arrangements for the arm: RRR, RRP, RPR, RPP, PRR, PRP, PPR, 
and PPP, where R denotes a revolute joint and P denotes a 
prismatic joint. In the following subsections, we will study 
and derive the analytical solution for each case, 
a. RRR Arm Synthesis
The RRR kinematic configuration corresponds to the 
articulated arm type. In order to solve qa, we premultiply
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both sides of the arm synthesis Equation ( 
(°A1 (0l)) _1 °t>tain
^ 2(83) ^ 3(03) Pw
1
( ^ ( e ! ) ) - 1 P
1





-1 u d H H 3rr 12 3 rr13 3Pl' aPwl
3rr 21 3 rr 22 3rr23 3P2 aPw2
3rr31 3 rr32 3 rr33 3P3 aPw3






To make the expression simpler, let
Li = j?!(3rijaPwj) + 3Pi' 1 = 1 >2>3
Substituting into Equation (6.182), we have:










- ^ 2  (0 2^ A c 2
c e 3 - s e 3 o o 
s e 3 c e 3 o o
o 0 1 0
o 0 0 1




2 rrll 2 rr12 2 r r13 2
2rr21 2 rr22 2r r2 3 2









m i (0 3)





M i (93 ) = MilC03 + M i2S03 + M i3 / i = 1,2,3, (6.185)
and
Mil _ 2rilLl + 2ri2L2'
Mi2 = 2ri2Ll “ 2rilL2' i = 1,2,3, (6.186)
Mi3 = 2ri3L3 + 2Pi-
For example,
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M2^03̂  “ (2r21Ll+2r22L2^C03+ 2̂r22Ll 2r21L2^S03+2
Now we have:
1 9 ap̂W M(03)1A2 (e2)/A3 (03)
1 = Av 2 (02> 1
c e 2 -S ® 2 0 0 M1 ( 0 3 )
S 0 2 c e 2 0 0 m 2 (03)
0 0 1 0 m 3 (03)
0 0 0 1 1
M 1 (03)C02-M2 (03)S02
M2 (03)C02 +M1 (03)S02
m 3 (03)
1
Thus, the left hand side is given as
1A2 (02)2A3 (03)
M-l (03) C02-M2 (03 ) S02 
M2 (©3)C02+Mx (0 3)S02 
M3 ( 0 3 )
1
We next consider the right hand side of Equation 
Right hand side
From the right hand side of Equation (6.181)
(°a 1 (01) r 1
p -1 -1 p
1 “ AclAvl^0 l̂ 1






















p 2c e 1- p 1s e 1
p 3
l
lbll lb 12 lb13 !b
lb 21 lb 22 lb23 *b
lfc,3l lfa32 lb33 Xb









n 3 (0i )
1
where
Ni(01) = NilC01 + Ni2S01 + Ni3, i = 1,2,3,
and
Nil = lbilPl + lbi2P2'
Ni2 = ^bilP2 “ ^bi2Pl' ~ ^2,3,






N^(©l) — ("^^nPi+^^i2P2 ) (̂ llP2—"̂ )̂12Pl^®l+^̂ >13P3+^̂ >14 *
Thus, the right hand side becomes




Left hand side = Right hand side
In summary, the RRR arm synthesis equation can be 
formulated from Equation (6.188) and Equation (6.193) as
M1 (93)C02-M2(03)S02 %(©!)
M2(03)C02+M1(03)S02 = n 2(0i)
m 3 (03) N3 (0i)
Solving for ©2
Equating the first two elements of both vectors in 
Equation (6.194), we have:
M1Ce2 - M2Se2 = % ,  (6.195)
M2ce2 + M1se2 = N2. (6.196)
Solving Equations (6.195) and (6.196) simultaneously for C02 







where Dm = + M2, which results in the solution for ©2,
e2 tan-1
Mi(e3)N2(ei) ~ M2(e3)N1(61) 
M1(93)N1(01) + M2(03)N2(01) (6.199)
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Solving for 93
Taking the sum squares on each side of Equation (6-194) 
and equating them, we have
2 2 2 2 2 2(M1C©2-M2S02) + (M2 C02+M1S92) + M3 = Nx + N2 + N3. (6.200)
Expanding and simplifying yields
2 2 2 2 2 2Mx + M2 + M3 = Nf + N2 + n3. (6.201)
From Equation (6.185), we have M^(©3) = MiicQ3+M^2S93+M^3,
i = 1,2,3. Substituting (M^1ce3+M^2S93+MjL3) for M^(©3) into
the left hand side of Equation (6.201) results in:
2 2 
Mi + M2 + M' - (M11C03+M12Se3+M13)2+ (M21C03+M22S03+M23)2
2+ (M31C03+M32se3+M33)
- (MH +M21+M3l)C e3 + (M12+M22+M32^S 03
+ (m 13+m 23+m 33)
+ 2(M11M12+M21M22 
+ 2 (M1;lM13+M2:lM23 
+ 2(M12M13+M22M23 





( 6 . 2 0 2 )
Li :
3 'i
m j£i( ri:iaPwj) + 3
Mil = 2rilLl + 2ri2L2'
Mi2 = 2ri2Ll ~ 2rilL2'
Mi3 = 2ri3L3 + 2pi.
i = 1,2,3, (6.203)
We will examine and evaluate each term on the right hand 
side of Equation (6.202) individually.
(i) (M^+M^+M^)
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Taking the squares of M.^, we get:
Mii = (2riiLi+2ri?L?) i = 1,2,3
2 2 2 2- + 2 ( r i ±  ri2L1L2) + ri2L2. (6
Thus:
2 2 2 o 2 ? 2 ? 2 2 ? 2 o 2 o 2 2(Mll+M2i+M3i) - ( rxl+ r21+ r31)L1 + ( r12+ r22+ r32)L2
+ 2 (2rll2r12+2r212r22 + 2r312r32^ L1L2
_ I 2, ,2 2
'  1 1 2 1L, +
2 2
•2 I' 2L2 + 2 ( r-j_‘ r2)L1L2
— L-̂ 2̂ • ( 6 ,
Since ||2r^||2 = 1, 2r^*2rj = 0 for i =# j, and i,j = 1,2,2
(ii) (M12+M22+M32)
Taking the squares of M^2, we get:
Mi2 " (2ri2Ll ^rilL2) l = 1,2,3
_ 2 2 2 2 2- ri2Ll 2( ril ri2LlIj2) + rilL2* (6
Thus:
2 2 2 9 2 o 2 n 2 2 9 2  9 2 9 2 z
(M12+M22+M32) = ( r12+ r22+ r32^Ll + ( rll+ r21+ r31^L:
2(2rll2r12+2r212r2 2 + 2r312r3 2̂  L1L2
- I 2 ,2 2 2 2- 1 r 2 I 2^1 + 'I r 1I 2 L2 2 ( rl* r2^LlL2
2 2= + L2. (6
(iii) (M13+M23+M33)
Taking the squares of M^3, we get:
2 ,2 2 2







= 2ri3L3 + 2(2ri32PiL3) + 2Pi
Thus:
(6.208)
2 2 2 o 2 ? 2 2 2 2 o 2 o 2 ? 2(M13+M23+M33) = ( r13+ r23+ r33)L3 + ( P-L+ p2+ p3)
+ 2(2r132Pl+2r232p2+2r332p3)L3
= ||2r3|2L3 + | 2p 12 + 2(2r3 -2p)L3
= L3 + I 2pII2 + 2 (2r3 • 2p) L3 . (6.209)
(iv) (h 11m 12+m 21m 22+m 31m 32)
From Equation (6.203), the product can be found as:
M ilM i2 = (2rilLl+2ri2L2)(2ri2Ll“2rilL2) i = 1 >2 '3
2 2  2 2 2 o 2 2 2  2
= ril ri2Ll “ ( ril“ ri2^LlL2 “ ril ri2L2’ (6.210)
Consequently:
(M11M12+M21M22+M31M32) - (2r1*2r2)L1 (I 2ri II2 H2r2 H 2 ̂ L1L2
2 2 2 - (2r1-2r2)L2
= 0. (6 . 211)
Since ||2rjJ|2 = 1/ 2r^*2rj = 0 for i =t= j, and i,j = 1,2,3.
(v) (M11M13+M21M23+M31M33)
The product M^]M^3 can be found as:
MilMi3 = (2rilLl+2ri2L2)(2ri3L3+2Pi) 1 = 1.2,3
= 2ril2ri3LlL3 + 2ril2PiLl
+ 2ri22ri3L2L3 + 2ri22PiL2- (6.212)
Consequently:
(M11M13+M21M23+M31M33) = (2ri*2r3)l il3 + (2ri*2P)Li
+ (2r2-2r3>L2L3 + (2r2‘2p)L2 
= (2r1-2p)L1 + (2r2-2p)L2. (6.213)
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(vi) (M12M13+M22M23+M32M33)
Finally, the product can be found as:
Mi2Mi3 = (2ri2Ll"2rilL2)(2ri3L3+2Pi> 1 = 1 ' 2 ' 3
= 2ri22ri3LlL3 + 2ri22PiLl
- 2^ii2^i3b2L3 2ril2PiL2* (6.214)
Consequently:
(M12M13+M22M23+M32M33) = (2r2*2r3)L1L3 + (2r2*2P)Ll
- (2r1-2r3)L2L3 - (2r1-2p)L2
= (2r2*2p)L1 - (2r1-2p)L2. (6.215)
Substituting the results of Equations (6.205), (6.207),
(6.209), (6.211), (6.213), and (6.215) into Equation
(6.202), we obtain
2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2  
m x  + m2 + m 3 = ( l 1+l 2 ) c  e 3 + ( l -l+l - ^ s  e 3
+ (L3+2 (2r3 • 2p) L3+H 2p j| 2)
+ 2{(2r1-2p)L1+(2r2-2p)L2}C03 
+ 2{(2r2 -2p)L1-(2r1-2p)L2}se3.
Upon simplification, we get
M2 + M2 + M2 = { L2+L2+L3+2 (2r3 • 2p) L3 +1| 2p | 2 }
+ 2{(2r1*2p)L1+(2r2*2p)L2}ce3 
+ 2{(2r2 *2p)L1-(2r1 *2p)L2 }S0 3 .
For brevity, let:
Sx = 2 { ( 2 r 1 - 2p ) L 1+ ( 2r 2 - 2p ) L 2 } ,
Sy  = 2 { ( 2 r 2 - 2p ) L 1 - ( 2r 1 - 2p ) L 2 } ,
2 2 2 2sz = {L1+L2+L3+2(2r3-2p)L3+||2p||2}.
Based on Equations (6.217) and (6.218), the right hand side 





Mi + m 2 + m 3 = sxce3 + syse3 + sz. (6.219)
We next consider the right hand side of Equation (6.201). 
Recall from Equations (6.191) and (6.192) that:
Ni(0l) = NilC0l + Ni2sel + Ni3/
Nil = lbilPl + lbi2P2'
N12
N13
= lbilP2 " lbi2Pl'
= lbi3P3
i = 1,2,3, (6.220)
+ Xbi4 *
Taking the squares of N^Gi) yields:
Ni = (Nilce1+Ni2se1+Ni3)2
= N±1C ©! + Ni2S ©! + N i3
+ 2Ni l Ni 2 c e 1s e 1 + 2 N i1N i 3c e 1 + 2Ni2Ni3S01





Substituting Equation (6.221), i = 1,2,3, into the right
hand side of Equation (6.201) results in
Ni + N2 + N3 { I 1*>i I 2Pl+2 (lbl * lb2> PlP2+ I lb2 I 2P2 > c20l 
+ { [I 2P2~2 (lbl * lb2 J PlP2+H lb2 H 2Pl >s2q1
+ { I lb3 I 2P3+2 (lb3 * lb4) P3+1 lb4 II2 >
+ 2{|| 1b112P1P2- (lbl * lb2> Pl+ (lbl * lb2) P2
2
"'ll ^b 2 H 2P 1P 2 ) C 9 i S 9 i
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+ 2 { (1b1 • Xb3) P1P3+ (1 b 1 • ̂ 4) px+ (Xb2 • 1b3) p2p3
+(1b2*1b4)p2}ce1
+ 2{(1b1-1b3)p2p3+(1b1-1b4)p2-(1b2*1b3)p1p3
- ( 1 b 2 ‘ 1 b /i) p 1 ) S e 1 . (6.222)
Utilizing the properties that I 1b̂ ||2 = 1, -̂ b̂ -̂ -bj = 0 for
i + j, and i,j = 1,2,3, we can reduce Equation (6.222) to





Uy = 2{(1b1-1b4)p2-(1b2-1b4)p1), (6.224)
Uz = (||pl|2+2(1b3-1b4)p3+i|1b4!l2}.
Thus, the right hand side of Equation (6.201) can be written 
as
2 2 2Ni + n2 + n3 = + UySe-L + u2. (6.225)
2 2 2  2 2 2Based on Equations (6.219), Mi+M2+M3' and (6.225), N1+N2+N3, 
Equation (6.201) can be summarized as
SXC03 + syse3 + Sz = + UyS01 + U2. (6.226)
Equating the third elements of both vectors in the RRR arm 
synthesis equation, defined by Equation (6.194), we obtain
M3(03) = N3(01), (6.227)
or
M31C03 + M32S03 + M33 ~ N31C01 + N32S01 + N33' (6.228)
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where M3(©3) and N3 (©3) are defined by Equations (6.185) and 
(6.191), respectively.
Rewrite Equation (6.228) as
N3 1 CG1 + N3 2 S 0 1 = My(e 3 >i ( 6 . 2 2 9 )
where
M̂ e-j) = M31ce3 + M32se3 + m 33 - n33. (6.2 3 0)
We can also rewrite Equation ( 6 . 2 2 6 )  as
UxCel + Uy SGi  = Sv (©3 ) ,  ( 6 . 2 3 1 )
where
sv (e3) = s xce3 + syse3 + s z -  uz . (6.232)
Solving Equations (6.229) and (6.231) simultaneously for C©^ 
and S©^, we obtain:
c©1 =
SQ-l =
My(©3)Uy - Sv (©3)N32 
N3iUy - N32Ux 




provided that the determinant, (N31Uy-N32Ux) ' not equal
to zero.
From Equations (6.233) and (6.234), ©-]_ is found to be
© 1 tan 1
Sv(e3)N31 " (e3)Ux
Mv (©3)Uy - Sv (03)N32
(6.235)
If (N3iuy-N32Ux) = 0 ,  we can determine ©^ by solving 
the single Equation (6.229). Note that this equation has the 
same form as Equation (6.81). Applying Equations (6.81) 
through (6.91) to Equation (6.229) results in the solution 
for 6-̂ ,
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0-̂  = -tan*
N31
N32
+ tan-1 Mv(e3)±(r2 - [^(©3) ]2)1/2
, (6.236)
where r = N31 + N32.
Solving for 03
From Equations (6.233) and (6.234), and using the 
trigonometric identity C2©! + S2©]̂  = 1, we will obtain a new 
equation which contains only one joint variable, ©3:
(Mv (©3)Uy-Sv (©3)N32)2 +(Sv (©3)N31-Mv (©3)Ux)2 = D2, (6.237)
where
D = N31Uy - N32Ux. (6.238)
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.237) yields:
(Ux+Uy)M^ - 2(N31Ux+N32Uy)MvSv + (N31+N32)Sy = T? ,
UqmJ - 2VQMvSv + N0Sy = Y? , (6.239)
where
uo " ux + uy'
vo - n 31ux + N32uy'
N0 = N31 + N32*
(6.240)
Substituting (M3 1 c e 3 +M32S©3 +M3 3 - N 3 3 ) for ^ ( © 3 ) ,  and (SXC©3+ 
SyS©3+Sz-U2) for Sv (©3) into Equation (6.239) yields
( m3 1 c ©3 + m3 2 s ©3+ m3 3 - n 3 3 ) Uq
-  2 (M3 1 C 0 3 +M3 2 S e 3 +M3 3 - N3 3 ) (SxC©3+SyS03+Sz-Uz)VQ
2 2+ (sxce3+syse3+sz-uz) nq = d . (6 .2 4 1 )
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.241), we now obtain
k i c 2 e 3 +  k 2 s 2 ©3 +  k 3 c e 3s e 3 +  k 4 c e 3 +  k 5 s e 3 +  k 6 =  0,(6.242)
where
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UoM31 - 2M31SxVo + NoS
2
UoM32 - 2M32SyVo + N0S
2 M̂31M32U0 (M3iSy+M32Sx)Vo + N0SxSy), 
2{M31(M33-N33)U0 - [M31(Sz-Uz )+Sx (M33-N33)]V0
+ N0SX (SZ-UZ)}, (6.243)
k5 = 2{M32(M33-N33)U0 - [M32(Sz-Uz)+Sy (M33-N33)]V0 
+ NcSy (Sz-Uz)},
*6 " Uo <M33-N33>2 - 2(M33-N33)(SZ-UZ>V0 
+ N0(SZ-UZ) 2 - D2.
Substituting S203 = 1 - C203 into Equation (6.242) yields
S03 in terms of C03:
kic203 + k2(l-C203) + k3C03S03 + k4C03 + k5S03 + k6 = 0,
se3 =
-(k1-k2)C2©3 - k4C03 - k2 - k(
(6.244)
k3C03 + k5
From Equation (6.244) and C203 + S203 = 1, we obtain: 
(k3C03+k5)2C203 + ((k1-k2)C203+k4C03+k2+k6) 2 = (k3C©3+k5)2,
2 2  2 2  2 4  2 2(k3C 03+2k3k5C03+k5) C 03 + (k^-k^ C ©3 + k4C ©3
2 3 2+ (k2+k6) + 2k4(k^—k2)C ©3 + 2(k^—k2)(k2+k^)C ©3
2 2 2■K 2k4 (k2+k6) C©3 k3C ©3 “ 2k3k^C©3 k^ = 0. (6.245)
Upon multiplication and simplification, we get
2 2 4 3{(k^k^ + k3)C ©3 + 2{k4 (k1-k2)+k3k5)C ©3
+ {k4+kg+2(k1-k2)(k2+k6)-k3}C2©3
2 2+ 2{k4(k2+k6)-k3k5)C03 + {(k2+k6) - k5} = 0. (6.246)
Obviously, Equation (6.246) is a function of c © 3 alone. We 
redefine those constant coefficients to make the algebra 
simpler. Let:
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kQ - (k-ĵ k2) + k3,
co = ((k2+k6)2~ k5}/k0f 
cx = 2{k4(k2+k6)-k3k5}/k0, 




equation to determine 03 is given as 





03 = cos“'L(z) . (6.250)
Equation (6.249) is just the quartic equation, 4 ^  power 
polynomials of C©3, and the four roots can be determined 
explicitly by Ferrari's method (see Appendix A).
Having determined ©3, we can now compute 0-̂  and ©2 from 
Equations (6.235)/(6.236) and (6.199), respectively. For the 
RRR arm synthesis, there may exist a maximum of four 
distinct real solutions, 
b. RRP Arm Synthesis
In this case, the arm kinematic configuration 
corresponds to the spherical type. In order to solve qa, we 
proceed as before, premultiplying both sides of the arm 





Note that the right hand side of Equation (6.251) is 
identical to Equation (6.189), derived in the RRR arm
206
synthesis subsection. Therefore, we are only required to 




= (®2 > ̂ 3  <d3) Ac31 1
- (©2)Av 3 (^3)
3rrll 3 rr 12 3 rr13
3rr 21 3rr 22 3 rr2 3















Li = i i ( 3rijaPwj)» i = 1,2,3. (6.253)
Further evaluating Equation (6.252), we get:
1A2 (e2)2A3(d3) Pw
1 “ Av2^02)Ac2
1 0  0 0
1---r—<a
1___
0 1 0  0 L2
0 0 1 d3 L3
0 0 0 1 1
Av2 (e2)
2 rrll 2 rr 12 2 rr13 2P l _ L1
2_r21 2 rr 22 2 rr23 2P2 L2
2r r31 2 rr32 2r r3 3 2p 3 L3+d3










(d3) - MH d3 + Mi2'
Mil " 2ri3'
Mi2 = .i (2r12 1 = 1 K 1DLj) +
i = 1,2,3, (6.255)
i = 1,2,3, (6.256)
For example,
M2^d3̂  = 2r23d3 + 2r21Ll + 2r22L2 + 2r23L3 + 2?2* 
At this point, we have
1 O ap  ̂Pw M(d3)
^2(®2) ^3(d3) 1 - Av 2 1
Note that the right hand side of the above equation has the 
same form as the right hand side of Equation (6.187). Thus, 
the left hand side is given as
1A2(e2)2A3(d3)
M-l (d3) C02-M2 (d3) se2 




Left hand side s Right hand side
In summary, the RRP arm synthesis equation can be 
formulated from Equations (6.258) and (6.193) as
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Mx(d3)C02-M2(d3)S02 NlOj.)
M2(d3)C02+M1(d3)S02 = N2 (0i)
^3 ̂ 3) 1 2 (W (-> i__
_
Solving for 9n
Equations for C82 and S02 are obtained by equating the 
first two elements of Equation (6.259):
M1C02 - M2S02 = Ni» (6.260)
M2C©2 + M1S82 = N2. (6.261)
Solving Equations (6.260) and (6.261) simultaneously for C02
and S©2, we get:
“1 %  + M2N2
C02 “ ' (6.262)
Dm
M1N2 " M2N1S02 - (6.263)
Dm
where Dm = M-j_ + M2, which leads to the solution for ©2
92 tan-1
M1(d3)N2(01) - M2 (d3)N1(01) 
M1(d3)N1(01) + M2 (d3)N2(01)
(6.264)
Solving for 83
Taking the sum squares on each side of Equation (6.259) 
and equating them will yield
2 2 2 2 2 2 M2 + M2 + M3 = N1 + N2 + N3. (6.265)
Substituting (M^1d3+M£2) for Mj_(d3), 1 = 1,2,3, into the
left hand side of Equation (6.265), we have:
+ M2 + M3 = (Mi:Ld3+M12)2+ (M21d3+M22)2 + (M31d3+M32)2
209
- (M11+M2;L+M31)d3 + (M12+M22+M32)
+ 2 (M11M12+M21M22+M3iM32)d3. (6.266)
Recall from Equations (6.253) and (6.256) that:
Li jli^3rij3pwj) 
Mil = 2ri3' i = 1,2,3, (6.267)
Mi2 j=l^ rijLĵ  + Pi’
Substituting Equation (6.267) into Equation (6.266) yields:




= II2r3Ii2^3 + 2{ (2r3-2r1)L1+(2r3*2r2)L2+||2r3|2L3
+(2r3-2P)}d3 + (Mi2+B22+M32)
2 2 2 2 = d3 + 2{L3+(2r3*2p))d3 + (M12+M22+M32). (6.268)
Since ||2rjJ|2 = 1, = 0 for i #= j, and i,j = 1,2,3
For algebraic simplicity, let:
Sx = 2{L3+(2r3-2p)}, 
Sy = M̂12+M22+M32^‘
(6.269)
Equation (6.268) reduces to
2 2 2 2Mi + M2 + M3 = d3 + Sxd3 + Sy. (6.270)
The right hand side of Equation (6.265) can be obtained 
directly from Equations (6.224) and (6.225):




Uy = 2 { (1b1*1b4)p2-(1b2-1b4)p1}/ (6.272)
Uz = { IIPII2+2 (1b3 • Xb4) p3+1| ̂ 4 1| 2 > •
From Equations (6.265), (6.270), and (6.271), we obtain
2d3 + Sxd3 + Sy = Û Ce-ĵ  + UySG]̂  + Uz. (6.273)
Equating the third elements of both vectors in the RRP arm 
synthesis equation defined by Equation (6.259), we obtain:
M3(d3) = N^G-l) , (6.274)
or
^31d3 ^32 = ^31^®1 ^33' (6.275)
where M3(d3) and N3(G1) are defined by Equations (6.255) and 
(6.191), respectively.
Rewrite Equation (6.275) as
N31CG1 + N-^SG}^ = My (d3), (6.276)
where
Mv (d3) = M31d3 + M32 - N33. (6.277)
Again, rewrite Equation (6.273) as
UxC0l + UySel = sv (d3) • (6.278)
where
2Sv (d3) = d3 + Sxd3 + Sy - Uz. (6.279)
Expressions for CQ-ĵ and SG-ĵ are then obtained by solving 
Equations (6.276) and (6.278) simultaneously:
CG1
SG-l
Mv (d3)Uy - Sv (d3)N32
N31Uy - N32°X 




provided that (N3iUy-N32Ux) * °* 
Thus,
Sv (d3)N31 - Mv (d3)Ux 
6X = tan --------------------
[ Mv(d3>uy - Sv<d3>N32
If (N31Uy-N32Ux) =0, we then determine 0-̂ by
Equation (6.276). Applying Equations (6.81) through 






N31 10^ — -tan
N32
+ tan x M y ( Q 3 )___________
±(r2 - [Mv (03)]2)1/2
(6.283)
where r = N31 + N32.
Solving for d-.
From Equations (6.280) and (6.281), and using the
. . O O . . .identity C ©-ĵ + Ŝ G-̂  - 1/ we will obtain a quartic/quadratic 
equation which contains only one joint variable, d3:
(Mv.(d3)Uy-Sv(d3)N32)2 +(Sv (d3)N31-Mv (d3)Ux)2 - D2, (6.284)
where
D = N31Uy - N32UX.
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.284) yields:
(6.285)
Uo > M d3> - 2W d3>SV<d3> + N0sJ(d3) = D2
where
2
uo II a X +
Vo = N31Ux
2






Substituting (M31d3+M32-N33) for Mv (d3 ) , and (d3+Sxd3+sy-Uz)
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for Sv (d3) into Equation (6.286) leads to 
(M31d3+M32-N33̂  Uo
- 2(M31d3+M32-N33)(d3+Sxd3+Sy-Uz)VQ
+ (d3+Sxd3+Sy-Uz)2N0 = D2. (6.288)
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.288) results in:
Nod3 + 2(SxNo-M31Vo)d3
+ (UoM31-2tM31Sx+ (M32-N33)]Vo+2(Sy“Uz)No+NoSx}d3 
+ 2(U0M31 (M32-N33)-[H31 (Sy-Uz) + (M32-N33)Sx ]V0+N0Sx (Sy-Uz) }d3
+ (u o (M 32-N 3 3 ) 2 -2 (M 32~N 3 3 ) ( s y~U Z )V o +No (Sy ~ U Z )2 ^ > = o,(6.289)
4 3 2d3 + c3d3 + c2d3 + c3d3 + cQ = 0,
where
(6.290)
co = (U0 (M32-N33)2-2(M32-N33)(Sy-U2)V0+N0 (SY-Uz)2-D2>/N0,
Cl = 2(D0M31(M32-H33)-[M31(Sy-Uz) + (M32-N33)Sx]V0
+ N0Sx(Sy-Dz)}/N0, (6.291)
°2 = (UoM31-2tM31Sx+(M32-N33)]V0+2(Sy-Uz)N0+N0S2)/N0,
c3 = 2(SXN0-M31V0)/N0, 
provided that NQ =f= 0.
If NQ = 0, it implies that N31=N32 = 0, since NQ = 2 2 N31+N32*
From Equations (6.164) and (6.190) to (6.192), we find that:
N31 = -sin(tt1)p2, 
N32 = sin(a1)p1.
(6.292)
Hence, NQ = 0 if and only if the twist angle = 0.
If Nq = 0, then VQ = 0, since VQ = N31UX + N32Uy. Equation 
(6.289) now reduces to the quadratic equation:
<UoM31>d3 + 2(UoM3l(M32-N33>>d3 + l'“o <M32-H33 > ̂  > = °<
213
c^d3 H" Cq = 0 , (6.293)
where
co = (U0 (M32-N33)2-D2}/(U0M31)/
2 (6.294)
Ci = 2{U0M31(M32-N33))/(U0M31).
2If (UqM31) = 0, implying a2 = ± n / 2 ,  then degeneracy occurs.
Now that d3 has been defined by either guartic Equation 
(6.290) or quadratic Equation (6.293), we then determine ©2 
and ©2 by evaluating Equations (6.282)/(6.283) and (6.264), 
respectively.
c. RPR Arm Synthesis
The arm solution, qa = [Qlfd2,©3]̂ , can be determined 
by solving
1A2(d2)1A2(©3) (°A1 (©1))-1 P
1
(6.295)
Since the right hand side of Equation (6.295) has already 
been defined by Equations (6.190) to (6.193), we only need 
to evaluate the left hand side of the above equation.
Left hand side




c e 3 - s © 3 0 0
s e 3 C©3 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
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Li = ili^rijaPwj) + 3Pi' 1 = 1,2,3
Successively evaluating Equation (6.296), we get:
^^2(d2) (03)
Pw
1 - ^ 2  (d2^ A C2
~̂'2<“®3 + ̂JlS03
- d̂2̂
2 rrll 2 rr12 2rr13
2 rr21 2 rr22 2rr23













Mil ~ 2rilLl + 2ri2L2 '
Mi2 = 2ri2Ll “ 2rilL2• 




i = 1,2,3, (6.299)
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Further, let
Mi(e3) = Mi l c e 3 + Mi 2 s e 3 + Mi 3 , i = 1,2,3. (6.300)
For example,
M l^0 3) = (2rllLl+2r12L2^Ce3 + (2r12Ll_2rllL2)S03 + 2r13L3 * 
Finally, the left hand side is given as
"^2 (*̂ 2 ̂ 2^3 (®3)
1 0  0 0 Mi (03)
0 1 0  0 m 2(03)
0 0 1 d2 M3(03)






Left hand side = Right hand side
In summary, the RPR arm synthesis equation can be 





We can obtain an equation for d2 by equating the third 
elements of both vectors in Equation (6.302)
Thus,
d2 + M3(03) = N3(01). (6.303)
216
d2 = N3(91) - M3 (©3). (6.304)
Solving for 03
Equations for ce3 and SQ-ĵ are obtained by equating the 
first two elements of Equation (6.302):
M 11C93 + M 12S03 + m 13 = N11C91 + N 12S91 + n 13, (6.. 305)
M21C93 + M22S©3 + M2 3 = ^3003 + N2 2S03 + N23 * (6.. 306)
Rewrite Equations (6.305) and (6.306) as:
+ N1 2 S 9 1 = M ^ O - j ) ,  ( 6 . 3 0 7 )
N2 1 C 0 1 + N2 2 S 9 1 = Sv ( 0 3 ) ,  ( 6 . 3 0 8 )
where
M v <®3> = 
sv<®3> "
Solving Equations 
and S©^ we get:
M 11C93 + M12se3 + m13 ' N 13' (6.309)
M 21C93 + m2 2 s ©3 + M 2 3 N 23 ’ (6.310)
(6.307) and (6.308) simultaneously for CQ-̂
c e 1 =
se-L =
Mv ( e 3 ) N22  -  Sv ( e 3 ) N12
N11N22 " N12N21
sv (e3)Nn  " ^ ( 63)^!
N 11N 22 N 12N 21
which results in the solution for 0-̂ ,
( 6 . 3 1 1 )
( 6 . 3 1 2 )
01 tan 1
Sv (9 3)N 11
^V(®3)N22
My(e3) n2 1 
sv (G3)N12
( 6 . 3 1 3 )
If (N11N22-Ni2N21̂  = we then aPPly Equations (6.81) 




+ tan 1 mv (93)
±(r2 - [^(©3) j2) 1/ 2
, (6.314)
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2 2 2 where r = + Ni2*
Solving for ©3
From Equations (6.311) and (6.312), and using the 
trigonometric identity C2©-̂  + S2©^ = 1, we will obtain a new 
equation which contains only one joint variable, ©3: 
(Mv (©3)N22-Sv (©3)N12)2 +(Sv (93)N11-Mv (©3)N21)2 = D2,(6.315) 
where
D - n i;ln 22 - n 12n 21.
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.316) yields:
(6.316)
(n 21+1,22>“? - 2 <N 11N21+N12N22>»VSV + (N11+N12>SJ = ^
where
UqIV - 2V0MvSy + NqSv = D (6.317)
Uo _ N21 + N22'
Vo “ N11N21 + N12N22'
n q - n i;l + n 12.
(6.318)
Substituting (M^1C93+M12S83+M^3-N^3) for Mv (©3), and (M21ce3 
+M22S©3+M23-N23) for Sv (©3) into Equation (6.317) yields
(M11C©3+M12S93+M13-N13)2U0
- 2(M11C03+M12S83+M13-N13)(M21C93+M22S©3+M23-N23)VQ
2 2+ (M21C83+M22Se3+M23-N23) NQ = D . (6.319)
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.319) leads to
k 1c 2©3 + k 2s 2e 3 + k 3c e 3s e 3 + k 4c©3 + k 5s e 3 + k 6 = 0,(6.320)
2 2
kl " uoMll - 2M11M21V0 + n dm 2i ,
k2 = U0M12 " 2M12M22Vo + N o M 22'
where
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k3 - 2{M11M12u o - CMllM22+M12M2lJvo + NoM21M22^
k4 - 2{M11(M13-N13)U0 - [H11(M23-N23)+H21(M13-N13)]V0
+ N0M21(M23-N23)}, (6.321)
k5 = 2<M12(M13-N13)U0 - [M12(H23-N23)+M22(M13-N13))V0 
+ NoM2 2 ( m2 3 " N2 3 ^ I '
k6 = Uo <M13-N13>2 - 2(Ki3-N13)(M23-N23)V0 
+ N0 (M23-N23)2 - D2.
Note that Equation (6.320) has the same form as Equation 
(6.242). Therefore, the solution for ©3 can be obtained by 
the process of Equations (6.244) to (6.250). In summary, the 
quartic equation for solving ©3 is given as:
z4 + *5 OC3 Z + C2Z + c-̂ z + CQ = 0, (6.322)
_  1©3 = cos (z) , (6.323)
ko =
2 2 (k]_-k2) + k3, (6.324)












c3 _ 2(^4(kl k2^+k3k5)/ko’
Having solved for 03, we can now determine 0-̂  and d2 
from Equations (6.313)/(6.314) and (6.304), respectively. In 
the case of RPR arm synthesis, a maximum of four distinct 
real solutions may exist,
d. RPP Arm Synthesis
The RPP kinematic configuration can be classified as 
the cylindrical arm type. In order to solve qa, we proceed
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as before, premultiplying both sides of the arm synthesis 
Equation (6.179) by (°A1(91))_1 to obtain




Again, the right hand side of Equation (6.326) has already 
been defined by Equations (6.190) to (6.193). Thus, we are 
only required to compute the left hand side.
Left hand side
^ 2  (d2) ̂ ^3 (d3)
a_Pw 1 . a_Pw= A2(d2)^v3(d3)Ac31 1
p 3 1” •Note that A3 (d3)*[ pw 1] has already been computed m  the 
RPR synthesis subsection (see Equation (6.252)). Therefore:
1* 2,a 2 a 3 Av 2(d2̂
rll 2rr12 2rr13 0
r21 2 rr22 2r r2 3 0
r31 2 rr32 2r r3 3 0







Li = ■iii(3rijapwj) 1,2,3. (6.328)
Further evaluating Equation (6.327), we obtain
^^2(d2)^^3 ( d2 )
Pw













Mi(d3) = Mi:Ld3 + Mi2, i = 1,2,3
M2^d3̂  ~ 2r23d3 + 2r21Ll + 2r22L2 + 2r23L3




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 d









Left hand side = Right hand side
In summary, the RPP arm synthesis equation 











Equating the third elements of Equation (6.333) yields 
d2 + M3(d3) = N^e-^. (6.334)
Therefore,
d2 = N3(®i) “ M3(d3). (6.335)
Solving for 8^
Equations for CQ-l and S03 are obtained by equating the 
first two elements of Equation (6.333):
where
M lld 3 + M 12 = n x ce  ̂ + N^9S0-̂  + N13' (6.,336)
M 21d 3 + M 22 = N21C61 + N22S01 + N23 ’ (6.,337)
ss Equations (Ci. 336) and (6.337) as:
^11001 + ^ 12^01 = Mv ( d 3) , (6., 338)
n 21C01 N22S01 = Sv ( d 3), (6.,339)
* M d3) = M lld3 + m 12 - n 13,r (6,,340)
s v ( d 3 ) = M 21d3 + M22 - n23 (6.,341)
Solving Equations (6.338) and (6.339) simultaneously for C©-̂  
and S0^, we obtain:
Mv(d3)N22 Sv (d3)Ni2C03 =
S0-L =
N 11N22 N 12N21




which leads to the solution for 0-̂ ,





If (Nn N22-N12N2l) = we then apply Equations (6-81)






±(r2 - [Mv (d3) ]2) V 2
(6.345)
2 2 2 where r = N13 + N12«
Solving for d3
From Equations (6.342) and (6.343), and employing the 
identity C2©-̂  + S2©}̂ = 1, we will obtain a quadratic
equation of d3:
(Mv (d3)N22-Sv (d3)N12)2 +(Sv (d3)N11-Mv (d3)N21)2 = D2, (6.346) 
where
D = NllN22 - N12N21. (6.347)
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.346) yields:
(N2i+N22)mv ” 2 N̂11N21+N12N22^Mv Sv + (Nll+N12^Sv = D '
Uor4 - 2VqMv Sv + NqS^ = D2, (6.348)
where
Uo ~ N21 + N22 '
Vo ~ NllN21 + N12N22' 
No = *11 + N12-
(6.349)
Substituting (Miid3+M12~N13) for M^d-^), and (M21^3+M22-N23̂  




+ (M21d3+2M21(M22-N23)d3+(M22-N23) )NQ = D . (6.350)
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Upon simplification, we get




+ M 21(M22-N23)N0 }/c 2 , (6.352)
co = {Uo(M 12-N13)2-2 (M 12-N 13) (M22”N23)V o 
+ No (M22"N23)2-d2)/c2-
If c2 = 0, implying a2 = 0, then degeneracy occurs.
Once d3 has been defined by the quadratic Equation 
(6.351), and d2 can now be determined from Equations
(6.344)/(6.345) and (6.335), respectively. In this case, 
there may exist a maximum of two distinct real solutions,
e. PRR Arm Synthesis
The PRR kinematic configuration may be considered as 
the spherical arm type. In order to solve qa, we premultiply 
both sides of the arm synthesis Equation (6.179) by 
(°A1(d1))-'1’ to obtain
1A2 (e2) 2A3 (e3) (°A1 (d1)) 1 P
1
(6 .353)
Note that the left hand side of the above equation has 
already been derived in the RRR arm synthesis subsection, 
defined by Equations (6.182) to (6.188). Therefore, we only 
need to compute the right hand side.
Right hand side
-1 _ 1
Since (°A1(d1)) is equal to AclAvl(d1), we have
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(Oa -L (dx) ) -1 p
1
= A-1Cl
1 0  0 
0 1 0  










lbll lfe12 lfc,13 0
lb21 lfa22 lfa2 3 0
lb31 lb32 lb3 3 0











Ni(di) = Nild1+Nl2, i = 1,2,3,
Nil =
Ni2 = jI1<lbijPj>•
i = 1,2,3 r
For example,
N3(di) = -1b33d1 + 1 b 3 1 p 1 + 1b32p2 + 1b33p3. 












Left hand side - Right hand side
In summary, the PRR arm synthesis equation can be 
formulated from Equations (6.188) and (6.358) as
Mx(03)C02-M2(03)S02 N1(d1)
M2 (03 ) C02+M-L (03 ) S02 - N2(di)
M3(03) _ n3 (d]_) _
Solving for 02
Equations for C92 and S02 are obtained by equating the 
first two elements of Equation (6.359):
M i C02 — M2S©2 = Nl' (6.360)
M2C02 + M-LS02 = n2. (6.361)
Thus (see Equations (6.195) to (6.199)),
02 tan-1
M1 ( e 3 )N 2 ( d 1 ) -  M2 (0 3) N 1 ( d 1) 
M1 ( 0 3) N 1 ( d 1) + M2 (0 3) N 2 ( d 1)
(6.362)
Solving for 03
Taking the sum squares on each side of Equation (6.359) 
and equating them will yield
2 2 2 2 2 2 Mx + M2 + M3 = Nx + N2 + N3. (6.363)
Note that the left hand side of the above Equation is
identical to Equation (6.202). Therefore, this left hand
element can be obtained directly from Equation (6.219)
2 2 2M-̂  + M2 + M3 = SxC03 + SyS03 + Sz, (6.364)
where Sx, Sy, and Sz were previously defined by Equations 
(6.183) and (6.218).
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We next consider the right hand side of Equation (6.363). 
For i = 1,2,3, taking the sum squares on each side of
Equation (6.356) and equating them yields:
Ni + t*2 + Nj = (N11d1+N12)2+ (N21d1+H22)2+ (N31d1+N32)2
= (*113+N2i+N33)di + 2(N1-LN32+N21N22+N31N32)d1 
2 2 2
+ (N12+N22+N32^* (6.365)
Substituting Equation (6.357) for Nj^ and N^2, i = 1,2,3, 
into the above equation yields:




~ I ̂ ^3 1 2^1 + (N12+N22+N32̂
+ 2{-(1b3-2b1)p1-(1b3-1b2)p2-||1b3||2p3}d1
2 2 2 2= d-ĵ - 2p3d1 + (N^2+N22+N32) . (6.366)
Since Ĥ -b-jĴ  = 1, -^b^^bj = 0 for i #= j , and i,j = 1,2,3. 
For algebraic simplicity, let:
ux = _2P3'
Uy = N12+N22+N32*
Equation (6.366) then reduces to
(6.367)
N2 + N2 + 1J3 
From Equations (6.363)
®x*~®3 + ^y®®3
2= d-̂  + Uxd1 + U y  
, (6.364), and (6.368),





Equating the third elements of both vectors in the PRR arm 
synthesis equation, defined by Equation (6.359), results in:
M3 (03) = N3(dx), (6.370)
or
M3 ̂ C©3 + M32S0 
where M3(03) and N^d-^) 
(6.356), respectively.
3 + M33 “ N31dl + N32‘ 
are defined by Equations
(6.371) 
(6.185) and
Rewrite Equations (6.371) and (6.369) as:
M3iC©3 + M32S93 = Nv (d1),




Nv (d1) - N31d1 + N32 - M33' (6.374)
uv (di) = dl + Uxdl + Uy - S2 . (6.375)
Expressions for C03 and S03 can be obtained by solving
Equations (6.372) and (6.373) simultaneously:
Nv (d1)S - Uv (d1)M32
C03 = -------------------- , (6.376)
M3isy " M 32SX
Uv(di)M3i - Nv (d1)Sx
S03 = --------------------, (6.377)
M31Sy " M32Sx
which results in the solution for 03,
63 tan 1
Uv(di)M3i - Nv (dl)Sx
Nv (d1)Sy - Uv (d1)M32
(6.378)






±(r2 - [Nv (d1)]2)1/2 , (6.379)
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2 2 2 where r = + 1*32*
Solving for
From Equations (6.376) and (6.377) and the identity 
C2©3 + S2©3 = 1, we obtain a quartic/quadratic equation of 
d-̂ :
(Nv (d1)Sy-Uv (d1)M32) 2 +(Uv (d1)M31-Nv (d1)Sx ) 2 = D2, (6.380)
where
D “  M3 1 s y  “  m3 2 s x *
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.380) leads to: 





so “ sx + sy'
V o “ m 31s x  + M 32sy'
Mo " M31 + M32*
(6.383)
Substituting (N3idi+N32“M33) for Nv (d1), and (d1+Uxd1+Uy-Sz) 
for Uv (d1) into Equation (6.382), we obtain
<N31dl+N32-M33> So
- 2(N3ldl+»,32-M33> (dl+uxdl+V Sz)Vo 
2 2+ (d1+Uxd1+Uy-Sz) M0 = D2. (6.384)
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.384) yields:
Modl + 2(uxMo-N31vo>dl
+ {S0N31-2[N31Ux+(N32-M33) ]Vq+2 (Oy-Sz) M0+M0Ux)d2
+ 2{S0N31(N32-M33)-[N31(Uy-Sz) + (N32-M33)Ux]V0+M0Ux (Uy-Sz)
+ (S0 (H32-M33)2-2(H32-M33)(Uy-Sz)V0+M0 (U -Sz)2-D2} = 0,
(6.385)
dl + c3dl + c2dl + cldl + co = °' (6.386)
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where





c2 “ <S0N31-2[N31Ux+(N32-M33)]V0+2(Uy-Sz)M0+M0Ux )/M0,
c3 = 2<Uxm o -n 31v o )/m o ' 
provided that MQ 4= 0.
2 2If MQ =0, it implies that M3i=m32 = 0 > since Mc = M3i+m 32• 
From Equations (6.162), (6.168), (6.183), (6.185), and




Hence, MQ = 0 if and only if the twist angle a2 - 0.
If MQ = 0, then VQ = 0, since VQ = M31SX + M32Sy. Equation
(6.385) will become the quadratic equation:
(SoN3l)dl + 21 SoN31 (N32-M3 3 ^ dl + Ŝo^N32-M33^ "D ) = °/
di + c1d1 + cn = 0,o (6.389)
where
co = {So (N32-M33)2"d2}/(SoN3i )' 
Ci = 2(S0N31(N32-M33)}/(S0N31).
(6.390)
If (s0n31) = 0, implying = ± i r / 2 , then degeneracy occurs.
Once d^ has been solved by either the quartic Equation
(6.386) or quadratic Equation (6.389), we can then determine 
e3 and 92 by evaluating Equations (6.378)/(6.379) and 
(6.362), respectively. In this case, PRR, a maximum of four 
distinct real solutions may exist.
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f. PRP Arm Synthesis
In order to solve qa, we proceed as before, 
premultiplying both sides of the arm synthesis Equation 






Note that both the left hand and right hand sides of the 
above equation have already been defined in the RRP and PRR 
arm synthesis subsections, respectively. Therefore, the PRP 
arm synthesis equation can be formulated as
Mtl (d3) C02-M2 (d3) S02 N1(d1)










Mi(d3) - Mild3 + Mi2,
Mil = 2rl3 ’
Mi2 = illC2rijLj) + 2Pi,
Ni(dl) = Nildl+Ni2 
Nil = —lbi3'
Ni2 = j Ii (lj3i j P j ) *
i = 1,2,3, (6.393)
i = 1,2,3, (6.394)
Solving for e2
Equations for C02 and S62 are obtained by equating the 







M1(d3)N2 (d1) - M2 (d3)N1(d1) 





Taking the sum squares on each side of Equation (6.392) 
and equating them will yield
2 2 2 2 2 2 
M1 + M2 + M3 = N1 + N2 + N3. (6.398)
Substituting Equations (6.270) and (6.368) into the above
equation, we have
where
d3 + sxd3 + sy ~ di + uxdl + uy'






Equating the third elements of Equation (6.392), and using 
Equations (6.393) and (6.394), we obtain:
M3(d3) = N-j^) , (6.401)
or
M31d3 + M32 = N31dl + N32‘ (6.402)
Case (i) N3^ * 0 (a-̂  * ± * / 2 ) :
In this case, the solution for dx is obtained directly
from Equation (6.402):
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Reexpress Equation (6.403) as 
dl = kld3 + ko '
where
kl = M3l/N31' 
ko = (M32~N32)/N31’
Substituting Equation (6.404) into the right hand side of 
Equation (6.399) results in
2 2
d3 + ^Xd3 + Sy = (k1^3+kô  + ^x^kld3+kô  + Uy * (6.406)
Expanding and simplifying yields:
(1—ki)di + (Sx~2kQ]Ci—kiUx) d^ + (Sy—kQ—kQUx—Uy) = 0,
where










Since k! = M3i/N3i' (1_kl) = 0 whenever 10:i_ | = | a2 | .
This will cause the degeneracy in the kinematic structure. 
Case (ii) N31 = 0 (<*! = ±rr/2) :
Solving for d3
From Equation (6.402) and N31 =0, d3 is obtained as
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N32 ~ M32
d-, = ----------, (6.410)
M31
provided that M31 4= 0 (a2 + ±jt/2) , otherwise degeneracy
occurs.
Having solved for d3, the left hand side of Equation (6.399) 
is now defined. We can then determine d-̂  from the quadratic 
equation
2 2d1 + Uxd-L + (Uy-d3-Sxd3-Sy) = 0. (6.411)
Having defined d3 from Equation (6.407)/(6.410), we can 
now determine d3 and 02 from Equations (6.403)/(6.411) and 
(6.397), respectively. For the PRP arm synthesis, there may 
exist a maximum of two distinct real solutions,
g. PPR Arm Synthesis
The PPR arm solution, qa, can be obtained by solving
^^2 (*̂ 2) ̂ 3  (®3 )
a_Pw = (^(d!)) 1 P
1 1
Note that both the left hand and right hand sides of the 
above equation were previously defined in the RPR and PRR 
arm synthesis subsections, respectively. Therefore, the PPR 
arm synthesis equation can be formulated as
Ml(03> Ni (d-L)
m2 ( g 3 ) = N2(dx)
d2+M3(03 ̂ N3 ( d i )  _
(6.413)




Mil “ 2rilLl + 2 r i 2 L 2 '
M i2 =  2 r i 2 L l  "  2 r i l L 2 ' i = 1,2,3,
Mi3 == 2, 13 3L -, ,
Ji - jSi'rijaPwj) +
(6.414)
N-ĵ (dx) = Nild1+Ni2,
Nil = -^ii, i = 1,2,3, (6.415)
Ni2 = j l ^ S j P j ) *
Solving for d2
Obviously, d2 can be obtained by equating the third 
elements of Equation (6.413):
d2 + M3(e3)= N3(dx), (6.416)
with
d2 = N3(dx) - M3(93). (6.417)
Solving for 03
Equating the first two elements of Equation (6.413), 
and using Equations (6.414) to (6.415), we obtain:
M11C03 + M12S03 + M13 “ Nlldl + N12' (6.418)
M21C03 + M22S03 + M23 = N21dl + N22* (6.419)
Reexpress Equations (6.418) and (6.419) as:
^11003 "* ^12®03 = ^vl^dl̂  ' (6.420)
M21Ce3 + M22S03 = Nv2^dl̂ ' (6.421)
where
Nvl(dl> = Nlldl + n12 " M13' (6.422)
Nv2^dl̂  = N21dl + N22 " M23‘ (6.423)
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Solving Equations (6.420) and (6.421) simultaneously for C©3 












N v 2  ( d l ) M 1 2
(6.426)
If (MiiM22-Mi2M2l) = we can determine ©3 by solving 
Equation (6.420). Applying Equations (6.81) through (6.91) 




N V l ( d l ) _________________
±(r2 - [Nv l (d1 )]2 ) 1/2 ,(6.427)
where r = M13_ + Mi2*
Solving for dĵ
From Equations (6.424) and (6.425), and using the 
trigonometric identity C2©! + S2©1 = 1, we will obtain a 
quadratic equation of d-̂ :
(NVl(dl)M22~Nv2 (dl)M 12>2 + (^v2 ̂ dl ^ l l _^vl (dl)^21^ ̂  ~ D2 , 
MoNvl(dl) " 2VoNvl(dl)Nv2<dl) + UoNv2(dl) = ° 2 ' (6-428)
where
M, 2 2 M21 + M22'
M11M21 + M12M22'
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U0 = M11 + M12' (6.429)
D = m 1im 22”M12M21*
Substituting (Nn di+Ni2-M13) f°r Nvl(dl)' and (N21dl+N22 
-M23) for Nv2(d1) into Equation (6.428) yields
(Nndi+Ni2-Mi3)2M0
- 2(N11d1+N12-M13)(N21d1+N22-M23)VD
+ (N21dl+N22“M23)2uo = °2- (6.430)
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.430) leads to:
(MoNll-2NllN21Vo+UoN2l)dl
+ 2{m 0n 1 1 (n 12-m 13)-[n 11(n 22-m 23)+n 2 1 (n 12-m 13))VG 
+ u 0n 2 1 (n 22-m 23) }
+ {m 0 (n 12-m 13)2-2(n 12-m 13)(n 22-m 23)v 0+u 0 (n 22-m 23)2- d 2 } = 0 ,
2
dl + cldl + co = (6.431)
where
CQ = {M0k2-2k1k2V0+U0k2-D2}/c2,
C1 = ^ (M0Nn k i -  [Niih2+N2iki] V0+U0N2ik2 }/c2 ' 
c2 = (MoNll-2NllN21Vo+UoN2l)' (6.432)
kl = (N12-M13^' 
k2 = (N22-M23^ *
Since Ni:l = 0 and N21 = -sinfc^), then c2 = 0 if and only if
a-̂  = 0 or 7T. We can conclude that whenever = 0 or i t , then
degeneracy occurs.
Having solved the quadratic Equation (6.431) for d ^  
we can now define e3 and d2 from Equations (6.426)/(6.427)
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and (6.417), respectively. In this case, PPR, a maximum of 
two real solutions may exist,
h. PPP Arm Synthesis
The PPP kinematic configuration corresponds to the 
Cartesian arm type. The arm solution can be obtained by 
solving
1A2(d2)2a3(d3)




Again, both the left hand and right hand vectors of the 
above equation have already been defined in the RPP and PRR 
arm synthesis subsections, respectively. Therefore, the PPP 
arm synthesis equation can be formulated as
where
and




Mi(d3) = Mi2d3 + Mi2




^ 1  = -lbi3'
Ni2 "
i = 1,2,3, (6.435)
i = 1,2,3, (6.436)
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Solving for do
Equating the third elements of Equation (6.434) results 
in the solution for d2:
d2 + M3 (d3) = n3(d3), (6.437)
with
d2 = n3(df) ” M3 (^3)• (6.438)
Solving for d3 and d3
Equating the first two elements of Equation (6.434), 
and using Equations (6.435) and (6.436) leads to:
Mlld3 + m 12 “ Nlldl + n12, (6.,439)
M21d3 + M22 = N21dl + N22 * (6.,440)
Reexpress Equations (6.439) and (6.440) as:
Nlldl - M1;Ld3 - M12 N12 ' (6.441)
N21dl - M21d3 = M22 ~ N22 * (6.442)
Solving Equations (6.441) and (6.442) simultaneously for d3 
and d3, we obtain:
d1
Mll(M22 N22^ “ M2l(M12“N12) 
M11N21 “ M21N11
(6.443)
„ Nll(M22“N22) “ N2l(M12_N12)d3 = --------------------------- . (6.444)
M11N21 " M21N11
If (M11K21-M21N11) = 0, then degeneracy occurs.
Having solved Equation (6.443) for d-^ and Equation 
(6.444) for d3, we can now determine d2 directly from
Equation (6.438) . For the PPP arm synthesis, only one 
solution exists.
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3. Solution of the Wrist Synthesis
In this section, we will derive the solution for the 
last (n-3) joint coordinate variables, where n = 4,5,6. The 
wrist synthesis equation, defined by Equation (6.178), may 
be expressed in terms of the 1-1R^ matrices, i = 4,...,n, 
as:
X ( q w ) = ( 0 Ka ( q a ) ) _ 1 i i ,
3R4 (q4)...n_2Rn.1(qn_1)n':lRn (qn) - aR, (6.445)
where
aR = (°Ra (qa))_1R* (6.446)
Alternatively, it may be expressed in terms of the variable 
matrices, * v '  and the constant matrices, Rc, as
Rv 4 (*24) ̂ c4 * * * ®vn (*3n̂  Rcn = (6.447)
Note that aR is constant, since R is the 3 x 3  orientation
submatrix of the given transformation matrix, T, and the 
orientation of the arm with respect to the base frame, 
°Ra (qa), is taken as constant.
Generally, the wrist is composed of three revolute 
joints, RRR, in order to accomplish a desired orientation in 
workspace. But several industrial robotic manipulators are 
manufactured with four and five degrees of freedom. 
Therefore, in the following subsections, we will present the 
analytical solutions for the RRR, RR, and R wrist types, 
respectively. 
a. RRR Wrist Synthesis
In order to solve qw, we premultiply both sides of the 
wrist synthesis Equation (6.445) by (3R4 (94))-1 to obtain
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4R5(05)5R6(06) = (3R4(04))-laR. (6.448)
As in the arm synthesis, we first evaluate the left hand 
side of the above equation.
Left hand side
Again, we will use the nomenclature presented in 
Section C.l for deriving the left hand matrix:








6 v* 6^r21 r22 r2 3
6„ 6„ 6_r31 r32 r3 3
= Rv 5(05)
" 5r rll 5rr12 5rr13
5 rr21 5rr22 5 rr23
5rr31 5r r3 2 5rr33









2 3 * * 6
13S06
Ell(06) E12 (06̂  E13 (06)
E2l(0 6̂  E22^0 6̂  E23 (06̂







< ril r12+ ri2 i22
5_. 6,13 L32'
r2,)C06 + C r r n -  ri2 *12 il r 2 2 )S©(
i = 1,2,3, (6.451)
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Ei3(06) = (5ril6r13+5ri26r23)C06 + (5ri26r13"5ril6r23)S06 
+ 5ri36r33*
For example,
E22 ^0 6  ̂ =  ^5r 216r 12+ 5r 226r 22)C06 +  ( 5r 226r 12“ 5r 216r 22)S06 
+  5r236r32’
Further evaluating Equation (6.450), we obtain:
4R 5 (e5 )5R 6 (e6) =
C05 —S©5 0 E11 E12 E13
S05 C05 0 E21 E22 E2 3
0 0 1 E31 E3 2 E33
. (6.452)
Thus, the left hand side is









Successively evaluating the right hand side of Equation 
(6.448), we obtain:
(JR4 (04))"laR = Rc4Rv4(04)aR-1 -1
= R-1C4
--
-1 O <D S04 0 arrll a rr12 ar13
- s e 4 C04 0 arr21 avr22 a rr23
0 0 1 ar r31 arr32 ar r3 3
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4b n 4fa12 4fa13 ar n C 04+ar2iS04
4fa21 4fo22 4fe23 ar21C04-arllS04





Multiplying the above equation out, we finally obtain:
( 3R 4 ( e 4 ) r l a R
*ll(04) F12(04) F13(04)
f21(04̂  F22 (04) F23(04) '
F31(e4̂  F32 (04̂  F33(04)
(6.455)
where
Fil (e4) " (4biiarn +4bi2ar21̂  C04 + (4biiar2i 4bi2arll)se4
+ bl3 r31 '
Fi2(04̂  = (4biiar12+4bi2ar22)C04 + (4biiar22”4bi2ari2)S04
+ 4bi3&r32' i = 1,2,3, (6.456)
Fi3 (04) = (4biiar13+4bi2ar23)C04 + (4biiar23“4bi2ar13)S04
+ 4bi33r33'
For example,
F21(04) = (4b2iarll+4b22ar2l)C04 + (4b2iar21_4b22arll)S04 
+ 4b23ar31*
Left hand side = Right hand side
Having determined the left hand and right hand sides of 
Equation (6.449), defined by Equations (6.453) and (6.455), 







= F21<e4> f22<94> F23(©4)
_ F31<94> f 32<94> F33(©4)




Equations for C9g and S95 are obtained by equating the 
(1,3) and (2,3) elements of Equation (6.457):
E13(96)C95 - E23(96)S95 = F13(94), (6.458)
E23(e6)ce5 + E13(06)S05 = F23(04)* (6.459)
Solving Equations (6.458) and (6.459) simultaneously for C05 
and S95, by Cramer's rule, we get:







where Dm ~ E13 (©6̂  + E23^©6̂  *
Thus,
95 tan“^
E13(06)F23^04̂  ~ E23(06^F13^04̂  




From Equations (6.451) and (6.456), and equating the 
(3,1) and (3,2) elements of Equation (6.457), we obtain the 
equations for C04 and S©4:
E31<06> = F3 1 '
E3 2 = F32(06)'
or
E311Ce6 + E312S06 + E313 ~ F311C64 + F312S04 + F313'(6,463)
E321C06 + E322S06 + E323 = F321C04 + F322S04 + F323'(6,464)
where
E311 = (5r316rll+5r326r2l) ' F311 = (4b3iarll
E312 = (5r326rll_5r316r2l) ' F312 = (4b3iar21
E313 = 5r336jr31' F313 = 4fa3 3&r31'
E321 = (5r316r12+5r326r22) ' F321 = (4b3iar12
E322 = (5r326r12_5r316r22) ' F322 = (4b3iar22
^323 “ r33 r32' F323 = 4b33&r32’
Reexpress Equations (6.463) and (6.464) as:
F311C04 + F312S04 " E (06)'
F321C04 + F322S04 = G (06>'
where
E(06) - E311C06 4- E312se6 + E313 " F313'




+4bn i ) >J3 2 2 2-





Solving Equations (6.466) and (6.467) simultaneously yields:
E ( 0 6 ^ F 322 “  G ( 0 6 ^ F 312C04 =
se4 =
F311F322 F321F312









E (e6̂  F322
E (e6̂  F321
G (Q6^F312
(6.472)
If (F3 H F322“F321F312^ = we can determine e4 by
solving Equation (6.4 66) . Note that this equation has the 
same form as Equation (6.81). Hence, applying Equations
(6.81) through (6.91) to Equation (6.466) results in
e4 = -tan-1 311
312
+ tan-1 e (®6)
± ( r 2 -  E 2 ( e 6) ) 1/ 2
(6.473)
where r = F3n  + F312*
Solving for 06
From Equations ( 6 . 4 7 0 )  and ( 6 . 4 7 1 ) ,  and using the 
trigonometric identity C 9-ĵ + = l, we obtain:
( E ( e 6 ) F 322- G ( e 6 ) F 312) 2 +(G(06)F311-E(96)F321)2 = D2 , ( 6 . 4 7 4 )  
where
D " F311F322 “ F321F312 * (6.475)
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.474) yields:
(F321+F322)E 2 (F311F321+F312F322^EG + F̂311+F312^G ~ D '
Fg E  — 2F jjqEG + F(jG — D , (6.476)
where
2 2
FE ” F321 + F322' 
FEG = F311F321 
FG = F311+F312'
+ F312F322' ( 6 . 4 7 7 )
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Substituting (E3 H C06+E312S06+E313“F313) for E (e6) ' ant* 
(E32iC06+E322S06+E323_F323^ for G (e6) into Equation (6.476) 
leads to
(E311C06+E312S06+E313~F313^ FE
- 2 (E311ce6+E312Se6+E313-F313J(E321C06+E322S06+E323-F323)FEG 
+ (E321C06+E322S06+E323_F323) FG = D * (6.478) 
Expanding and simplifying Equation (6.478), we now obtain
6 + k2S e6 + k3C06S06 + k4C06
2 2
E311FE “ 2E311E321FEG + E321Fi
2 2 „





k3 = 2(E311E312FE ” tE311E322+E321E312^FEG + E321E322FG^' 
k4 = 2{E311(E313-F313)F£ - [E311(E323-F323)
+ E321 (E313-F313^ feg + E321 (E323-F323) FG^ ' (6-480)
k5 = 2 ̂E312 (E313*~F313 ̂ FE " tE312 (E323-F323^
+ E322 ̂E313“F313^ eeG + E322 (E323-F323) Fg )' 
k6 = Ê313~F313^ 2fE " 2 (E313"F313^E323“F323^ FEG 
+ (E323-F323^2pG “ °2*
Substituting S20g = 1 - C2©6 into Equation (6.479) yields 
S0g in terms of C0g:
klc206 + k2(1_c206) + k3C06S06 + k4C06 + k5S06 + k6 = 0'
S06 = (ki~k2)C ©6 " k4C06 k2 " k( 
k3C06 + k5
(6.481)
From the above equation and C20g + S20g = 1, we have: 
(k3C06+k5)2c20g + ((k1-k2)C20g+k4C0g+k2+kg)2 = (k3C0g+k5)2,
{(k1-k2) + k3)^ 2{k4(k3~k2)+k3k^}c 0g
+ (k4+kg+2(k1-k2)(k2+kg)-k3)C20g
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+ 2{k4 (k2+k6)-k3k5}C06 + {(k2+k6)2- k^) = 0. (6.482)
Redefine those constant coefficients to make the algebra 
simpler:
kQ = (k1-k2)2+ k2, (6.483)
co = U k2+k6)2" k5>/ko'
C1 = 2(k4 (k2+k6)-k3k5)/kQ,
2 2  2 (6•484)
c2 = (k4+k5+2(k1-k2)(k2+k6)-k3)/kof
c3 = 2{k4(k1-k2)+k3k5)/k0.
This leads to the solution for ©6,
z4 + c3z3 + c2z2 + c ^ z + cQ = 0, (6.485)
where
06 = cos-1 (z). (6.486)
Equation (6.486) is just the quartic equation, 4th power 
polynomials of C©6, therefore, the four roots can be 
determined explicitly by Ferrari's method.
Once 06 has been defined, we can now determine ©4 and 
05 from Equations (6.472)/(6.473) and (6.462), respectively. 
In the case of RRR wrist synthesis, there may exist a 
maximum of four distinct real solutions, 
b. RR Wrist Synthesis
The wrist solution, qw = [©,̂ ,©5]̂ / can be determined by 
premultiplying both sides of the wrist synthesis Equation 
(6.445) by (3R4(©4) ) -1 to obtain
4R5 (©5) = (3R4(04))"laR. (6.487)
Note that the right hand side of the above equation has 
already been defined by Equations (6.454) to (6.456), and 
the left hand side can also be specified by the link
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homogeneous transformation definition. Thus, the RR wrist 
synthesis equation can be formulated as
1
0 CD U1 -S©5Ca5 S05Sa5 Fll(04) f i2 (04 )
1----a)nH
s e 5 C05Ca5 -C©5Sa5 = F2l(04) F22(0 4) f 2 3 (0 4)
0 Sa5 Ca5 F3l(04) F32(04) f 3 3 (04) _
(6.488)
where Fii(©4)/ Fi2 (04)/ and Fi3(04)' 1 = 1/2,3, are defined 
by Equation (6.456).
Solution for ©5
Equating the (2,1) and (1,1) elements of Equation 
(6.488), we obtain the expressions for S©5 and C©5:
S©5 = F2i(©4)/ (6.489)
C05 = F11(04)• (6.490)






Equating the (1,3) elements of Equation (6.488) and 
using Equation (6.456), we get:
where
F3l(04) = 0,







Note that Equation (6.492) has the same form as Equation
(6.81). Thus, applying Equations (6.81) through (6.91) to 
Equation (6.492) leads to:




±(r2 - [F313]2)1/2 / (6.494)
2 2 2where r = F3H  + F312' an<* provided that a4 #= 0 or it to 
prevent degeneracy.
Having defined e4, we can now compute e5 from Equation 
(6.491). In this case, only two solutions may exist,
c. R Wrist Synthesis
In this case, the wrist synthesis equation, defined by 
Equation (6.445) , becomes:





0 -S©4Ca4 S04Sa4 arr ll ar-r12 ar13
se4 ce4Ca4 -ce4sa4 = arr21 arr22 arr23
1--
- O S a 4 ca4 ar31 arr32 arr33
(6.496)




which results in the unique solution for 04,
(6.498)




4. Solution of the Arm-Wrist Partitioned Synthesis
As we have shown in Sections C.2 and C.3, both the arm 
and wrist synthesis equations can be solved analytically 
(solvable in closed form). The arm synthesis, simulated by 
the first three joints, provides a maximum of 4 distinct 
real solutions, while the wrist synthesis, simulated by the 
last n-3 joints, n = 4,5,6, provides a maximum of 1, 2, and 
4 distinct real solutions, respectively. Mathematically, the 
arm-wrist partitioned synthesis yields at most 4, 8, and 16 
distinct solutions, corresponding to the four-, five-, and 
six-degree-of-freedom robotic manipulators, respectively.
The arm-wrist partitioned synthesis technique solves 
the inverse kinematics problem by means of the following 
iterative procedure:
1. Enter the initial guess of the arm values, qa e R3.
2. Determine the wrist solution, qw e R(n-3), by solving
3R4(q4)...n-2Rn_1(qn_1)n-1Rn(qn) = (°Ra(qa))“1R, 
where °Ra (qa) is set constant.
3. Determine the arm solution, qa, by solving
% ( q̂ )3A2(q2) ( q3) aPw(*Iw) p
1 1
where apw (qw) is set constant.
4. Stop iteration if the absolute difference between the two 
consecutive solutions is less than the tolerant value or 
until a specified number of iterations have been reached.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4.
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Physically, the above procedure corresponds to 
alternately moving the arm while holding the wrist fixed, 
and moving the wrist while holding the arm fixed, to the 
desired position and orientation of the end effector. This 
iterative procedure has been implemented in computer C 
language and is included in APPENDIX C.
D. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we work out the numerical solutions 
for the inverse kinematics problems of two industrial robots 
by applying the methodologies derived in the previous 
sections. First, we consider the six-degree-of-freedom 
Cincinnati T3-756 Robot, an articulated arm with Roll-Pitch- 
Yaw wrist. Next, we consider the six-degree-of-freedom Jumbo 
Drilling Robot, a spherical arm with Euler wrist.
1. Cincinnati T3-756 Robot
The link parameter table, with specified dimensions, 
for the Cincinnati T3-756 Robot is shown in Table X.
TABLE X. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE CINCINNATI T3-756 ROBOT
Link Variable 0 a a (in) d(in) Range
l G1 90° -90° 0 0 ±135°
2 02
00 0\1 0° 44.0 0 -27 °-87 °
3 03 90° 0° 55.0 0 -60 °-45 °
4 e4 0° 90° 0 0 ±120°
5 05 -90° 1 VO o o 0 0 ±120°
6 ®6 0° 0° 0
o•00 ±360°
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Given the transformation matrix, T6, describing the 
position and orientation of the end effector with respect to
the base coordinate system,
nx °x ax Px
ny °y ay Py
nz °z az Pz

















we wish to solve
° A 1 ( e 1) 1A 2 (e2) 2A 3 ( e 3) 3A4 (e4 ) 4A5 (05) 5A 6 (e6 ) = t 6 , (6 .5 0 0)
for G^, i = 1,...,6.
We will utilize two mathematical methods, the inverse 
homogeneous transformation matrices method and the arm-wrist 
partitioned synthesis method, to obtain these manipulator 
solutions.
a. Inverse Homogeneous Transformation Matrices Method
In Section A. 7, we have already solved the Cincinnati 
T3-756 Robot in algebraic closed form. We now evaluate this 
solution numerically.












0JL = -63.4° + 180° = 116.6°. (6.502)
Now that 0-̂  is known, we evaluate Equation (6.104) for 05:
05 = tan-1
± ( 1  -  ( - S ^ + C j a y ) 2 ) 1/ 2
C*̂ Sly
= tan 1
±(1 - {-S1(-0.61892)+C1(0.54396) } 2 ) 1 / Z 
-S1(-0.61892)+ Cx(0.54396)
(6.503)
Substituting 0-̂  = -63.4°, 116.6° into Equation (6.503) leads 
to the numerical solutions for ©5:
05 = ±71.95°, ±108.05°. (6.504)








Substituting the values of 01 into Equation (6.505) results 
in the values for ©234
8234 " ±36.58°, ±143.42°. (6.506)
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Having now defined 0lf ©234' an(i ®5' we loolc forward to 
computing 03. From Eguations (6.113) and (6.114), we have:
Pl - + C234S5d6, (6.507)
P2 = “Pz + S234S5d6* (6.508)
Thus:
Pi = Cx(38.60819) + S1(-82.6347) + C234S5 (8), (6.509)
P2 = -(-3.22648) + S234S5(8), (6.510)
with
px = 97.28338, (6.511)
p2 = -1.30645. (6.512)
Substituting the values of p-̂ , p2, a2, and a3 into Equation
(6.117) results in the value for C©3:
2 2 2 2 
Pl + P2 a2 “ a3
2a2a3
(97.28338)2+ (-1.30645)2- 442- 552 
2(44)(55)
= 0.930736, (6.513)






Substituting the values of e3 into Equation (6.122) yields 
the numerical solution for 02:
92 tan”1
(a2+c3a3)p2 - S3a3p1 
(a2+C3a3)p1 + S3a3p2
= tan 1
(44+55C3)(-1.30645) - S3 (55)(97.28338) 
(44+55C3) (97.28338) + S3(55) (-1.30645)
= -12.7001°, 11.1613°. (6.515)
Having evaluated 02, 83, and ©234' we can now determine all 
of the possible values for 04 as:
e4 = e234 ~ e2 ” e3
= ±26.29°, ±45.33°. (6.516)
From Equation (6.126), we finally obtain:
06 = tan-1
±(1 - (S234 (C-J^+S-J^y) + C234°z ^2 ) 1//2 
”{S234 (Cl°x+Sl°y) + C234°z ̂
= tan 1
±(1-{S234(-0.43626C1-0.83795S1)-0.32791C234}2)1/2 
-{S234 (-0.43 62 6C3-0.83795S1L) -0.32791C234 }
=±53.5996°, ±126.4004°. (6.517)
Equations (6.501), (6.502), (6.504), (6.514), (6.515),
(6.516), and (6.517) provide all possible values, in range, 
for the Cincinnati T3-756 robotic joints according to the 
specified Tg.
After some verifications with the given T6 matrix, we 
obtain two possible solution sets:
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r -H0
i____ - 6 3 . 4 0 0 0 ° - 6 3 . 4 0 0 0 °
0 2 1 1 . 1 6 1 3 ° - 1 2 . 7 0 0 1 °
0 3 - 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 ' 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 °
0 4 - 2 6 . 2 9 0 0 °
f
- 4 5 . 3 3 0 0 °
®5 1 0 8 . 0 5 0 0 ° 1 0 8 . 0 5 0 0 °
6 6 5 3 . 5 9 9 6 ° 5 3 . 5 9 9 6 °
( 6 . 5 1 8 )
b. Arm-Wrist Partitioned Synthesis Method
For the arm-wrist partitioned synthesis iterative
approach, we simply present all solution sets that indeed 
produce the same position and orientation specifications as 
the given Tg matrix. The detailed computation will be
discussed later in the analysis part of Chapter VII. Table
XI lists all solution sets without regard to the range
constraints.
TABLE XI. SOLUTIONS FOR THE CINCINNATI T3-756 ROBOT
9 i ° e 2° e 3° 0 4° e 5° 0 6°
- 6 3 . 4 1 1 . 1 6 1 3 - 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 - 2 6 . 2 9 1 1 1 0 8 . 0 5 0 1 5 3 . 6
- 6 3 . 4 1 1 . 1 6 1 3 - 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 1 5 3 . 7 0 8 9 - 1 0 8 . 0 5 0 1 - 1 2 6 . 4
- 6 3 . 4 - 1 2 . 7 0 0 0 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 - 4 5 . 3 3 0 0 1 0 8 . 0 5 0 1 5 3 . 6
- 6 3 . 4 - 1 2 . 7 0 0 0 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 1 3 4 . 6 7 0 0 - 1 0 8 . 0 5 0 1 - 1 2 6 . 4
1 1 6 . 6 - 1 6 7 . 3 0 0 0 - 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 4 5 . 3 3 0 0 7 1 . 9 5 0 0 - 1 2 6 . 4
1 1 6 . 6 - 1 6 7 . 3 0 0 0 - 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 - 1 3 4 . 6 7 0 0 - 7 1 . 9 5 0 0 5 3 . 6
1 1 6 . 6 1 6 8 . 8 3 8 7 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 - 1 5 3 . 7 0 8 9 - 7 1 . 9 5 0 0 5 3 . 6
1 1 6 . 6 1 6 8 . 8 3 8 7 2 1 . 4 5 0 1 2 6 . 2 9 1 1 7 1 . 9 5 0 0 - 1 2 6 . 4
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Of all of the eight solution sets, only two solution sets, 
numbers one and three, satisfy the range constraints. Note 
that these two possible solution sets have the same values 
as Equation (6.518).
2. Jumbo Drilling Robot
The link parameter table for the Jumbo Drilling Robot 
is given in Table XII.
TABLE XII. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE JUMBO DRILLING ROBOT
Link Variable 6 a a (ft) d(ft) Range
1 el 0° 90° 0.7604 0 ±90°
2 02 0° -90° 0 0 -180 ° —0 °
3 d3 0° 90° 0 d3 0-14 ft
4 04 0° -90° 0.6458 0 0 °-180 °
5 e5 0° 90° 0 0 0 °-180 °
6 66 0° 0° 1.8463 CD • o ±180°
Given the transformation matrix, T6,
nx °x ax Px
ny °y ay py
n2 °z az Pz


















we wish to solve
°A1(e1)1A2(e2)2A3(d3)3A4(e4)4A5 (e5)5A6(e6) = t 6, (6.519)
for e1,e2,d3,e4,05, and 06.
We will apply two mathematical methods, the geometric 
method and the arm-wrist partitioned synthesis method, to 
obtain these manipulator solutions, 
a. Geometric Method
We now consider the evaluation of the Jumbo Drilling 
Robot solutions, defined by Equations (6.127) to (6.159). 





18.028240-{1.8463(-0.35394 4)+8(0.935199) } 






















=-14.4921°, 165.5079°. (6.522) 
Substituting the values of 02 and 024 into Equation (6.151) 
results in the values for ©5:
05 = tan-1




0 .9 3 5 1 9 9 S 2  -  0 .2 5 0 9 0 3 0 2
=86.98202°, 93.01798°. (6.523) 
Substituting the values of ©2 and 024 into Equation (6.154) 
yields the values for ©6:
06 = tan-1 -s24(clnx+slny) + c24nz 
-s24(ci°x+sl0y) + C24°z
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-S24(-0.353944C1+0.684608S1) - 0.637209C24 
-824(0.01120502+0.68436852) + 0.729050C24
= -40.3747°, 139.6253°. (6.524)
Again, substituting the values of ©2 and 624 into Equation 
(6.157), we obtain the value for ©2:
C24a4 + &1 - Pax/Ci 
6 2 = tan -------------------
Paz “ S24a4
tan 1
0.6458C24 + 0.7604 - 11.200130/02 
-3.826370 - 0.6458S24
= -109.412°. (6.525)
Having defined ©2 and ©24 , we can now compute e4 directly 
as:
e4 = e24 ” ®2 '
©4 = 94.9199°. (6.526)
From Equation (6.159), we find:
Paz ~ s24a4 d3 = -----------
c2
-3.826370 - 0.6458S24
= 11.02673 feet. (6.527)






b. Arm-Wrist Partitioned Synthesis Method
Table XIII lists all solution sets, without regard to 
the range constraints, that produce the same position and 
orientation specifications as the given Tg matrix.
TABLE XIII. SOLUTIONS FOR THE JUMBO DRILLING ROBOT
e l° e 2° d 3 (ft) e 4° 0 5° 0 6°
18.135 71.104 -12.314 94.404 -86.982 139.625
18.135 -108.896 12.314 -85.596 -86.982 139.625
18.135 -109.412 11.027 94.920 86.982 -40.375
18.135 70.588 -11.027 -85.080 86.982 -40.375
-161.865 107.089 12.471 87.403 93.018 139.625
-161.865 -72.911 -12.471 -92.597 93.018 139.625
-161.865 106.845 13.762 -92.353 -93.018 -40.375
-161.865 -73.155 -13.762 87.647 -93.018 -40.375
Of all of the eight solution sets, only the third solution 
set satisfies the range constraints. Thus, to attain the 
position and orientation specified by Tg, we must command 











VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter illustrates and describes the results and 
conclusions obtained directly from the preceding
mathematical works done in the symbolically automated system 
for the direct kinematics problem and the arm-wrist 
partitioned synthesis for the inverse kinematics problem. In 
order to assess the performances of the symbolically 
automated system and the arm-wrist partitioned synthesis, we 
will apply these algorithms to several industrial robotic 
manipulators. For the symbolically automated system, the 
input of the system is the Denavit-Hartenberg link 
parameters, whereas the outputs are the link parameter 
table, the link homogeneous transformation matrices, the 
backward composite transformation matrices, the direct 
kinematics solution, and the Jacobian matrix with respect to 
the end effector frame. For the arm-wrist partitioned 
synthesis, the input is a file that contains the number of 
degrees of freedom, the dimensions of the link parameters, 
and the specified Tn matrix, whereas the outputs are all the 
possible sets of inverse kinematics solutions without regard 
to the range constraints. This chapter also focuses on 
analyzing the experimental results as well as recommendation 




Consider the scara-type robot (Skilam SR3, Sankyo Ltd.) 
whose configuration is shown in Figure 20, and described by 
the link parameters in Table XIV.
TABLE XIV. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE SKILAM SR3 ROBOT
Link Variable G a a (mm) d (mm) Range
1 el 0* 0* 400 0 0 ° —200 *
2 02 0* 180* 250 -80 0 *—160’
3 d3 0* 0° 0 d3 75 mm
4 e4 0* 0* 0 0 ±180°
Direct kinematics and Jacobian results
•Link Parameter Table-
Joint Type Variable Angle(a) Length(a) Distance(d)
1 Revolute 61 0 al 0
2 Revolute 82 180 a2 d2
3 Prismatic d3 0 0 d3
4 Revolute 04 0 0 0
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
2 64
Figure 20. A four-degree-of-freedom Scara Robot
(Skilam SR-3 Robot, Manufacturer: Sankyo)
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■Link Transformation Matrices-
Cl -SI 0 ClalAl = SI Cl 0 Slal
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
C2 S2 0 C2a2
A2 = S2 —C2 0 S2a20 0 -1 d2
0 0 0 1
*
1 0 0 0A3 = 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 d30 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To View More
•Link Transformation Matrices
C4 -S4 0 0
S4 C4 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1





C4 , -S4 , Oo ]S4 , C4 , oo ]0 , 0 , 1 , o ]0 , 0 , 0 . i 1
A3A4
C4 , -S4 , o o ]S4 , C4 , o o ]0 , 0 , 1 . d3 ]0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
•Backward Transformation Matrices-
A2A3A4
[ C2C4+S2S4 , -C2S4+S2C4 , 0 , C2a2 ]
[ S2C4-C2S4 , -S2S4-C2C4 , 0 , S2a2 )
[ 0 , 0 , -1 , -d3+d2 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A1A2A3A4
[ C12C4+S12S4 , -C12S4+S12C4 , 0 , C12a2+Clal )
[ S12C4-C12S4 , -S12S4-C12C4 , 0 , S12a2+Slal ]
[ 0 , 0 , -1 , -d3+d2 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
Inverse kinematics result
Given the transformation matrix, T4, describing the 
position and orientation of the end effector with respect to 
the base coordinate system,
-0.225801 -0.974170 0 -411.1410
-0.974170 0.225801 0 251.1844
0 0 -1 -128.0000
0 0 0 1
we wish to solve
OA1(01)1A2(e2)2A3(d3)3A4(G4) = T4, 
for 9i/©2'd3' and ®4•
The inverse kinematics solutions obtained by the arm-wrist 
partitioned synthesis method are given in Table XV.
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TABLE XV. SOLUTIONS FOR THE SKILAM SR3 ROBOT
el° e2* d3 (rom) 04*
117.3600026 87.2399906 48.0 -52.3499779
179.7947544 -87.2399906 48.0 -164.3952073
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Example 2
The GMF M-1A robot (cylindrical type) with its link- 
attached coordinate frames is illustrated in Figure 11. Its 
link parameters are summarized in Table XVI.
TABLE X V I . LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE GMF M-1A ROBOT
Link Variable G a a (in) d (in) Range
1 el 0 ” 0° 0 0 ± 1 5 0 °
2 d2 0 “ - 9 0 ° 0 d2 5 1 . 2 "
3 d3 0 ” 9 0 * 0 d3 4 3 . 3 "
4 0 4 0* - 9 0 * 0 0 0 '  - 1 9 0  *
5 ®5 0° 0° 0 0 ± 3 0 0 °
Direct kinematics and Jacobian results
•Dink Parameter Table-
Joint Type Variable Angle(a) Length(a) Distance(d)
1 Revolute 61 0 0 0
2 Prismatic d2 -90 0 d2
3 Prismatic d3 90 0 d3
4 Revolute 84 -90 0 0
5 Revolute 85 0 0 0
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
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•Link Transformation Matrices-
C4 0 -S4 0> A It S4 0 C4 00 -1 0 00 0 0 1
C5 -S5 0 0
A5 = SS C5 0 0
0 0 1 00 0 0 1




[ C5 , -S5 , 0 , 0 )
( S5 , C5 , 0 , 0 ]
( 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A4A5
[ C4C5 , -C4S5 , —S4 , 0 ]
[ S4C5 , -S4S5 , C4 , 0 ]
[ -S5 , —C5 , 0 , 0  ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
■Backward Transformation Matrices
A3A4A5
C4C5 , -C4S5 , -S4 , o ]S5 , C5 , 0 , 0 ]
S4C5 , -S4S5 , C4 , d3 ]0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A2A3A4A5
[ C4C5 , -C4S5 , -S4 , 0 ] 
[ S4C5 , —S4S5 , C4 , d3 J 
[ —S5 , -C5 , 0 , d2 ][ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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--------------------- Backward Transformation Katrices-
A1A2A3A4A5
[ C14C5 , -C14S5 , -S14 , -Sld3 ]
[ S14C5 , -S14S5 , C14 , Cld3 ]
[ -SS , -CS , 0 , d2 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
■Backward Transformation Matrices- 
Direct Kinematics Solution
Nx = C14C5











































J35 = 0J45 = 0
J55 = 0
J65 = 1
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
Inverse kinematics result
Given the transformation matrix,
0.138771 0.139548 0.980443 24.7246
0.691340 -0.695210 0.196802 -25.1248
0.709079 -0.705130 0 27.8100
0 0 0 1
we wish to solve
^ 1  (9].) ̂ 2 (̂ 2 ) ̂ 3  (d3) ̂ 4 (0 4) (©5) =
for e1,d2,d3,e4 and 05.
The inverse kinematics solutions are given in Table XVII.
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TABLE XVII. SOLUTIONS FOR THE GMF M-1A ROBOT
el° d2(mm) d3 (mm) 04° 05°
44.54003 27.81 -35.24998 -123.19002 -45.15999
-135.45997 27.81 35.24998 56.80998 45.15999
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Example 3
Figure 21 shows a HITACHI-PW1011 manipulator with five 
revolute joints. Its link parameters are summarized in Table 
XVIII.
TABLE XVIII. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE HITACHI-PW1011 ROBOT
Link Variable e a a(mm) d(mm) Range
1 el 90” -90” 0 0 ±150”
2 G2 -90* 0” 600 0 -45 *-50 *
3 G3 90” 0“ 850 0 -45 *-25 °
4 G4 -90° -90* 0 0 -95°-85*
5 G5 0° 0” 0 100 ±185*
Direct kinematics and Jacobian results
■Link Parameter Table-
Joint Type Variable Angle(a) Length(a) Distance(d)
l Revolute ei -90 0 0
2 Revolute 62 0 a2 03 Revolute 63 0 a3 0
4 Revolute 64 -90 0 0
5 Revolute 65 0 0 d5
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
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Cl 0 -SI 0
SI 0 Cl 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C2 —S2 0 C2a2
S2 C2 0 S2a2
0 0 1 00 0 0 1
C3 -S3 0 C3a3
S3 C3 0 S3a3
0 0 1 00 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To View More


















Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
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A5
[ C5 , -ss  , 0 .
[ SS n yi o
[ 0 , 0 , 1 , d5
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1
A4A5
[ C4C5 , -C4S5 , -S4 , -S4d5 ]
[ S4C5 , -S4S5 , C4 , C4d5 ]
[ -S5 , -C5 , 0 , 0 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
•Backward Transformation Matrices-
A3A4A5
( C34C5 , -C34S5 , -S34 , -S34d5+C3a3 ]
[ S34C5 , -S34S5 , C34 , C34d5+S3a3 ][ -S5 , -C5 , 0 , 0 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A2A3A4A5
[ C234C5 , -C234S5 , -S234 , -S234d5+C23a3+C2a2 ]
[ S234C5 , -S234S5 , C234 , C234d5+S23a3+S2a2 ]
[ -S5 , -05 , 0 , 0 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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A1A2A3A4A5
[ C1C234CS+S1S5 , -C1C234S5+S1C5 , -C1S234 , -Cl(S234d5-C23a3-C2a2) ) 
[ S1C234C5-C1S5 , -S1C234S5-C1C5 , -S1S234 , -SI(S234d5-C23a3-C2a2) ] 
[ -S234C5 , S234S5 , -C234 , -C234d5-S23a3-S2a2 ]
{ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
--------------------- Backward Transformation Matrices---------------
Please Press Space Bar To View More











Px = -Cl(S234d5-C23a3-C2a2)Py = -S1(S234d5-C23a3-C2a2)Pz = -C234d5-S23a3-S2a2





























Please Press Space Bar To View More
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Inverse Kinematics result


















we wish to solve
°A1(e1) 1a2(e2) 2a3( e 3) 3a4(e4) 4a5(q5) = t5,
for ©2 ,...,©5.
The inverse kinematics solutions are given in Table XIX.
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TABLE XIX. SOLUTIONS FOR THE HITACHI-PW1011 ROBOT
01* 02° 03 * 04 ° 05*
80.62 41.99999 -24.50000 -38.50001 -75.23008
80.62 13.21229 24.49999 -58.71227 -75.23008
-99.38 166.78772 -24.50000 -121.28768 104.76992
-99.38 138.00001 24.50000 -141.49999 104.76992
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Example 4
Referring to Figure 12 and Table V, describing the 
Jumbo Drilling robot, we now present the computer-automated 
direct kinematics and the Jacobian results (the numerical 
result has already been shown in Table XIII).
Direct kinematics and Jacobian results
-Link Parameter Table-
Joint Type Variable Angle(a) Length(a) Distance(d)
1 Revolute 81 SO al 0
2 Revolute 82 -90 0 0
3 Prismatic d3 90 0 d3
4 Revolute 84 -90 a4 0
5 Revolute 85 90 0 0
6 Revolute 06 0 a6 d6





Cl 0 SI Clal
SI 0 -Cl Slal
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C2 0 -S2 0
S2 0 C2 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 -1 00 1 0 d3
0 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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■Link Transformation Matrices
C4 0 -S4 C4a4
S4 0 C4 S4a4
0 -1 0 00 0 0 1
05 0 S5 0
S5 0 -05 0
0 1 0 00 0 0 1
C6 -S6 0 C6a6
S6 C6 0 S6a60 0 1 d6
0 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
■Backward Transformation Matrices-
A6
[ 06 t —S6 ( 0 , C6a6
[ S6 f C6 , 0 f S6a6
[ 0 , 0 , 1 , d6 ]
C 0 , 0 , 0 , 1  3
A5A6
[ C5CS , -C5S6 , S5 , C5C6a6+S5d6 )
[ S5C6 , -S5S6 , -C5 , S5C6a6-C5d6 ]
[ S6 , C6 , 0 , S6a6 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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A4A5A6
( C4C5C6-S4S6 , -C4C5S6-S4C6 , C4S5 , C4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S4S6a6 ]
[ S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , S4S5 , S4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)+C4S6a6 ]
[ -S5C6 , S5S6 , C5 , -S5C6a6+C5d6 ][ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A3A4A5A6
[ C4C5C6-S4S6 , -C4C5S6-S4C6 , C4S5 , C4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S4S6a6 ]
[ S5C6 , -S5S6 , —C5 , S5C6a6-C5d6 ]
[ S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , S4S5 , S4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)+C4S6a6+d3 ][ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
------------------------- Backward Transformation Matrices----------------
Please Press Space Bar To View More
•Backward Transformation Matrices
A2A3A4A5A6
[ C24C5C6-S24S6 , -C24C5S6-S24C6 , C24S5 , C24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S24S6a6-S2d3)[ S24C5C6+C24S6 , -S24C5S6+C24C6 , S24S5 , S24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)+C24S6a6+C2d3][ -S5C6 , S5S6 , C5 , -S5C6a6+C5d6 3[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A1A2A3A4A5A6
[ Cl(C24C5C6-S24S6)-S1S5C6 , -Cl(C24C5S6+S24C6)+S1S5S6 , C1C24S5+S1C5 , C1(C2 
4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S24S6a6-S2d3+al)-SI(S5C6a6-C5d6) ]
[ S1(C24C5C6-S24S6)+C1S5C6 , -SI(C24C5S6+S24C6)-C1S5S6 , S1C24S5-C1C5 , S1(C2
4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S24S6a6-S2d3+al)+Cl(S5C6a6-C5d6) ]
[ S24C5C6+C24S6 , -S24C5S6+C24C6 , S24S5 , S24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)+C24S6a6+C2d3]
[ o , o , o , i  3
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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Direct Kinematics Solution










Py = S1(C24 (C5C6a6+S5d6+a4) -S24S6a6-S2d3+al) +C1 (S5C6a6-C5d6)
Pz = S24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)+C24S6a6+C2d3
------------------------ Backward Transformation Matrices--------
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
---------------------------- Jacobian Matrix------------------------------
Jll *= (C24C5C6-S24S6) (-S5C6a6+C5d6) +S5C6 (C24 (C5C6a6+S5d6+a4) -S24S6a6-S2d3
+al)
J21 = (-C24C5S6-S24C6) (-S5C6a6+C5d6)-S5S6 (C24 (C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)-S24S6a6-S2d
3+al)




J12 = (C4C5C6-S4S6) (-S4(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4) -C4S6a6-d3) + (C4 (C5C6a6+S5d6+a4) -S4
S6a6)(S4C5C6+C4S6)
J22 ■= (-C4CSS6-S4C6) (-S4 (C5C6a6+S5d6+a4 ) -C4S6a6-d3) + (C4 (C5C6a6+SSd6+a4) -S
4S6a6)(-S4C5S6+C4C6)
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Example 5
The computer-automated direct kinematics and the 
Jacobian results for the Cincinnati Milacron T3-756 robot, 
described by Figures 13(a)-(b) and Table VI, (the numerical 
result has already been shown in Table XI) are as follows:
•Link Parameter Table-
Joint Type Variable Angle(a) Length(a) Distance(d)
1 Revolute el -90 0 0
2 Revolute 62 0 a2 0
3 Revolute 03 0 a3 0
4 Revolute 64 90 0 0
5 Revolute 65 -90 0 0
6 Revolute 66 0 0 d6
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
Link Transformation Matrices-
Cl 0 -SI 0
AI = SI 0 Cl 0
0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C2 -S2 0 C2a2
A2 = S2 C2 0 S2a2
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
C3 -S3 0 C3a3
A3 = S3 C3 0 S3a3
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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-Link Transformation Matrices-
C4 0 S4 0A4 = S4 0 -C4 00 1 0 00 0 0 1
C5 0 -S5 0A5 = S5 0 C5 00 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C6 —S6 0 0A6 = S6 C6 0 0
0 0 1 d6
0 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
-Backward Transformation Matrices-
A6
t C6 , -S 6  , O o
[ S6 , C6 ,
oo
[ 0 , 0 , 1 ,  d6
[ 0 , 0 , 0 ,  1 ]
A5A6
[ C5C6 , -C5S6 , -S5 , -S5d6 ]
[ S5C6 , -S5S6 , C5 , C5d6 ]
[ -S6 , -C6 , 0 , 0 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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A4A5A6
[ C4C5C6-S4S6 , -C4C5S6-S4C6 , -C4S5 , -C4SSd6 ]
( S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , -S4S5 , -S4S5d6 )
[ S5C6 , -S5S6 , C5 , C5d6 ][ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A3A4A5A6
[ C34C5C6-S34S6 , -C34C5S6-S34C6 , -C34S5 , -C34S5d6+C3a3 ]
[ S34C5C6+C34SC , -S34C5S6+C34C6 , -S34S5 , -S34S5d6+S3a3 ]
[ S5C6 , -S5S6 , C5 , C5d6 ][ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
---------------------Backward Transformation Matrices-----
Please Press Space Bar To View More
•Backward Transformation Matrices-
A2A3A4A5A6
[ C234C5C6-S234S6 , -C234C5S6-S234C6 , -C234SS , -C234S5d6+C23a3+C2a2 1 
[ S234C5C6+C234S6 , -S234C5S6+C234C6 , -S234S5 , -S234S5d6+S23a3+S2a2 j 
[ S5C6 , -S5S6 , C5 , C5d6 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A1A2A3A4A5A6
[ Cl(C234C5C6-S234S6)-S1S5C6 , -Cl(C234C5S6+S234C6)+S1S5S6 , -C1C234S5-S1C5 , 
-Cl(C234S5d6-C23a3-C2a2)—SlC5d6 ]
[ SI(C234C5C6-S234S6)+C1S5C6 , -S1{C234C5S6+S234C6)-C1S5S6 , -S1C234S5+C1C5 , 
-SI(C234S5d6-C23a3-C2a2)+ClC5d6 ]
[ -S234C5C6-C234S6 , S234C5S6-C234C6 , S234S5 , S234S5d6-S23a3-S2a2 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]




Ny = SI(C234C5C6-S234S6)+C1S5C6 
Nz = -S234C5C6-C234S6OX = -C1(C234C5S6+S234C6)+S1S5S6





Px = -Cl(C234S5d6—C23a3—C2a2)—SlC5d6 
Py = -SI(C234S5d6-C23a3-C2a2)+ClC5d6 
Pz = S234S5d6-S23a3-S2a2
-------------------- Backward Transformation Matrices
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
---------------------------Jacobian Matrix----------------------------
Jll = -C5d6(C234C5C6-S234S6)-S5C6(C234S5d6-C23a3-C2a2)






J32 = -C34S5(S34S5d6-S3a3)+S34S5(C34S5d6-C3a3-a2)J42 = S5C6
J52 = -S5S6
J62 = C5





J33 = -C4S5S4S5d6-t-S4S5 (C4S5d6-a3)
J43 = S5C6











J35 = 0J45 s= —S6
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Example 6
The six-degree-of-freedom Puma robot is schematically 
shown in Figure 22. Its link parameters are described in 
Table XX.
TABLE XX. LINK PARAMETERS FOR THE PUMA ROBOT
Link Variable 0 a a (mm) d (mm) Range
1 G1 90” -90° 0 0 ±160°
2 e2 0* 0” 431.8 149.09 -225 *-45”
3 G3 90” 90” -20.32 0 -45”-225”
4 G4 0* -90* 0 433.07 -110-170”
5 G5 0” 90” 0 0 ±100”
6 G6 0* 0” 0 56.25 ±266”
Direct kinematics and Jacobian results
■Link Parameter Table
Joint Type Variable Angle(a) Length(a) Distance(d)
1 Revolute ei -90 0 0
2 Revolute 62 0 a2 d2
3 Revolute 63 90 a3 0
4 Revolute 04 -90 0 d4
5 Revolute 65 90 0 0
6 Revolute 66 0 0 d6
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
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Figure 22. Link-Attached Frames for the Puma Robot 
(Fu, Gonzalez, and Lee, 1987)
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Cl 0 -si 0
AI = SI 0 Cl 00 -1 0 00 0 0 1
C2 —S2 0 C2a2
A2 = S2 C2 0 S2a20 0 1 d2
0 0 0 1
C3 0 S3 C3a3
A3 = S3 0 —C3 S3a30 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To View More
■Link Transformation Matrices-
C4 0 —S4 0A4 = S4 0 C4 0
0 -1 0 d4
0 0 0 1
C5 0 S5 0
AS = S5 0 -C5 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
C6 -S6 0 0
A6 = S6 C6 0 0
0 0 1 d6
0 0 0 1
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
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--------------------- Backward Transformation Matrices---------------------
A4A5A6
[ C4C5C6-S4S6 , -C4C5S6-S4C6 , C4S5 , C4S5d6 ]
[ S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , S4S5 , S4S5dS ]
[ -S5C6 , S5S6 , C5 , C5d6+d4 ]t 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A3A4A5A6
[ C3(C4C5C6-S4S6)-S3S5C6 , -C3(C4C5S6+S4C6)+S3S5S6 , C3C4S5+S3C5 , C3(C4S5d6+ 
a3)+S3(C5d6+d4) ]
[ S3(C4C5C6-S4S6)+C3S5C6 , -S3(C4C5S6+S4C6)-C3SSS6 , S3C4S5-C3C5 , S3(C4S5d6+ 
a3)-C3(C5d6+d4) ]
[ S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , S4S5 , S4S5d6 ][ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More
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--------------------- Backward Transformation Matrices------------------- - -
A2A3A4A5A6
[ C23(C4C5C6-S4S6)-S23S5C6 , -C23(C4C5S6+S4C6)+S23S5S6 , C23C4S5+S23C5 , C23(
C4S5d6+a3)+S23(C5d6+d4)+C2a2 ]
[ S23 (C4C5C6—S4S6) +C23S5C6 , -S23(C4C5S6+S4C6)-C23S5S6 , S23C4S5-C23C5 , S23(
C4S5d6+a3)-C23(C5d6+d4)+S2a2 ]
[ S4C5C6+C4S6 , -S4C5S6+C4C6 , S4S5 , S4S5d6+d2 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
A1A2A3A4 A.5A6[ C1(C23 (C4C5C6-S4S6) -S23S5C6) -SI (S4C5C6+C4S6) , -Cl (C23 (C4C5S6+S4C6)-S23S5S6
)+S1(S4C5S6-C4C6) , Cl(C23C4S5+S23C5)-S1S4S5 , Cl(C23(C4S5d6+a3)+S23 (C5d6+d4 ) +
C2a2)-Sl(S4S5d6+d2) ]
[ SI (C23 (C4C5C6-S4S6) -S23S5C6) +C1 (S4C5C6+C4S6) , -SI (C23 (C4C5S6+S4C6) -S23SSS6 
)-Cl(S4C5S6-C4C6) , S1(C23C4S5+S23C5)+C1S4S5 , SI(C23(C4S5d61a3)+S23(C5d6+d4)+ 
C2a2)+C1(S4S5d6+d2) ]
( —S23(C4C5C6-S4S6)-C23S5C6 , S23(C4C5S6+S4C6)+C23S5S6 , -S23C4S5+C23C5 , -S2
3(C4S5d6+a3)+C23(C5d6+d4) -S2a2 ]
[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1  ]
Please Press Space Bar To View More








Ax = C1{C23C4S5+S23C5) —S1S4S5
Ay = S1{C23C4S5+S23C5)+C1S4S5
Az = -S23C4S5+C23C5
Px = Cl(C23(C4S5d6+a3)+S23(C5d6+d4)+C2a2) -SI(S4S5d6+d2) 
Py = Sl(C23(C4S5d6+a3)+S23(C5d6+d4)+C2a2)+Cl(S4S5d6+d2)
Pz = -S23(C4S5d6+a3)+C23(C5d6+d4)-S2a2
Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu
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---------------------------- Jacobian Matrix-------------------------- — —
Jll = (C23 (C4C5C6—S4S6) —S23S5C6) (-S4S5d6-d2)+(C23 (C4S5d6+a3)+S23 (C5d6+d4)
+C2a2)(S4C5C6+C4S6)
J21 = (-C23 (C4C5S6+S4C6J+S23S5S6) (-S4S5d6-d2)+(C23 (C4S5d6+a3)+S23 (C5d6+d4
)+C2a2)(-S4C5S6+C4C6)
J31 = (C23C4S5+S23C5) (-S4S5d6-d2)+S4S5 (C23 (C4S5d6+a3)+S2 3 (C5d6+d4)+C2a2)J41 = —S23(C4C5C6—S4S6)—C23S5C6
J51 = S23(C4C5S6+S4C6)+C23S5S6
J61 = —S23C4S5+C23C5
J12 = (C3 (C4C5C6-S4S6) —S3S5C6) (-S3(C4S5d6+a3)+C3(C5d6+d4) ) + (C3 (C4S5d6+a3)
+S3(C5d6+d4)+a2)(S3(C4C5C6-S4S6)+C3S5C6)
J22 = (—C3 (C4C5S6+S4C6)+S3S5S6) (-S3 (C4S5d6+a3)+C3 (C5d6+d4) ) + (C3 (C4S5d6+a3
)+S3(C5d6+d4)+a2)(-S3(C4C5S6+S4C6)-C3S5S6)









J33 = C4S5(C5d6+d4)-C5(C4S5d6+a3)J43 = S4C5C6+C4S6
J53 - -S4C5S6+C4C6J63 = S4S5
J14 r= S5d6S6
J24 = S5d6C6
J3 4 = 0
J44 = -S5C6
J54 = S5S6
J 64 = C5
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Inverse kinematics result


















we wish to solve
% < e 1 ) 1A 2 ( e 2 ) 2A 3 <e3 ) 3A 4 ( e 4 ) 4A 5 ( e 5 ) 5 A 6 ( e 6 ) =  t 6 ,
for 8^, i = 1,...,6.
The inverse kinematics solutions obtained by the arm-wrist 
partitioned synthesis method are given in Table XXI.
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TABLE XXI. SOLUTIONS FOR THE PUMA ROBOT
el° 02* 03* 04 * G5° e6°
80.78 145.750 174.126 122.134 71.483 -68.346
80.78 145.750 174.126 -57.866 -71.483 111.654
80.78 -132.612 11.247 -106.449 -56.849 --156.803
80.78 -132.612 11.247 73.550 56.849 23.197
-125.00 34.250 11.247 145.400 -55.210 102.430
-125.00 34.250 11.247 -34.600 55.210 -77.570
-125.00 -47.388 174.126 -134.668 40.974 43.572
-125.00 -47.388 174.126 45.332 -40.974 --136.428
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B. ANALYSIS
1. Symbolically Automated System
Comparing the automated direct kinematics results (link 
transformation matrices, backward transformation matrices, 
and the forward kinematics solutions) with those derived by 
hand, it is evident that the computer automated results 
provide exactly the same optimal symbolic solutions as those 
manually computed. The automated differential results (the 
Jacobian matrix), on the other hand, generally yield the 
compact form which means that we may further simplify them 
into the optimal form. To analyze the result of the computer 
automated process of the Jacobian matrix, we will discuss 
this through the Jumbo Drilling Robot (see Example 4 and 
Equations (4.92) to (4.102)).
As previously denoted, the computer-aided generation of 
the upper three components of the Jacobian column for the 
revolute joint always have one joint coordinate variable 
less than the direct formula computation method (see 
Equations (5.46) and (5.48)). From Equation (4.92), 
describing the first Jacobian column of the Jumbo Drilling 
Robot, we have:
v X l  = ~ { C1 ( C2 4 C5 C6 “ S 2 4 S 6 ) “ S 1 S 5 C6 ^ S 1 ( C2 4 ( C5 C6 a 6+ S 5 d 6 + a 4 ) “ 
S 2 4 S 6 a 6 “ S 2 d 3 + a l ) +C1 ( S 5 C6 a 6 “ C5 d 6 ) ^  + { S l ( C2 4 C5 C6 -  
S 2 4 S 6^ +C1 S 5 C6 ^ C1 ( C2 4 ( C5 C6 a 6+ S 5 d 6 + a 4 ) “ S 2 4 S 6 a 6 ~ S 2 d 3 + 
al)“Sl^S5C6a6“C5d6^}'
vyl = _ {“cl(C24C5S6+S24C6)+SlS5S6 X si(C24(C5C6a64'S5d6+a4) ~ 
S24S6a6-S2d3+al)+Cl(S5C6a6-C5d6)> + 1-Sl(C24C5S6+
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S24Ce)"C1S5S6 ^ C1(C24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4^“S24S6a6“S2d3+ 
al)“sl(S5C6a6-C5d6^J'
VZ1 = ~tClC24S5+SlC5 ^ Sl(C24(C5C6a6+S5d6+a4)“S24S6a6“S2d3+
al)+cl(S5c6a6“c5d6) ) + (slc24S5-ClC5 ^ Cl(C24 ̂C5C6a6+ 
s5d6+a4^"S24S6a6-S2d3+al^“S1(S5C6a6-C5d6) )•
®Xl = S24C5C6+C24S6'
© y l  = ~s 2 4 C5 S 6 +C2 4 C6 '
®zl = S24S5*
Also, referring to the Jacobian result of the computer 










where = vx-̂, *̂ 21 s vyl'***' J51 s ®yl' d61 s ®zl*
Comparing the above two results, we can see that the result 
from the symbolically automated system yields us a more 
satisfactory form, however, this is not an optimal form yet. 





J41 = S24C5C6+C24S6 
J51 = _S24C5S6+C24C6 
J61 = S24S5
It is evident that the above result provides the same 
optimal form as defined by Equation (4.93). In a similar 
analysis, we can obtain the optimal solutions for the second 
and fourth columns of the Jacobian, since the third, fifth, 
and sixth columns of the computer automated Jacobian are in 
the optimal forms already.
2. Arm-Wrist Partitioned Synthesis
An illustration of the numerical arm-wrist synthesis of 
solving the inverse kinematics problems will be given 
through the Cincinnati T3-756 Robot, presented in Example l, 
Section D, Chapter VI. The numerical procedure successively 
partitions the manipulator into the arm and wrist solutions, 
and eventually converges to the inverse kinematics solution. 
This procedure also calculates the error to which the 
solution should be accurately approximated. The error is 
defined as
Error - - CT± j ))
where nTfj denotes the element of the given transformation 
matrix, Tn, and cT^j denotes the element of the calculated 
transformation matrix, Tc , corresponding to each solution 




|Error^+1 - Error^| < Tolerance2
4- t-.where Error ̂ is the error at the i iteration, and 
Tolerance-ĵ  and Tolerance2 are the tolerant values specified 
by the user.
The first criterion simply checks to see if the 
solution is achieved to the required level of accuracy. The 
second criterion examines the absolute change between the 
errors and the allowable tolerance.
The results from the arm-wrist partitioned synthesis 
are as follows:
Please enter the file name : a:T3.dat
Joint-Type e a s d
1 R 90.0000000 -90.0000000 0.0000000 0.00000002 R -90.0000000 0.0000000 44.0000000 0.0000000
3 R 90.0000000 0.0000000 55.0000000 0.00000004 R 0.0000000 90.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
5 R -90.0000000 -90.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
6 R 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 8.0000000
T6
0.65316000 -0.43626000 -0.61892000 38.60819000
-0.04425000 -0.83795000 0.54395500 -82.63470000-0.75593000 -0.32791000 -0.56662000 -3.22648000
Please enter the initial guessArm (varl var2 var3) <= 90 0 0
Please press any key
Iteration (1)
Possible wrist solutions Q[4..6] = -46.1680869
Q[4 . . 6] = 133.8319131
Q [ 4..6] = -46.1680869Q[4..6] = 133.8319131
Possible arm solutions 
Q[ 1. .3] ■= -61.8454336
Q[l..3] = -61.8454336Q[1..3} - 111.9308285
Q[l. .3] -= 111.9308285
Arm solution “ -61.
Wrist solution * -46.


















Err = 5.68 7 9 56e+001 
Err = 5.687956e+001 
Err = 6.299044e+001 
Err = 6.299044e+001
Err = 1.812647e+000 
Err = 1.886813e+000 
Err = 7.162069e+000 





Q[4. .6] = -48.1484498 106.7993481 54.5676218 Err = 4.966014e+000Q[4. .6] = 131.8515502 -106.7993481 -125.4323782 Err = 4.966014e+000Q[4. .6] = -48.1484498 106.7993481 -125.4323782 Err xr 1.107690e+001Q[4. .6] = 131.8515502 -106.7993481 54.5676218 Err =3 1.107690e+001Possible armi solutions
Q[l- .3] = -63.5046873 -13.4266929 22.4318147 Err 2.056298e-001Q[l- .3) = -63.5046873 17.4799319 -35.4781299 Err 1.952125e+000
Q[l. •3] - 113.5900822 -166.5733071 -35.4781299 Err 7.529310e+000Q[l. -3] = 113.5900822 162.5200681 22.4318147 Err 7.663885e+000Arm solutioni *= -63.5046873 -13.4266929 22.4318147Wrist solution = -48.1484498 106.7993481 54.5676218
Error from T6 = 0.205629803
Iteration (3)
Possible wrist solutions 
Q[4..6] = 134.3945565Q[4..6] = -45.6054435
Q[4..6] = 134.3945565Q[4..6] = -45.6054435
Possible arm solutions 
Q[l..3] *= -63.3929749
Q[1. . 3 ] = -63.3929749Q[1..3] = 113.4783698
Q[1..3] = 113.4783698Arm solution = -63.
















Err = 6.010756e-001 
Err <= 6.010756e-001 Err = 6.711961e+000 Err = 6.711961e+000
Err = 1.582942e—002 Err = 1.745334e+000 
Err = 7.490127e+000 




Q[4. .6) = 134.6258760 -108.0444307 -126.3956247 Err 4.787187e-002Q[4. .6) = -45.3741240 108.0444307 53.6043753 Err - 4.787187e-002Q[4. .61 = 134.6258760 -108.0444307 53.6043753 Err = 6. 158757e+000Q[4..6] = -45.3741240 Possible arm solutions 108.0444307 -126.3956247 Err — 6.158757e+000
Q[l. ■3] - -63.4004562 -12.7124499 21.4677676 Err ss 2.623131e-003
Q[l. -3] rs -63.4004562 16.7658825 -33.9115640 Err - 1.725860e+000Q[l. ■31 113.4858511 -167.2875501 -33.9115640 Err 7.488589e+000
Q[l. •3] “ 113.4858511 163.2341175 21.4677676 Err = 7.677968e+000Arm solution ■= -63.4004562 -12.7124499 21.4677676 Wrist solution *= 134.6258760 -108.0444307 -126.3956247 Error from T6 ** 0.002623131
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Iteration (5)
Possible wrist solutionsQ[4..6] = Q[4..6] = Q[4..6) » Q[4..6) =Possible i
134.6646577 -45.3353423134.6646577 -45.3353423 i solutions
-108.0504384108.0504384 -108.0504384108.0504384
-126.400313753.599686353.5996863 -126.4003137
Err = 8.507262e-003 Err = 8.507262e-003 Err = 6.119392e+000 Err = 6. H9392e+000
Q[l..3] ■= -63.3999550 -12.7016548Q[l..3] «= -63.3999550 16.7550883Q(l..3] = 113.4853499 -167.2983452Q[l..3] = 113.4853499 163.2449117Ana solution = -63.3999550Wrist solution «= 134.6646577
21.4524618 -33.8884503 -33.888450321.4524618 -12.7016548-108.0504384
Err = 3.055217e-004 Err = 1.722621e+000 Err = 7.488109e+000 Err = 7.678151e+000 21.4524618 -126.4003137Error from T6 0.000305522
Iteration (6)
Possible wrist solutions Q[4.Q[4,
Q(4.Q[4.
.6) ss 134.6692657 -108.0500359 -126.3999996 Err = 9.6} ss -45.3307343 108.0500359 53.6000004 Err ■= 9.6) ■= 134.6692657 -108.0500359 53.6000004 Err = 6.6] ss -45.3307343 108.0500359 -126.3999996 Err ■= 6;ible ana solutions-3] s -63.3999886 -12.7002770 21.4504294 Err = 3-3] ss -63.3999886 16.7537105 -33.8855764 Err = 1•3] *= 113.4853835 -167.2997230 -33.8855764 Err = 7-3] 113.4853335 163.2462895 21.4504294 Err = 7solution = -63.3999886 -12.7002770 21.4504294Wrist solution Error from T6 134.6692657 -108.0.000038548 0500359 -126.3999996
Iteration (7)
Possible wrist solutions QI4..6J =Q[4..6J =Q[4..6] =
Q[l..3] - 
Q11..3) * Q[1..3] •Arm solul 
Wrist solution Error from T6





Possible wrist solutions 
Q[4..6] = 134.6699975Q[4.-6] « -45.3300025
Q(4..6) *= 134.6699975Q[4. .6] = -45.3300025Possible arm solutions 
Q[1..3] = -63.3999865Q[1..3] = -63.3999865
Q[1. . 3} = 113.4853814Q[l..3] = 113.4853814
Arm solution = -63.Wrist solution = 134.
Error from T6 =
-108.0500610108.0500610 
-108.0500610108.0500610
-12.7000658 16.7534993 -167.2999342 







Err = 4.14 2653e-005 Err = 4.142653e-005 
Err »= 6.110927e+000 Err ■= 6.110927e+000
Err ■= 2.365059e—005 Err >= 1.722173e+000 
Err = 7.488055e+000 Err = 7.678178e+000 21.45012370500610 -126.4000192
Iteration (9)
Possible wrist solutions 
<2(4..6) =
Q[4..63 «
Qf 4 . . 6 j ■=Q14..63 «
QII..33 *
Q[l.-33 • Q[l--33 *Arm solut Wrist solution 
Error from T6
134.6700037 -108.0500612 -126.4000193 Err = 2
-45.3299913 108.0500612 53.5999807 Err = 2134.6700087 -108.0500612 53.5999807 Err = 6
-45.3299913 108.0500612 -126.4000193 Err *= 6
i solutions
-63.3999865 -12.7000625 21.4501190 Err = 2
-63.3999865 16.7534960 -33.8851233 Err ■= 1113.4853814 -167.2999375 -33.8851233 Err = 7113.4853814 163.2465040 21.4501190 Err = 7




Possible wrist solutionsQ[4. .6) = 134.6700102 -108.0500612 -126.4000193 Err = 2.402410e-005Q(4. .6) = -45.3299898 108.0500612 53.5999807 Err = 2.402410e-005<2(4..6] = 134.6700102 -108.0500612 53.5999807 Err ss 6.110909e+000Q[4. .6] *= -45.3299898 108.0500612 -126.4000193 Err ss 6. 110909e+000
Possible arm solutions
Q[l. .3) SS -63.3999865 -12.7000621 21.4501183 Err = 2.370733e-005
Q[l- .3] « -63.3999865 16.7534956 -33.8851224 Err 1. ?22172e+000Q(l. .3) SS 113.4853814 -167.2999379 -33.8851224 Err ss 7.488055e+000






Possible wrist solutionsQ[4..6] = 134.6700104 -108.0500612 -126.4000193 Err 2.374875e—005<3(4..6] = -45.3299896 108.0500612 53.5999807 Err - 2.374875e-005Q(4..6] = 134.6700104 -108.0500612 53.5999807 Err rs 6.110909e+000Q[4..6] = -45.3299896Possible arm solutions 108.0500612
-126.4000193 Err 6.110909e+000
Q[l. .3) = -63.3999865 -12.7000620 21.4501182 Err 2.370882e-005Q[l. .3] = -63.3999865 16.7534955 -33.8851223 Err 1.722172e+000Q[1..3) = 113.4853814 -167.2999379 -33.8851223 Err 7.488055e+000
Q(1. .3] = 113.4853814 163.2465045 21.4501182 Err = 7.67817 8e+000
Arm solution = -63.3999865 -12 7000620 21.4501182Wrist solution = 134. 





Possible wrist solutions 
Q(4..6] =
Q[4..6j =
Q [ 4 . . 6 ] =
Q[4..6] =
Q[l--3] =
Q(l.-3) =Q[l-.3] =Q[1..3) <=Arm solution Wrist solution = 
Error from T6 =
134.6700105 -108.0500612 -126.4000193 Err *= 2
-45.3299895 108.0500612 53.5999807 Err = 2
134.6700105 -108.0500612 53.5999807 Err = 6
-45.3299895 108.0500612 -126.4000193 Err = 6i solutions
-63.3999865 -12.7000620 21.4501182 Err - 2-63.3999865 16.7534955 -33.8851223 Err = 1
113.4853814 -167.2999380 -33.8851223 Err = 7





Q [ 4 . .6] = 
Q [ 4 . -6] = 

















Q[1..3) = -63.3999865Q(1..3} = -63.3999865
Q(1..3j ” 113.4853814
Q[1..3 ] = 113.4853814










Err = 2.370827e-005 
Err = 1.722172e+COO Err = 7.488055e+000 
Err = 7.678178e+000 
21.4501182 
-126.4000193
Please press any key
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Minimum error found at iteration number: 7
Arm solution = -63.3999863 -12.7000903 21.4501595wrist solution *= 134.6699139 -108.0500628 -126.4000206Error from T6 «= 0.000023450
Arm solution «= -63.3999863 -12.7000903 21.4501595Wrist solution «= -45.3300861 108.0500628 53.5999794Error from T6 = 0.0000234SO
Calculated T6
0.6531601 -0.4362591 -0.6189184 38.6081900-0.0442448 -0.8379476 0.5439542 -82.6347000
-0.7559262 -0.3279053 -0.5666161 -3.2264800
Please press any key
After the user has specified the initial guess for the 
arm value, the computer alternately computes all of the 
possible wrist and arm solutions for each iteration. The 
arm-wrist solutions are listed according to their least 
errors order. The arm-wrist partitioned algorithm converges 
quite rapidly once an iterate is fairly close to the 
solution. This is illustrated in iterates 3 through 7. The 
iterates 8 through 13 show the stable states about this 
solution. From the final result, we see that there exist two 
solutions corresponding to this initial guess. More 
solutions can be obtained by entering another initial guess 
into the system. This new initial guess can be determined 
from the next best arm solution. In fact, there are eight 
solutions corresponding to this given configuration, T (as 
shown in Table XI). The rate of convergence mainly depends 
upon an initial approximation of the arm solution: if the
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initial approximation is a poor guess, the arm-wrist 
synthesis may take several preliminary iterations to move it 
sufficiently close to the solution. In most instances, any 
arbitrary initial choice will eventually lead to the 
solution.
C. CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of this dissertation is to derive 
and develop the computer algorithms for automating and 
synthesizing the manipulator kinematics. The computer 
automated system provides the direct kinematics solution and 
the differential relationship (the Jacobian matrix), while 
the synthesis procedure computes the inverse manipulator 
kinematics solution.
To depict the geometric configuration of the robotic 
manipulator mechanism, the link parameters and the link- 
attached coordinate systems based on the Denavit and 
Hartenberg notation have been established. The kinematic 
relationship between the adjacent links is described by the 
relative position and orientation of the two coordinate 
systems attached to the two links. This relationship can be 
systematically represented by the 4 x 4  link homogeneous 
transformation matrix whose elements are trigonometric 
functions of the link parameters. The successive motions of 
individual links with respect to their preceding link result 
in a description of an entire articulated structure in the 
workspace. After having formulated the kinematic model of
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the robotic manipulator, this present work then focuses on 
implementing the computer programs to analyze the direct 
kinematics, the differential motions, and the inverse 
kinematics problems.
The method of characterizing the direct kinematics 
solution (determining the position and orientation of the 
end effector from any given set of joint coordinates) is 
straightforward since this process involves only the 
successive multiplications of the link transformation 
matrices. In order to move the end effector at a specified 
speed, it is imperative to study the differential motions of 
each joint. This dissertation describes a new algorithm, 
which relies on the theory of vector kinematics, for 
deriving the differential relationship between the joint 
displacements and the end effector location and then solves 
for the manipulator Jacobian matrix.
Apparently, solving the direct kinematics and 
manipulator Jacobian matrix in symbolic form requires a 
laborious process of successive multiplications of the 
transformation matrices and involves a series of algebraic 
and trigonometric simplifications. Manually producing such 
solutions is tedious and error-prone. This present work, 
therefore, develops a rule-based Prolog program to automate 
the creation of the following processes:
a. generating automatically the link homogeneous 
transformation matrices of a robotic manipulator 
given the number of degrees of freedom and the link
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parameter table.
b. generating symbolically the backward transformation 
matrices and the direct kinematics solution.
c. generating symbolically the manipulator Jacobian 
matrix with respect to the end effector coordinate 
system.
The symbolically automated system is actually composed 
of three distinct sets of information. The first portion 
contains the knowledge about the kinematic mechanism of the 
manipulator. The second portion contains domains about the 
multiplication rules and the trigonometric identity rules 
which are utilized to reduce the complexity of the 
expression. The last portion contains the heuristic rules 
which search for terms of the expression to be simplified. 
The results obtained by the computer automated system yield 
an optimal compact form for the direct kinematics solution 
and provide a competent form for the Jacobian matrix. 
Although each column of the Jacobian matrix is not always 
obtained in the condensed form, all the generated columns 
are mathematically correct. Due to a considerable burden on 
the on-line simplification of the Jacobian matrix, this 
research just leaves the Jacobian in the satisfactory form.
In the direct kinematics problem, given any set of 
joint coordinates, there always corresponds a unique 
position and orientation of the end effector. On the other 
hand, the inverse kinematics problem is quite complicated 
since there may exist multiple solutions which all place the
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end effector in the same desired position and orientation. 
In solving the inverse kinematics problems, this 
dissertation first presents two analytical techniques, the 
inverse transformation matrices and the geometric 
techniques, for obtaining the closed-form solution. 
Unfortunately, such solution techniques are valid only for a 
kinematically simple manipulator, whose kinematic mechanism 
is well established or may be appropriately modified relying 
on its geometric configuration.
A kinematic mechanism for which a closed-form solution 
exists is referred to as a solvable manipulator. In the case 
of an unsolvable kinematic mechanism, a numerical technique 
based upon an iterative computation algorithm must be 
applied to achieve the solution. This dissertation then 
devises a fast convergent iterative solution algorithm for 
the general four-, five-, and six-degree-of-freedom inverse 
manipulator kinematics problems, for which a maximum of 4, 
8, and 16 distinct solutions can be obtained, respectively. 
This methodology is based upon the arm-wrist partitioned 
synthesis technique.
The arm-wrist partitioned synthesis approach utilizes 
the observation that a manipulator can be partitioned into 
the arm, controlling its position, and the wrist, 
controlling its orientation. Based on the arm-wrist 
partition, the iterative procedure alternately computes and 
corrects the joint displacements of the arm while holding 
the wrist fixed and computes and corrects the joint
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orientations of the wrist while holding the arm fixed. This 
synthetic procedure alternately computes and corrects until 
the difference between the two consecutive solutions is less 
than the tolerant criteria or until a specified number of 
iterations have been completed. Experimental results from 
four-, five-, and six-degree-of-freedom manipulators show 
that the proposed method proves to be stable, rapidly 
convergent, and computationally efficient.
D. FUTURE RESEARCH
In the computer-automated system, the rule-based Prolog 
program generates the minimal computational form for the 
direct kinematics solution, and a modest computational form 
for the manipulator Jacobian matrix with respect to the end 
effector frame. Therefore, it is encouraged that further 
research be conducted in reducing the Jacobian matrix into 
the minimal form. The symbolically automated system then may 
be implemented by adding the algebraic rules to the 
knowledge base and incorporating more rules for the 
times_complex, times^compound, and match_pattern predicates. 
However, this will result in a hefty database which may cost 
a lot of computer memory and deteriorate the computing time.
An extension of the arm-wrist synthesis is to consider 
the cases where the robot wrist has some prismatic joints 
along with the revolute joints. From a kinematics point of 
view, the existence of a prismatic joint will simplify the 
kinematic equation, which will require a minor modification
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of the present work. In most inverse kinematics problems 
having physical significance, the solution must satisfy 
restrictions in the robot motion described by the joint 
constraints. This suggests that an extra computer subroutine 
must be implemented for verifying these inverse solutions.
Finally, it is expected that more research along the 
influence of the kinematic structure on the manipulator 
(degenerate structure) should be explored. This further work 
may find application in the synthesis of the kinematic and 
trajectory controls. Also, it is apparent that this research 
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APPENDIX A
SOLUTIONS OF ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
1 • Solution of Cubic Equations
Given zJ + c 2 z + c^z + cQ = 0, let
2 33C-L - c2 9 (c ^c 2-3c0) - 2c 2
q = --------- , r = --------------------
9 54
If cQ, c1# and c2 are real, then
(1) if (q3+r2) > 0, one root is real and two are a pair 
of complex conjugate roots,
(2) if (q3+r2) = 0, all roots are real and at least two 
are equal,
(3) if (q3+r2) < 0, all roots are real and unequal.
Let
s1 = [r + (q3+r2) s 2 = [r - (q3+r2)1//2]1//3,
then
1 — (s1+s2 ) — c2/3,
-(Sl+s2) C2 173(8,-8,)
2 ”  ̂ /2 3 2
-(Sl+s2 ) c2 i73(s1-s2 )
3 ~ 2 3 2
If (q3+r2) < 0, the solution may be expressed as: 
z-L = 2 y - q  cos (6/3) - c2/3, 
z2 = 2 j - q  cos(9/3 + 120°) - c2/3,




If z3, z2, and z3 are the roots of the cubic equation, then
Z1 + z 2 + z 3 =  ~ c 2 '
Z^2 z2z3 c *j ̂
Z1Z2Z3 = 'co-
2. Solution of Ouartic Equations (Ferrari's Method)
Given z4 + c3z3 + c2z2 + Clz + cD = 0, first compute 
the real root u3 of the cubic equation
3 2 2 2u - c2u + (c 1c 3-4c q )u  - (c1+c0c3-4c0c2) - 0,
then determine the four roots of the quartic equation as
solutions of a pair of quadratic equations
v2 4- 0.5[ c 3 ± (c 3-4 c 2+4 u 1 ) 1/ 2 ] v + 0.5[Ui ± (Uj -4 c q ) 1/2] = 0. 
If all roots of the cubic equation are real, computation is 
simplified by using that particular value of ux which 
produces all real coefficients in the quadratic equation, 
and then selecting signs so that if
z4 + c3z3 + c2z2 + c3z + cQ = (z2+p1z+q1)(z2+p2z+q2), 
then
Pl + p2 = c3, p3p2 + qx + q2 = c2,
p ± q 2 + p2qi = c l f  qiq2 = cQ.
If z3, z2, z3, and z4 are the roots of the quartic equation, 
then
Z1 z2 z3 z4 = ~’c3 f
Z3 Z2 4  Z3 Z3 “4 ZXZ4 4* Z2 Z3 4" Z2 Z4 4“ Z3 Z4 = C2 f 




PROGRAM LISTING FOR THE SYMBOLICALLY AUTOMATED SYSTEM
The computer Turbo Prolog program developed for 
automating the direct kinematics and the differential 
relationships using the method described in Chapter V is 
listed here. For operator-ease in organizing knowledge into 





/* SYMBOLICALLY AUTOMATED DIRECT KINEMATICS AND */




charlist = char* 
strlist = string*
key = 1eft;right;up;down;fkey(integer);other 
row,col,length = integer
matrix = matrix(strlist,strlist,strlist,strlist) 









































match__pattern (charlist, charlist, string) 















prismatic__position( strlist, strlist, string)






























/* Add all terms together */
add(StrList,Term) 









/* Change all signs of a compound term */
change_compound_sign([],Term,Result) :- 
frontchar(Term, ' + •,Result),!. 













/* Change the sign of a term * /





/* Pack a list of characters into a string */
char1ist_string(ChaList,String) :- 
tail_charlist_string(ChaList,String).






/* clear jacobian database */


















/* Join all strings into a single string */
concat_all ([111,112], String) !, 
concat(HI,H2,String). 
concat_all([Hl/H2|T],String) 
concat(HI,H2,H12) ,  
concat_all([H12|T],String).
/* delete */







/* Draw frames for window */
drawframe(XUL,YUL,Width,Height) :- 
Yl = YUL+1, 
cursor(XUL,Yl), 
drawhorz(Width,1) ,






















C = Count+1, 
drawhorz(Width,C) .
/* drawvert */








/* Take the first element from the list */
first([],"") !.
first ([H]_J ,H) .
/* front_sign */














j acobian_prisitiatic (1, Matrix_Namel) . 
jacobian(Col,Dof,Matrix_Name) :- 
link__parameter_db (Col, LinkData) , 
string_strlist(LinkData,LinkList),
LinkList = [_,"Revolute"|_],!,



















/* Compute the Jacobian column for a revolute joint */
jacobian_revolute(Dof,Dof,_,_) :- 
link__parameter_db(Dof,LinkData) ,
string_strlist(LinkData,[_," R e v o l u t e " , "90",A,_]),!, 
asserta (jacobian__db (Dof, [ "0", "0", A, "0", "-1", "0"))) . 
jacobian_revolute(Dof, Dof,_,__) : - 
link_parameter_db(Dof,LinkData),
string_strlist(LinkData,[_," R e v o l u t e " "0",A,_]),!, 
asserta(jacobian_db(Dof,["0",A,"0","0" , "0", "1"])). 
j acobian_revolute(Dof,Dof,_,_) :- 
link_jparameter_db(Dof, LinkData) ,





string_strlist(LinkData,[_," R e v o l u t e " "180",A,_)),1, 
times("-1",A,NegA),
asserta(jacobian_db(Dof,["0",NegA,"0", "0","0","-1"])). 
j a c o b i a n _ r e v o l u t e ( C o l , _ , M a t r i x _ N a m e , ,"90",A, ])• _ 1 • • /
trans_matrix_db(Matrix_Name,matrix([Nx,0x,Ax,Px],_,






add([Tml,Tm2], Jl) , 
times_complex(0x,NegPz,Tm3), 
times_complex(P,Oz,Tm4), 
add ([Tm3, Txn4 ] ,J2) , 
times_complex(Ax,NegPz,Tm5), 
times_complex(P,Az,Tm6), 











































trans_matrix_db(Matrix_Namel,matrix(_,_, [Nzl,Ozl, Azl,_],_)) 
asserta(jacobian_db(Col,[Jl,J2,J3,Nzl,Ozl,Azl])).$
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jacobian_revolute(Col,_,M a t r i x _ N a m e , "180",A,_] ) : - i• /trans_matrix_db(Matrix_Name,matrix([Nx,Ox,Ax,Px],


















/* Display the Jacobian matrix */
jacobian_result(Col,_)
Col > 2,
I = (Col mod 2)-1,
1 =  0 ,
cursor(22,20) ,















/* Display the direct kinematics results */
k i n e m a t i c _ r e s u l t C o u n t )
Count > 2,
I = (Count mod 2)-l,
1 = 0 ,
cursor(22,20),

























nl, write(" Nx = ",Nx),
nl. write(" Ny = "/Ny) ,
nl, write(" Nz = "(Nz) ,
nl, write(" Ox = ",0X),
nl, write(" oy = n,oy),
nl, write(" Oz = ",0Z),
nl, write(" Ax = ",Ax),
nl, write(" Ay = ",Ay),
nl, write(" Az = 11 / Az) ,
nl, write(" Px = ’*,PX),
nl, write(" Py = "/Py)/nl, write(" Pz — ",Pz),






Generate the link transformation matrices */
link_generate_matrix(Dof,LinkNumber) :- 
LinkNumber > Dof,!.











/* Knowledge base of the link transformation matrix */
link_match_generate([I," R e v o l u t e " "90",A,D]) :- ! , 



































link_match_generate([I," P r i s m a t i c " " 9 0 " D]) !,
concat("A",I,Ai),
















/* Pass link parameter information to the */







write("Please Strike Return Key To Generate ", 
"Transformation Matrices"), 
readchar(Cha), 






cursor(0,9),write("Cursor Keys -> <- ",,\24l," ",'\25',
» : Select Item FI: Edit F10: End"),
link_parameters(Dof,LinkNumber,Col,other) .








/* Modify link parameters */
link__parm_edit (Col, "Revolute") : - I , 
field_str(0,Col,9,"Prismatic"), 
field_str(0,28,1,"d"), 



























































R = Row+1, 
cursor(R,0), 
write(LinkData),




/* Edit the selected parameter */
link_select_edit(_,Link,Col,_,Link,Col,fkey(10)) !.
link_select_edit(_,LinkNumber,Col,Length,LinkNumber,Col, 
fkey(1)) : - !,
field_str(0,Col,Length,Content), 
link_parm_edit(Col,Content).
link_select_edit(_,LinkNumber,12,Length,LinkNumber,41, right); _ I
field_attr(0,12,Length,15).
link_select_edit(_,LinkNumber,41,Length,LinkNumber,55,right)• — I ̂
field_attr(0,41,Length,15).
link_select_edit(_, LinkNumber, 55, Length, LinkNumber, 68, right)I
field_attr(0,55,Length,15).
link_select_edit(_,LinkNumber,68,Length,LinkNumber,12,right)• _ i• • tfield_attr(0,68,Length,15).
link_select_edit(_,LinkNumber,12,Length,LinkNumber,68,left)• — I ̂
field_attr(0,12,Length,15).
link_select_ed.it (_, LinkNumber, 41, Length, LinkNumber, 12 , left)• _ i• • f
field_attr(0,41,Length,15).
link_select_edit(_,LinkNumber,55,Length,LinkNumber,41,left)• — I• • rfield_attr(0,55,Length,15).









LinkNumber = Dof,!, 
field_attr(0,Col,Length,15),
NewLink = 1.





/* Display the default values for */























/* Print heading row for link parameter table */ 
link_table_heading(Dof)




field_str(Row,2,7," Joint ") ,
field_attr(Row,13,6,112),












write("Cursor Keys -> <- ",,\24',M ",'\25',










/* Display link transformation matrices */
1ink_trans_matrix(Dof,LinkNumber) :- 
LinkNumber > Dof,*. 
linktransmatrix(_,LinkNumber) :- 
LinkNumber > 3,
I = (LinkNumber mod 3)-l,
1 =  0 ,
cursor(22,20),






N = LinkNumber+1, 
link__trans_matrix(Dof ,N) .
/* main */









Generate Link Parameter Table",
Display Link Parameter Table",
Display Link Transformation Matrices",
Solve Direct Kinematics and Jacobian",
Display Direct Kinematics Results",
Jacobian with Respect to the Hand Frame",
Quit",
makewindow(1,1 5 ,0,"",0,0,25,80), 
drawframe( 1 ,1,78,22), 
cursor(2,1 2 ),




cursor( 3 ,79), 
write(*\ 1 8 5 ' ) ,  
cursor( 3 , 2 ) , 
drawhorz( 7 8 , 1 ) ,  
cursor( 6 , 3 1 ) ,
write("M A I N  M E N U " ) ,  







write("Use Option Number or
write('\ 2 4 " or ",'\25'),
Select with Space Bar or "),
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xnenu( [Ml,M2 ,M3 ,M4 f M5,M6,M7] ,7,0,8,19,1,-1) .
/* matchjpattern */
/* Knowledge base for the trigonometric identities */ 
match_pattern([' C*,A,'C',B|T],['-','S',A,'S’,B|T],Term)i• /charliststring([' C',A,B|T],Term). 
match__pattern(['-’, 'C' ,A, *C‘ ,B|T],['+», *S ',A, 1S ', B| T], Term)J — I
charlist_string([ , 'C*,A,B|T],Term). 
match_pattern(['+','C',A,•C',B|T],['-','S',A,'S ',B [T],Term) 
1,charlist_string(['+',1C’,A,B|T],Term). 
match_pattern(['S',A,*S',B|T], [ , 'C1,A,'C',B|T],Term)j
charlist_string([ , 'C',A,B|T],Term) . 
match__pattern ([' - ' , ' S *, A, ,S,,B|T]/[' + ', ' C ' , A, 1C ' , B j T] ,Term)
• —  |• • /
charlist_string(['+','C',A,B|T],Term). 
match_pattern([' + ','S',A,'S',B|T]'C',A, 'C',B|T],Term)• _ i• • r
charlist_string( [ , ' c*,A,B|T],Term). 




m a t c h _ p a t t e r n f a i l .
/* matmult_revolute */
/* Matrix multiplication for a revolute joint */
matmult_revolute(I,[Nx,Ox,Ax,Px],[Ny,0y,Ay,Py],[Nz,Oz,Az,Pz] 
, Rowl,Row2,Row3) :- 
link_jparameter_db(I,Lin]cDataI) ,




















matmult_revolute(I, [Nx,Ox,Ax,Px], [Ny,Oy,Ay,Py], [Nz,Oz,Az,Pz] 
,R o w l ,Row2,Row3) : - 
1ink_parameter_db(I,LinkData) ,





















































product_rev__parallel (l,Ci,Si,CiA,SiA, [Nx,Nz ,Ox,Oz, Ax, Az, Px, 
Pz],Rowl),




matmult_revolute(I,[Nx,Ox,Ax,Px],[Ny,Oy,Ay,Py],[Nz,Oz, Az , Pz ] 
,Rowl,Row2,Row3) 
link_parameter_db(I,LinkData),












add ([ Py, D] , P) ,
Row3 = [Ny,Oy,Ay,P].










































/* Matrix multiplication routine */ 
matrix__mult (A, B, C)




















asserta(trans_matrix_db(C,matrix(RowlC,Row2C,Rcw3C,Row4A) )) . 
/* member */





/* First, user selects an item from the main menu */
/* Next, the computer generates subsequent effect */
/* corresponded to each option */



















menu(StrList,Last,Dof,Row,Column,2,13) :- !, 
makewindow(2,15,15,"Link Parameter Table",0,0,25,80),
R = Row-4,
Rowl = Row-2, 
field_attr(R,2,7,112) , 
field_str(R,2,7," Joint ") , 
field_attr(R,13,6,112) , 
field_str(R,13,6," Type ") , 
field_attr(R,24,10,112) , 
field_str(R,24,10," Variable ") , 
field_attr(R,38,10,112) , 
field_str(R,38,10," Angle(a) ") , 
field_attr(R,50,11,112) , 
field_str(R,50,11," Length(a) ") , 
field_attr(R,63,13,112) , 
field_str(R,63,13," Distance(d) "), nl, 
linkjparm_table(Dof,l,Rowl), 
cursor(22,15),
write("Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu"), 
readchar(_), 
removewindow,
menu (StrList, Last, Dof, Row, Column ,2,-1) . 
menu(StrList,Last,Dof,Row,Column,3,13) :- !, 




write("Please Press Space Bar To Return To Main Menu"), 
readchar(_), 
removewindow,
menu (StrList, Last, Dof, Row, Column ,3,-1) . 
menu(StrList,Last,0,Row,Column,4,13) : - 
menu(StrList,Last,0,Row,Column,1,-1), 1. 
menu(StrList,Last,1,Row,Column,4,13) : - 
menu(StrList,Last,1,Row,Column,5,-1) ,! . 
menu (StrList,Last,Dof,Row,Column,4,13) :- 
str_int(N,Dof), 
concat("A",N ,An),












DofSubl = Dof-1, 
field_attr(8,29,21,143),












not(trans_matrix_db(Ain,matrix(_,_,_,_) ) ),!, 
menu(StrList,Last,Dof,Row,Column,4,-1). 
menu(StrList,Last,Dof,Row,Column,5,13) !,






























Pick - Choice-1. 
menu_key(Last( Last,80,1) :- !. 
menu_key(Choice,_,80,Pick) :- !,
Pick = Choice+1. 
menu_key(Last,Last,32,1) :- !. 
menu_key(Choice,_,32,Pick) :- !,
Pick = Choice+1. 
menu_key(_, Last, Number, Pick) :- 
Pick = Number-48,
Pick >= 1,
Pick <= Last,!. 
menu_key(Choice,Choice).
/* menu_print */
/* Highlight option row */
menu_print(_,_,[],_,_) :- !.















/* Print the Jacobian results */
print_jacobian(Col,[A,B,C,D,E,F]) :-
nl, write(" Jl",Col," = "/A),
nl, write(" J2",Col," = ",B) ,
nl, write(" J3",Col," = M,C),
nl, write(" J4",Col," = " , D) ,
nl, write(" J5",Col," = ",E),
nl, write(" J6",Col," = ”, F) ,
/* print_kinematic */
/* Print direct kinematics results */
print_kinematic(MatrixName) :- 
trans_matrix_db (MatrixName, matrix (Rowl, Row2, Row3, Row4)) ,
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/* Output kinematics results row by row */
print_kinematic_vector([A,B,C,D]) 
write("[ ",A," , ", B," , ",C," , ",D," )"), nl.
/* print_trans_matrix */
/* Print transformation matrix */
print__trans_matrix (MatrixName) : - 
trans_matrix_db(MatrixName,matrix(Rowl,Row2,Row3,Row4)) , 
nl,writef("%26»,"r ")f





















/* Generate the backward orientation submatrix */







/* Generate the backward position vector 








/* Generate the backward transformation matrix */
/* for a prismatic joint */







/* Generate the backward transformation matrix */















Row = [Terml,Term2,Term3,Term4]. 















Row = [Terml,Term2,Term3,Term4] .
/* product_rev_parallel */
/* Generate the product matrix resulted from */
/* the effect of two parallel revolute joints */
product_rev_parallel(1,Rll,R12,CiA,_, [Nl,N2,01,02,AI,A2 , Pl, 


































Row = [Terml,Term2,Term3,Term4] .



































Row = [Terml,Term2,Term3,Term4] .
/* put_sign */
/* Provide sign for each term */









































/* Simplify the expression by utilizing */





































































/* Return the length of a string list */
strlist_length(StrList,Length) :- 
tail_strlist_length(StrList,0,Length).






/* Convert string list to string */
strliststring(StrList,String) :- 
tail_strlist_string(StrList,String).









n o t ( m e m b e r ( H 2 , ) , 
first(T,H3), 









not(H2 = "("), ! ,





tail_str1ist_termlist(StrList,StrList,Count,Count,Term,Term)• — I• • •
tail_strlist_termlist([H|T],NewT,CountL,CountR,Tm,Term) 
not (H = ''("), 
not(H = ”)"),!, 
concat(Tm,H,Tml) ,
tail_str1ist_termlist(T,NewT,CountL,CountR,Tml,Term). 









/* Substitute an element for another element */
substitute(_,_,[],[]) : 
substitute(X,Y,[X T],[Y 
substitute(X,Y,[H T], [H 
substitute(X, Y, T,List)








str_int(LinkN,LinkNumber),concat("A ",LinkN,A ), 
matrix_mult(A ,B,C),
N = LinkNumber-1, 
symbolic_matmult(Dof,N,C) .
/* term */






/* X x Y = Z */
/* X is a term */
/* Y may either be a term or a compound term */















change_compound_sign(TermListY, , NewY). 
times(X,Y,XY) 




concat_all([ R e s t X , Y l ,")"],XY) .










/* X x Y = Z */
/* Generally, X and Y are compound terms */
times_complex(_,"0","0") !.
times_complex("0",_,"0") !.











/* times compound */
/* X x {Y1+Y2+ ... +Yn) = Z */
/* X is a single term */
/* Y is a compound term */
/* Z = XY1+XY2+ .. . +XYn */






times (X,11-1" , Term) . 
times_compound(X,[H|T],Term,XY) :- 
frontchar(H,FirstH,_), 
not(FirstH = '-'), 













times_compound(X, [H|T] ,Term,XY) 
frontchar(H,*+•,Rest),!, 
concat_all([Term,"+",X,Rest],Tm), 
times_compound (X, T, Tm, XY) . 





/* X x Y = Z */



















write("Stack = ",X," Heap = ",Y," Trail = ",Z).
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APPENDIX C
PROGRAM LISTING FOR THE ARM-WRIST 
PARTITIONED SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM
The computer Turbo C program (Kernighan and Ritchie, 
1978; Turbo C, 1987) developed for solving the inverse 
manipulator kinematics problems, using the arm-wrist 























Data must be input from a text file. Entries in 
the text file should be separated by spaces or 
carriage returns. The format of the text file 
should be as follows:
Line 1. n : The number of degrees of freedom 
(4 < n < 6)




/* Line i+l. i R/P Gi a i ai di/* .
/* . •
/* . •
/* Line n+1. n R/P en a n an dn/*
/* Line n+2. nx °x ax Px/*
/*
/*
Line n+3. ny °y ay Py
/* Line n+4. nz °z az Pz/*
/* Note:
/* i stands for the joint number , i = 1,...,nR/P denotes the Revolute/Prismatic joint 
6jL value of the joint angle at home position 
value of the twist angle 
a^ value of the common normal distance 
d i value of the distance between the links.
**** /  
* /
V  





* /  
* /  
* /  
* /  
* /  
* /  
* /  
* /  
* /  
* /  


















* /  
* /  
* /




/* 1 R 0 90 0.7604 0 */
/* 2 R 0 -90 0 0 */
/* 3 P 0 90 0 0 */
/* 4 R 0 -90 0.6458 0 */
/* 5 R 0 90 0 0 */
/* 6 R 0 0 1.8463 8 */
/* -0.353944 0.011205 0.935199 18.02824 */
/* 0.684608 0.684368 0.250903 6.939575 */
/* -0.637209 0.72905 -0.249899 -7.00205 */
/’ */
























double Ac[MAX][3][4],Be[2][3][4] , Tn[3][4];
/**********************************************************y
/* The main program reads and writes input data into */
/* the defined window, calculates the arm type of the */
/* manipulator, generates Ac, the constant part of the */
/* A matrix, and Be, the inverse constant part of the */
/* A matrix, and calls a corresponding subroutine to */
/* solve the inverse kinematics problem. *//***********************************************•***********/
main () 










void frame(int Left, int Top, int Right, int Bottom); 
void generate_Ac(double theta[MAX], double alpha[MAX], 
double a[MAX], double d[MAX],double Ac[MAX][3][4)); 
void generate_Bc(double Bc[2][3][4]); 
void kinematics(int arm_type, double Qo[MAX]);
frame(2,2,79,24);
cprintf(" Please enter the file name : "); 
scanf("%s",file_name); 
fptr = fopen(file_name,"r"); 
fscanf(fptr,"%d",&dof);
cprintf("\n\n Joint-Type \xE9 \xE0");
cprintf(" a d \n");
for (i=0; i < dof; i++)
{ fscanf(fptr,"%d %c %G %G %G %G", &j,&joint_type[i][0], 
&theta[i],&alpha[i],&a[i],&d[i]); 





for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ fscanf(fptr,"%G %G %G %G",&Tn[i][0],&Tn[i][1],
&Tn[i][2],&Tn[i][3]);
cprintf(" %12.8f %12.8f %12.8f %16.8f \n",
Tn[i][0],Tn[i][1],Tn[i][2],Tn[i][3]);
)fclose(fptr);
cprintf("\n Please enter the initial guess"); 
cprintf("\n Arm (varl var2 var3) = ");
scanf("%G %G %G" ,&Qo[0],&Qo[l],&Qo[2]); 
blink__message () ;
/* Calculate arm type */
/* RRR = 0, RRP = 1,..., PPP = 7  */
arm_type = 0; 
for(i=0; i < 3; i++) 
if (joint_type[i][0] == 'P') 
arm_type += (int) pow(2,2-i);
/* Generate Ac and Be matrices */ 
generate_Ac(theta,alpha,a,d,Ac); 
generate_Bc(Bc);
/* Change the initial guess(degrees) to radians */ 
for (i=0; i < 3; i++) 
if (joint_type[i][0] == 'R')
Qo[i] = Qo[i]*PI/180;




/* Draw frame for the text window. The Left and Top */
/* define the screen coordinates of the upper left */
/* corner of the window, and the Right and Bottom */
/* define the lower right corner of the window. *//********************************************************/
void frame(int Left, int Top, int Right, int Bottom)




for (i=(Left +1); i < Right; i++) 
printf("\xCD"); 
printf("\xBB");
for (i=(Top +1); i < Bottom; i++)












/* Blink message for requesting the user to press */











/* Generate the Ac matrices, the constant part */ 
/* of the A matrices. */ /***************************************************/
void generate_Ac(double theta[MAX], double alpha[MAX], 





for (i=0; i < dof; i++) 
if (joint_type[i][0] == 'R ') 
{ angle_a = alpha[i]*PI/180; 











Ac[i][2][1] = sin_a; 
Ac[i][2][2] = cosa;
Ac[i][2][3] - d [i);
>else
{ angle_a = alpha[i]*Pl/180;
/* Revolute joint */ 
/* row 1 of matrix Ai */
/* row 2 of matrix Ai */
/* row 3 of matrix Ai */
/* Prismatic joint */
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angle_t = theta[i]*PI/180; 
cosa = cos(anglea); 
sin_a = sin(anglea); 
cos_t = cos(angle_t); 
sin_t = sin(angle_t);




= sin_t; /* row 2 of matrix Ai */
= cos_t*cos_a;
= -cos_t*sin_a;
=  0 ;


















/* Generate the Be matrices, the inverse of */ 
/* the Ac matrices. * //************************************************/
void generate_Bc(double Bc[2][3][4])
{ int i,j ; 
extern int dof; 
extern double Ac[MAX][3][4];
for (i=0; i < 3; i++) 




Be[0][2][3] = -Ac[0][2][3]*Ac[0][2][2]; 
if (dof > MIN)
{ for (i=0; i < 3; i++) 








/* Generate the Av matrices, the variable part of */ 
/* the A matrices. */
/* arm_wrist = 'a'/'w' (arm/wrist) */
y****************************************************** y











j = 0; n = 3 ; 
if (arra_wrist == 'w') 
{ j = 3; 
n = dof;
}for (i=j; i < n; i++) 
if (joint_type[i][0] == 'R')
{ cos_t = cos(Qv[i]j; /* Revolute joint */sin_t = sin(Qv[i]);
Av[i][0][0] = cos_t; /* row 1 of matrix Ai */Av[i][0][1] = -sin t;
Av[i][0][2] = 0;
Av[i][0][3] = 0;
Av[i][1][0] = sin_t; /* row 2 of matrix Ai V
Av [i][1][1] = cos t;
Av [i][1][2] = 0;
Av [i][1][3] = 0;
Av [i][2][0] = 0; /* row 3 of matrix Ai */
Av [i][2][1] = 0;




/* Prismatic joint */
{ Av[i] [0] [0] = 1; /* row 1 of matrix Ai */Av[i][0](1] 0;
Av[i][0][2] = 0;
Av[i][0][3] = 0;










/* Generate the Arm matrices, where */
/* Arm[0][][]=A1, Arm[1][][]=A2, and Arm[2][][]=A3. *//******************************************************




void matmult(double A[3][4J, double B[3][4],
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double C[3][4]);




/* Generate the Wrist matrices, where */
/* Wrist[0][][] = A4 , ,  Wrist[n-4][][] = An. *//***************************************************/





void matmult(double A[3][4], double B[3][4], 
double C[3][4]) ;




/* Calculate the arm position, aPw (the wrist */
/* position expressed with respect to the arm */
/* coordinate system). *  /
/* aPw = 3Tn *//**************************************************/
void arm_position(double Wrist[3][3][4], double aPw[3]) 







{aPw[0] = Wrist[0)[0][3]; 
aPw[1] = Wrist[0][1][3]; 
aPw[2] = Wrist[0][2][3]; 
break;
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ aPw[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j < 3; j++) 




for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ temp[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j < 3; j++) 




for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ aPw[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j < 3; j++) 






/* Calculate the wrist orientation matrix of the */
/* end effector, RotWrist, where */
/* RotWrist[3][3]=R4x...xRn = inv(RlxR2xR3)*oTn. *//*****************************************************/





for (i=0; i < 3; i++) 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
{ temp[i][j] = 0;
for (k=0; k < 3; k++) 
temp[i][j] += Arm[1][i][k]*Arm[2][k][j];
}for (i=0; i < 3; i++) 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
{ result[i][j] = 0; 
for (k=0; k < 3; k++) 
result[i][j] += Arm[0][i][k]*temp[k][j];
)
for (i-0; i < 3; i++) 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++) 
temp[i][j] = result[j][i]; 
for (i=0; i < 3; i++) 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
{ RotWrist[i][j] = 0; 




/  ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k i c ' k ' k ' k - k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k J c - k ' k - k I c ' k - k ' k - k ' k ' k ' k - k - k ’k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k - k + c - k ' k - k ' k ’k - k ' k ' k - k - k ' k ' k - k ' k ' k  f
/ *  Calculate the transformation matrix Tn, where */ 
/* Tn - Al*A2...*An. *//*****************************************************/
void calculate_Tn(double Qv[MAX], double T[3][4])




void generate_Av(char arm_wrist, double Qv[MAX], 
double Av[MAX][3][4]); 
void generate_arm(double Av[MAX][3][4], 
double Arm[3][3][4]); 
void generate_wrist(double Av[MAX][3][4], 
double Wrist[3][3][4]); 
void matmult(double A[3][4], double B[3][4], 
double C[3][4]) ;







case 4 : matmult(result,Wrist[0],T);
break;








/* Subroutine for multiplying the 3x4 matrices *//*************************************************** j
void matmult(double A[3][4], double B[3][4], 
double C[3][4])
( int i,j,k ;
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ for (j =0; j < 4; j++)
{ C[i][j] = 0;
for (k=0; k < 3; k++)
C[i][j] += A[i][k]*B[k][j];
}




/* Solve the inverse kinematics problems */
/* This routine alternately solves the wrist and the */
/* arm kinematic equations. This procedure continues */
/* until the difference between the two consecutive */
/* solutions reaches the tolerant criteria or until */
/* a specified number of iterations have been reached. *//*************************************************** ******* ̂/
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extern char joint_type[MAX][1]; 




void calculate_Tn(double Qv[MAX], double T[3][4]); 
void error_from_Tn(char arm_wrist, int index, 
double Qv[MAX], double Qs[8][3], double Err[8]); 
void output_arm(int num, double Qs[8][3], 
double ErrArm[8]);
void output_wrist(int num, double Qs[8][3], 
double ErrWrist[8]);
void output_solutions(double Qv[MAX], double err); 
void solve_arm(int arm_type, double Qv[MAX], 
double Qs[8][3], int *num_arm); 
void solve_wrist(double Qv[MAX], double Qs[8][3], 
int *num_wrist);
for (i=0; i < dof; i++)
Qv[i] = Qo[iJ; 
errO = 0; 
err_min = 1E20; 
step = 0;
for (i=0; i < ITERATIONS; i++)
{ cprintf("\n\n Iteration (%d) \n",i+l);
/* Solve wrist kinematics equation */ 
solve_wrist(Qv,Qw,&num_wrist); 
error_from_Tn('w',num_wrist,Qv,Qw,ErrWrist); 
for (j=3; j < dof; j++)
Qv[ j ] = QwfO] [j-3] ; 
output_wrist(num_wrist,Qw,ErrWrist);
/* Solve arm kinematics equation */ 
solve_arm(arm_type,Qv,Qa,&num_arm); 
error_from_Tn('a',num_arm,Qv,Qa,ErrArm); 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
Qv[j] - Qa[0][j]; 
output_arm(num_arm,Qa,ErrArm);
/* Calculate Tn */ 
calculate_Tn(Qv,T);
/* Calculate error from Tn */ 
err = 0;
for (j =0; j < 3; j++) 
for (k=0; k < 4; k++) 
err += fabs(T[j][k] - Tn[j][k]);
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output_solutions(Qv,err);
/* Determine the least error solutions */ 
if (err < err_min)
{ for (j=0; j < dof; j++)
Qmin[j] = Qv[j]; 
for (j=0; j < num_wrist; j++)
{ Errmin[j] = ErrWristfj];
for (k=0; k < (dof -3); k++)
Temp[j][k] = Qw[j][k];
}step = i+l; 
err_min = err;
}
/* Stopping criteria */






cprintf("Minimum error found at iteration number: %d \n" 
,step);
/* Find all solutions */ 
output_solutions(Qmin,err_min); 
for(i=l; i < num_wrist; i++) 
if (fabs(Errmin[i] - Errmin[0]) < IE-5)
( for (j=3; j < dof; j++)




/* Calculate the final Tn */ 
calculate_Tn(Qmin,T);
cprintf("\n\n Calculated T%d \n",dof); 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)





/* Subroutine for calling 8 types of */
/* the arm kinematics equations *//*****************************************/
void solve_arm(int arm_type, double Qv[MAX], 




void generate_Av(char arm_wrist, double Qv[MAX],
double Av[MAX][3][4]) ; 



















Qv[MAX], double aPw[3] 
Qv[MAX], double aPw[3] 
Qv[MAX], double aPw[3] 
QvfMAX], double aPw[3] 
Qv[MAX], double aPw[3] 















case 0 RRR(Qv,aPw,Qs,num_arm); 
break;
case 1 RRP(Qv,aPw,Qs,num_arm); 
break;
case 2 RPR(Qv,aPw,Qs,num_arm); 
break;
case 3 RPP(Qv,aPw,Qs,num_arm); 
break;
case 4 PRR(Qv,aPw,Qs,num_arm); 
break;
case 5 PRP(Qv,aPw,Qs,num_arm); 
break;
case 6 PPR(Qv,aPw,Qs,num_arm); 
break;
default PPP(Qv,aPw,Qs,num arm); 
}
/*****************************************/
/* Subroutine for calling 3 types of */
/* the wrist kinematics equations *//*****************************************/




double Arm[3][3] [4],Av[MAX][3] [4],RotWrist[3] [3] ,T[3] [4] ; 
extern int dof;
void generate_Av(char arxn_wrist, double Qv[MAX] , 
double A v [MAX][3][4]); 
void generate_arm(double Av[MAX][3][4], 
double Arm[3][3][4]);
void wrist_orientation(double Arm[3][3][4], 
double RotWrist[3][3]);
void wrist_R(double Qv[MAX], double RotWrist[3][3], 
double Q s [8][3], int *num_wrist); 
void wrist_RR(double Qv[MAX], double RotWrist[3][3], 
double Qs[8][3], int *num_wrist); 
void wrist_RRR(double Qv[MAX], double RotWrist[3][3], 
double Qs[8][3], int *num_wrist);




case 4 : wrist_R(Qv,RotWrist,Q s ,num_wrist);
break;




/* Solve the RRR arm type *//******************************/




C[4],K[7],L[3],M [3][3],MV[3],N[3][3],Nv[3],S[3 ) ,
U [3],X[4];
extern double Ac[MAX][3][4],Bc[2][3][4],Tn[3][4];
double atan_forml(double y, double x, int k); 
double atan_form2 (double anglel, double y, double x, 
int k) ;
void quartic(double C[4], double X[4], int *num); 
void report_errl(); 
void report_err2();
int verify_forml(double angle, double M[3], double N[3]);
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ L[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)




for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ M[i][0] = Ac[1][i][0]*L[0] + Ac[1][i][1]*L[1]?
M[i][l] = Ac[l][i][1]*L[0] - Ac[l][i][0]*L[1];
M[i][2] = Ac[l][i][2]*L[2] + Ac[l][i][3];
N[i][0] = Be[0][i][0]*Tn[0][3] + Be[0][i][1]*Tn[1][3] ; 
N[i][1] = Be[0][i][0]*Tn[1][3] - Bc[0][i][1]*Tn[0][3]; 
N [i][2] = Be[0][i][2]*Tn[2][3] + Bc[0][ij[3];
}vl = v2 = v3 = v4 = 0; 
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ vl += Ac[1][i][0]*Ac[1][i][3];
V2 += Ac[1][i][1]*Ac[1][i][3]; 
v3 += Ac[l][i][2]*Ac[l][i][3]; 
v4 += Ac[1][i][3]*Ac[1][i][3];
}S[0] = 2*(vl*L[0] + v2*L[l]);
S[l] = 2*(v2*L[0] - vl*L[l]);
S[2] = L[0]*L[0] + L[1]*L[1] + L[2]*L[2] + 2*v3*L[2] + v4; 
vl = v2 = v3 = v4 = 0; 
for (i-0; i < 3; i++)
{ vl += Be[0][i][0]*Bc[0][i][3];
V2 += Be[0][i][1]*Bc[0][i][3]; 
v3 += Be[0][i][2]*Bc[0][i][3]; 
v4 += Be[0][i][3]*Bc[0][i][3];
}U[0] = 2*(vl*Tn[0][3] + v2*Tn[l][3]) ;
U[l] = 2*(vl*Tn[l][3] - v2*Tn[0][3]);
U[2] = Tn[0][3]*Tn[0][3] + Tn[l][3]*Tn[l][3]
+ Tn[2][3]*Tn[2][3] + 2*v3*Tn[2][3] + V4;
D = N[2][0]*U[1] - N[2][1]*U[0];
No = N[2][0]*N[2][0] + N[2][1]*N[2][1];
Uo = U[0]*U[0] + U [1]*U[1];
Vo = N[2][0]*U[0] + N[2][1]*U[1];
vl = S [2] - U [2];
V2 = M[2][2] - N [2][2];
K[1] = S[0]*S[0]*No - 2*M[2][0]*S[0]*Vo 
+ M[2][0]*M[2][0]*Uo;
K[2] = S[13*S[13*No - 2*M[23[lJ*S[13*Vo 
+ M[2][1]*M[23[1]*Uo;
K[3 3 = 2*(S[03*S[13*No - (M[2][1]*S[0] + M[23[03*S[1])*Vo 
+ M[2 3[03 *M[2][13 *Uo);
K[4] = 2*(S[03 *No*vl - (S[0]*v2 + M[2][0]*vl)*Vo 
+ M[2J[03 *Uo*v2) ;
K[53 = 2*(S[13*No*vl - (S[13*v2 + M[23[1}*vl)*Vo 
+ M [2 3[13 *Uo*v2);
K[6] = vl*vl*No - 2*vl*v2*Vo + v2*v2*Uo - D*D; 
vl = K [23 + K[63;
V2 = K[1] - K [ 2 ] ;
K[0] = v2*v2 + K[3]*K[33;
C[03 = (V l * v l  - K[5]*K[53)/K[03;
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C[l] = 2*(vl*K[4] - K[3]*K[5])/K[0];
C[2] = (K[4]*K[4] + K[5]*K[5] + 2*vl*v2 - K[3]*K[3])/K[0]; 
C[3] = 2*(v2*K[4] + K[3]*K[5])/K[0];
quartic(C,X,&num); 
if (num == 0) 
report_errl();
*num_arm = 0;
/* If al and al both are equal to 0, */
/* then degeneracy occurs */
if (fabs(D) < IE-9)
/* Either al = 0° or al = 0 */
{ if (N[2][0] == 0 && N[2][l] == 0)
/* al = 0° */
flag = 1; 
else
/* al != 0° */
flag = 2;
}else
/* Neither al = 0” nor al = 0 */
flag = 3;
/* Determine the correct arm solutions */
for (i=0; i < num; i++) 
for (j=0; j < 2; j++)
{ if (j == 0)
Qv[2] = acos(X[i]); 
else
Qv[2] = -acos(X[i]); 
cos_t = cos(Qv[2]); 
sin_t = sin(Qv[2]);
Mv3 = M[2][0]*cos_t + M [2][1]*sin_t + M[2][2]
- N[2] [2] ;
Sv3 = S[0]*cos_t + S[1]*sin_t + S[23 - U[23; 
switch (flag) {
case 1 ; vl = -atan2(U[0],U [1]);
v2 = sqrt(U[0]*U[0] + U[1)*U[1] - Sv3*Sv3); 
break;
case 2 : vl = -atan2(N[2][0],N[2][1]);
V2 = sqrt(N[2][0]*N[2][0] + N[2][1)*N[2][1] 
- Mv3*Mv3); 
break;
default : vl = Sv3*N[2][0] - Mv3*U[0];
v2 = Mv3*U[1] - Sv3*N[2][l];
}for (k=0; k < 2; k++)
{ if (flag =  1)
Qv[03 = atan_form2(vl,Sv3/v2,k); 
else
if (flag == 2)
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Qv[0] = atan_form2(vl,Mv3,v2,k); 
else
Qv[0] = atan_forml(vl,v2, k) ; 
for (n=0; n < 3; n++)
{ Mv[n] = M[n][O]*cos_t + M[n][1]*sin_t + M[n][2]; 
Nv[n] = N[n][0]*cos(Qv[0]) + N[n][1]*sin(Qv[0])
+ N[n][2];
}v3 = Mv[0]*Nv[1] - Mv[1]*Nv[0]; 




{ for (n=0; n < 3; n++)









/* Solve the RRP arm type */ /******************************/
void RRP(double Qv[MAX], double aPw[3], double Qs[8][3], 
int *num_arm)
{ int i,j,k,flag,num,true;




double atan_forml(double y, double x, int k); 
double atan_form2(double anglel, double y, double x, 
int k);
void quadratic(double C[2], double X[4], int *num); 
void quartic(double C[4], double X[4], int *num); 
void report_errl(); 
void report_err2();
int verify_forml(double angle, double M[3], double N [3]);
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ L[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
L[i] += Ac[2][i][j]*aPw[j];
}for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
( M[i][0] = Ac[1][i][2];
M[i][1] = Ac[l][i][0]*L[0] + Ac[l][i][l]*L[l]
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+ Ac[1][i][2]*L[2] + Ac[1][i][3];
N[i][0] = Be[0][i][0]*Tn[0][3] + Be[0][i][1]*Tn[1][3] ; 
N[i][1] = Be[0][i][0]*Tn[1][3] - Bc[0][i][l]*Tn[0] [3] ; 
N [i][2] = Be[0][i][2]*Tn[2][3] + Bc[0][i][3] ;
}vl = 0;
for (i=0; i < 3; i++) 
vl += Ac[1][i][2]*Ac[1][i][3];
S[0] = 2 *(L[2] + vl);
S[l] = M [0][1]*M[0][1] + M[1][1]*M[1][1]
+ M[2][1]*M[2][1]; 
vl = v2 = v3 = v4 =0; 
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ vl + = -Be [ 0 ] [i][ 0 ] * Be[ 0 ] [i][3]; 
v2 += Be[ 0 ] [i][l]*Be[ 0 ] [i][3] ; 
v3 += Be [ 0 ] [i][2]*Bc[ 0 ] [i][3]; 
v4 += Be[ 0 ] [i][3]* Be[ 0 ] [i][3];
}U[0] = 2 *(vl*Tn[0] [3] + v2*Tn[1][3]);
U[l] = 2*(vl*Tn[1][3] - v2*Tn[0][3]);
U [2] = Tn[0][3]*Tn[0][3] + Tn[1)[3]*Tn[1][3]
+ T n [ 2 ] [ 3 ] * T n [ 2 ] [ 3 ]  + 2 * v 3 * T n [ 2 ] [ 3 ]  + v 4 ;
D = N [ 2 ] [ 0 ] *U [ 1 ] - N [ 2 ] [ 1]*U[0] ;
No = N[ 2 ] [ 0 ] * N[ 2 ] [ 0 ]  + N[ 2 ] [ 1 ] * N [ 2 ] [ 1 ] ;
Uo = U[ 0 ] * U [0] + U[ 1 ] *U[ 1 ] ;
Vo = N[2][0]*U[0] + N[2][1]*U[1];
vl = S[l] - U[2];
v2 = M[2][1] - N[2][2];
/* No = 0 if and only if al = 0° */
/* If al = 0 ° and a2 = ±900, */
/* then degeneracy occurs */
if (No != 0)
{ C[0] = (v2*v2*Uo - 2*vl*v2*Vo + vl*vl*No - D*D)/No;
C[l] = 2*(S[0]*vl*No - (M[2][0]*vl + v2*S[0])*Vo 
+ M[2][0]*v2*Uo)/No;
C[2] = ((S[0]*S[0] + 2*vl)*No - 2*(M[2] [0]*S[0] + v2)*Vo 
+ M[ 2 ] [ 0 ] *M[ 2 ] [ 0 ] * U o ) / N o ;




{ C[2] = M[2][0]*M[2][0]*Uo;
K[1] = 2*M[2][0]*v2*Uo/C[2];
K[0] = (v2*v2*Uo - D*D)/C[2]; 
quadratic (K, X, &ntun) ;
}
if (num == 0) 
report_errl();
*num arm = 0;
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/* If al and al both are equal to 0, */
/* then degeneracy occurs */
if (fabs(D) < IE-9)
/* Either al = 0° or al = 0 */
{ if (N[2][0] == 0 && N[2][1] == 0)
/* al = 0° */
flag = 1; 
else
/* al != 0° */
flag = 2;
}else
/* Neither al = 0° nor al = 0 */
flag = 3;
/* Determine the correct arm solutions */
for (i=0; i < num; i++)
{ Qv[2] = X[i];
Mv3 = M[2][0]*QV[2] + M[2][1] - N[2][2];
Sv3 = Qv[2]*Qv[2] + S[0]*Qv[2] + S[1] - U[2]; 
switch (flag) {
case 1 : vl = -atan2(U[0],U[1]);
v2 = sqrt(U[0]*U[0] + U[1]*U[1] - Sv3*Sv3); 
break;
case 2 : vl = -atan2(N[2][0],N[2][1]);
v2 = sqrt(N[2][0]*N[2][0] + N[2][1]*N[2][1] 
- Mv3*Mv3); 
break;
default : vl = Sv3*N[2][0] - Mv3*U[0];
v2 = Mv3*U[1] - Sv3*N[2][l];
}for (k=0; k < 2; k++)
( if (flag == 1)
Qv[0] = atan_form2(vl,Sv3,v2,k); 
else
if (flag == 2)
Qv[0] = atan_form2(vl,Mv3, v2,k); 
else
Qv[0] = atan_forml(vl,v2,k); 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
{ Mv[j] = M[j][0]*Qv[2] + M[j][1];
Nv[j] = N[j][0]*cos(Qv[0]) + N[j][l]*s in(Qv[0])
+ N[j)[2];
>
v3 = Mv[0]*Nv[1] - Mv[1]*Nv[0]; 















/* Solve the RPR arm type *//******************************/







double atan_foral(double y, double x, int k); 
double atan_fom2 (double anglel, double y, double x, 
int k);
void quartic(double C[4], double X[4], int *num); 
void report_errl(); 
void report_err2();
int verify_form2(double distance, double M[3], 
double N[3]);
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ L[i] = 0;




for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ M[i][0] = Ac[1][i][0]*L[0] + Ac[1][i][1]*L[1];
M[i](l] = Ac[1][i][1]*L[0] - Ac[1][i][0]*L[1];
M[i][2] = Ac[1][i][2]*L[2];
N[i][0] = Bc[0][i][0]*Tn(0][3] + Be[0][i][1]*Tn[1][3]; 
N[i][1] = Bc[0][i][0]*Tn[l][3] - Bc[0][i][l]*Tn[0][3]; 







D = N[0][0]*U[1] - N[0][1]*U[0];
NO = N [0][0]*N[0][0] + N[0][1]*N[0][1]?
Uo = U[0]*U[0] + U[l]*U[1]?
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VO = N[0][0]*U[0] + N[0][1]*U[1];
Vl = S [2] - U[2];
v2 = M[0][2] - N [0][2];
K[1] = S[0]*S[0]*No - 2*M[0][0]*S[0]*Vo 
+ M[0][0]*M[0][0]*Uo;
K[2] = S[1]*S[1]*No - 2*M[0][1]*S[1]*Vo 
+ M[0][1J *M[0][1]*Uo;
K[3] = 2*(S[0]*S[1]*No - (M[0][1]*S[0] + M[0][0]*S[1])*Vo 
+ M[ 0 ][0]*M[0][1]*Uo);
K[4] = 2*(S[0]*No*vl - (S[0]*v2 + M[0][0]*vl)*Vo 
+ M[0][0]*Uo*v2);
K[5] = 2*(S[1]*No*vl - (S[1]*V2 + M[0][1]*Vl)*Vo 
+ M[0][1]*Uo*v2);
K[6] = vl*vl*No - 2*vl*v2*Vo + v2*v2*Uo - D*D; 
vl = K[2] + K[6]; 
v2 = K[1] - K[2];
K[0] = v2*v2 + K[3]*K[3];
C[0] = (vl*vl - K[5]*K[5])/K[0];
C[l] = 2*(vl*K[4] - K[3]*K[5])/K[0];
C[2] = (K[4]*K[4] + K[5]*K[5] + 2*vl*v2 - K[3]*K[3])/K[0]; 
C[3] = 2*(v2*K[4] + K[3]*K[5])/K[0];
quartic(C,X,&num); 
if (num == 0) 
report_errl();
*num_arm = 0;
if (fabs(D) < IE-9)
/* al = ±90° */
flag =1; 
else
/* al != ±90° */
flag = 2;
/* Determine the correct arm solutions */
for (i=0; i < num; i++) 
for (j=0; j < 2; j++)
{ if (j == 0)
Qv[2] = acos(X[i]); 
else
Qv[2] = -acos(X[i]); 
cos_t = cos(Qv[2]); 
sin_t = sin(Qv[2]j;
Mv3 = M [0][0]*cos_t + M[0][l]*sin_t + M[0][2]
- N[0][2]; 
if (flag == 1)
{ vl = -atan2(N[0][0],N[0][1]);




{ Sv3 = S[0]*cos_t + S[1]*sin_t + S[2] - U[2]; 
vl = Sv3*N[0][0] - Mv3*U[0]; 
v2 = Mv3*U[1] - SV3*N[0][1];
}for (k-0; k < 2; k++)
{ if (flag == 1)
Qv[0] = atan_form2(vl,Mv3,v2,k); 
else
Qv[0] = atanforml(vl,v2,k); 
for (n=0; n < 3; n++)
{ Mv[n] = M[n][0]*cos_t + M[n][1]*sin_t + M[n][2]; 
Nv[n] = N[n][0]*cos(Qv[0]) + N[n][1]*sin(Qv[0])
+ N[n] [2];
}Qv[l] = Nv[2] - Mv[2];
true = verify_form2(Qv[1],Mv,Nv);
if (true)










/* Solve the RPP arm type */y'******************************^






double atan_forml(double y, double x, int k); 
double atan_form2(double anglel, double y, double x, 
int k);
void quadratic(double C[2], double X[4], int *num); 
void report_errl(); 
void report_err2();
int verify_form2(double distance, double M[3], 
double N[3]);
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ L[i] = 0;




for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ M[i][0] = Ac[1][i][2];
M[i][l] = Ac[l][i][0]*L[0] + Ac[l][i][l]*L[l]
+ Ac[1][i][2]*L[2];
N[i][0] = Bc[0][i][0]*Tn[0][3] + Bc[0][i][1]*Tn[1][3]; 
N[i][1] = Bc[0][i][0]*Tn[l][3] - Be[0][i][1]*Tn[0][3] ; 
N[i][2] = Be[0][i][2]*Tn[2][3] + Bc[0][i][3] ;
}
D =N[0][0]*N[1][1] - N[0][1]*N[1][0];
No = N[0][0]*N[0][0] + N[0][1]*N[0][1];
Uo = N [1][0]*N[1][0] + N[1][1]*N[1][1];
Vo = N[0][0]*N[1][0] + N[0][1]*N[1][1];
vl = M [0][1] - N [0][2]? 
v2 = M[1][1] - N[1][2];
v3 = M[0][0]*M[0][0]*Uo - 2*M[0][0]*M[0][1]*Vo 
+ M[1][0]*M[1][0]*No;
/* If a2 = 0’ (v3 = 0), */
/* then degeneracy occurs */
C[0] = (vl*vl*Uo - 2*vl*v2 *Vo + v2*v2*No - D*D)/v3; 
C[l] = 2*(M[0][0]*vl*Uo - (M[0][0]*v2 + M [1][0)*vl)*Vo 
+ M[l][0]*v2*No)/v3;
quadratic(C,X,&num); 
if (num == 0) 
report_errl();
*num_arm = 0;
if (fabs(D) < IE-9)
/* al = ±90° */
flag = 1; 
else
flag = 2;
/* Determine the correct arm solutions */
for (i=0; i < num; i++)
{ Qv[2] = X[i];
Mv3 = M[0][0]*Qv[2] + M [0][1] - N[0][2]; 
if (flag == 1)
{ vl = -atan2(N[0][0],N[0][1]);
v2 = sqrt(N[0][0]*N[0][0] + N[0][1]*N[0][1]
- Mv3*Mv3);
}else
( Sv3 = M[1][0]*Qv[2] + M [1][1] - N[1] [2]; 
vl = Sv3*N[0][0] - Mv3*N[1][0]; 
v2 = Mv3*N[1][1] - Sv3*N[0][l];
}for (k=0; k < 2; k++)
{ if (flag == 1)
383
Qv[0] = atan_form2(vi,Mv3,v2,k); 
else
Qv[0] = atan_forml(vl,v2,k); 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
{ Mv[j] - M[j][0]*Qv[2] + M[j][1];
Nv[j] = N[j][0]*COs(Qv[0]) + N[j][l]*sin(Qv[0]) 
+ N[j][2];
}Qv[1] = Nv[2] - Mv[2];
true = verify_form2(Qv[1],Mv,Nv);
if (true)










/* Solve the PRR arm type */
/******************************/







double atan_forml(double y, double x, int k); 
double atan_form2(double anglel, double y, double x, 
int k);
void quadratic(double C[2], double X[4], int *num); 
void quartic(double C[4], double X[4], int *num); 
void report_errl(); 
void report_err2();
int verify_forml(double angle, double M[3], double N[3]); 
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ L[i] = 0;




for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ M[i][0] - Ac[l][i][0]*L[0] + Ac[l][i][l]*L[l];
M[i][l] - Ac[l](i][l]*L[0] - Ac[l][i][0]*L[1];
M[i][2] = Ac[l][i][2]*L[2] + Ac(1][i][3];
N[i][0] = -Bc[0)(i][2];
384
N[i][1] = Bc[0][i][0]*Tn[0][3] + Bc[0][i][1]*Tn[1][3]
+ Be[0](i][2]*Tn[2][3];
}vl = v2 = v3 = v4 = 0; 
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ vl += Ac[l][i][0]*Ac[l][i][3]? 
v2 += Ac[1][i][1]*Ac[1][i][3]; 
v3 += Ac[1][i][2]*Ac(1][i][3]; 
v4 += Ac[1][i][3]*Ac[l][i][3);
}
S[0] = 2*(vl*L[0] + v2*L(l]);
S[l] = 2*(v2*L[0] - vl*L[l]);
S[2] = L[0]*L[0] + L[1]*L[1] + L[2]*L[2] + 2*v3*L[2] + V4 ; 
K[0] = -2*Tn[2][3];
K[1] = N[0][1]*N[0][1] + N [1][1]*N[1][1]
+ N[2][1]*N[2][1];
D = M[2][0]*S[1] - M[2][1]*S[0]?
Mo = M [2][0]*M[2][0] + M [2][1]*M[2][1]?
So = S[0]*S[0] + S(1]*S[1];
Vo = M[2][0]*S[0] + M[2][1]*S[1];
vl = K[1] - S[2];
v2 = N [2][1] - M[2][2];
/* Mo = 0 if and only if a2 = 0° */
if (Mo != 0)
{ C[0] = (v2*v2*So - 2*vl*v2*Vo + vl*vl*Mo - D*D)/Mo;
C[l] = 2*(K[0]*vl*Mo - (N[2][0]*vl + v2*K[0])*Vo 
+ N[2][0]*v2*So)/Mo;
C[2] = ((K[0]*K[0] + 2*Vl)*Mo - 2*(N[2][0]*K[0] + v2)*Vo 
+ N[2][0]*N[2][0]*So)/Mo;




/* If al = ±90' (N[2][0] =0), */
/* then degeneracy occurs */
{ V3 = N[2][0]*N[2][0]*So ?
Z[0] = (v2*v2*So - D*D)/v3;
Z(1] = (2*N[2][0]*v2*So)/v3; 
quadratic(Z,X,&num);
}if (num == 0) 
report_errl();
*num_arm = 0;
if (fabs(D) < IE-9) 




/* Determine the correct arm solutions */
for (i=0; i < num; i++)
{ Qv[0] = X[i];
Nvl = N[2][0]*Qv[0] + N[2][l] - M[2][2];
Kvl = Qv[0]*Qv[0] + K[0]*Qv[0] + K[l] - S[2]; 
if (flag == 1)
if ((M[2][0] == 0) && (M[2](l] == 0))
{ vl = -atan2(S[0],S[1]);
v2 = sqrt(S[0]*S[0) + S[1]*S[1] - Kvl*Kvl);
}else
{ vl = -atan2(M[2][0],M[2][1]);
v2 = sqrt(M[2][0]*M[2][0] + M[2][1]*M[2][1]
- Nvl*Nvl);
}else
{ vl = Kvl*M[2][0] - Nvl*S[0];
V2 = Nvl*S[1] - Kvl*M[2][1];
}
for (k=0; k < 2; k++)
{ if (flag == 1)
if ((M[2][0] == 0) && (M[2][1] == 0))
Qv[2] = atan_form2(vl,Kvl,v2,k); 
else
Qv[2] = atan_form2(vl,Nvl,v2,k); 
else
Qv[2] = atan_forml(vl,v2,k); 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
{ Mv[j] = M[j][0]*cos(Qv[2]) + M(j][l]*sin(Qv[2]) 
+ M[j][2];
Nv[j] = N [j][0]*Qv(0] + N[j][1];
>
v3 = Mv[0]*Nv[1] - Mv[1]*Nv[0]; 














/* Solve the PRP arm type *//******************************/






void quadratic(double C[2], double X[4], int *num) 
void report_errl(); 
void report_err2();
int verify_forml(double angle, double M[3], double
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ L[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
L[i] += Ac[2][i][j]*aPw(j];
}for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ M[ i] [03 = Ac[1][i][2 3 ;
M[ i] [l] = Ac[1][i][03*L[0] + Ac[13[i 3c13 *L[i]+ Ac[l3[i3[23 *L[2 3 + Ac[l3[i][3);
N [i] [0] = -Bc[0][i )[23;
N [i] [l] = Be[0][i][03 *Tn[0][33 + Be[03 C i 3[13 *Tn
\ + Be[o 3 [i][2 3 *Tn[23 [33;/Vl = 0;
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
vl += Ac[l][i 3[23*Ac [ i ] [ i 3 [ 3 3 ;S[0] = 2 *(L[2] + vl);
S[13 — M[03[13*M[0][1] + M[l][l]*M[i][13
+ M [ 2 ][1]*M[2][1];
K[0] = -2*Tn[2][3];
K[1] = N[0][1]*N[0][1] + N[1][1]*N[1][1]
+ N [2][1]*N[2][1];
if (N[2 ] [0] ! = 0)
/* al != ±90° */
{ vl = M[2][0]/N[2][0];
V2 = (M[2][1] - N [2][1])/N[2][0]; 
v3 = i — vl*vl; 
if (v3 != 0)
/* al != a2 */
{ C[l] = (S[03 - 2*vl*v2 - vl*K[03)/v3;
C[0] = (S[1] - v2*v2 - v2*K[0] - K[13)/v3; 
quadratic(C,X,&num);
}else
{ X[03 = S[l] - v2*v2 - V2*K[0] - K[13;










/* Now that al = ±90° and if a 2 = ±90°, */
/* then degeneracy occurs */
{ Qv[2] = (N[2][1] - M[2][l])/M[2][0];
C[0] - K[1] - Qv[2]*Qv[2] - S[0]*Qv[2] - S[l];
C[l] = K[0]; 
quadratic(C,X,&num);
}
if (num == 0) 
report_errl();
*num_arm = 0;
/* Determine the correct arm solutions */
for (i=0; i < num; i++)
{ if (N[2][0] != 0)
{ Qv[2] = X[i];
Qv[0] = (M[ 2 ][0]*Qv[2] + M[ 2 ][1] - N[2][1])/N[2][0];
)else
Qv[0] = X[i]; 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
{ Mv[j] = M [j 3[0]*Qv[2] + M[j](1];
Nv[j] = N[j][0]*Qv[0] + N[j][1];
)
vl = Mv[0]*Nv[1] - Mv[1]*Nv[0]; 













/* Solve the PPR arm type */y******************************y







double atan_forml(double y, double x, int k); 
double atan_form2(double anglel, double y, double x, 
int k);
void quadratic(double C[2], double X[4], int *num); 
void report_errl(); 
void report_err2();
int verify_form2(double distance, double M[3], 
double N [3]);
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ L[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
L[i] += Ac[2][i][j]*aPw[j];
L[i) += Ac[2][i][3];
}for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ M[i][0] = Ac[l][i][0]*L[0) + Ac[1][i][1]*L[1];
M[i][1] = Ac[l][i][l]*L[0] - Ac[l][i][0]*L[l];
M[i)[2) = Ac[l][i][2]*L[2];
N [i][0] = -Bc[0][i][2] ;
N[i][1] = Bc[0][i][0]*Tn[0][3] + Be[0][i][1]*Tn[1](3] 
+ Be[0][i][2]*Tn[2][3];
}
D = M [ 0 ] [ 0 ] *M [ 1 ] [ 1 ] - M [ 0 ] [ 1) *M [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ;
Mo = M[1][0]*M[1][0] + M [1][1]*M[1][1];
Uo = M[0][0]*M[0][0] + M [0][1]*M[0][1];
Vo = M[0][0]*M[1][0] + M [0][1]*M[1][1];
vl = N (0][1] - M[0)[2];
V2 = N[l][1] - M[l][2];
v3 = N [0][0]*N[0][0]*Mo - 2*N[0][0]*N[1][0]*Vo 
+ N[l][0]*N[1][0]*Uo;
/* If al = 0° (v3 = 0), */
/* then degeneracy occurs */
C[l] = 2*(N[0][0]*vl*Mo - (N[0][0]*v2 + N[1][0]*vl)*Vo 
+ N[1][0]*v2*Uo)/v3;
C(0] = (vl*Vl*Mo - 2*Vl*v2*Vo + v2*v2*Uo - D*D)/v3; 
quadratic(C,X,&num); 
if (num == 0) 
report_errl();
*num_arm = 0;
if (fabs(D) < IE-9)
/* Determinant is equal to zero */
{ if (M[0][0] == 0 && M[0][1] == 0)






for (i=0; i < num; i++)
{ Qv[0] = X[i];
Mvl = N [0][0]*Qv[0] + N[0][1] - M[0][2];
Svl = N [1][0]*Qv[0] + N[l][l] - M[l][2]; 
switch (flag) {
case 1 : vl = -atan2(M[l][0],M[1][1]);
v2 = sqrt(M[l][0]*M[1][0] + M[1][1]*M[1][1]
- Svl*Svl); 
break;
case 2 : vl = -atan2(M[0][0],M[0][1]);
v2 = sqrt(M[0][0]*M[0][0] + M[0][1]*M[0][1]
- Mvl*Mvl); 
break;
default ; vl = Svl*M[0][0] - Mvl*M[l][0];
V2 = Mvl*M[l][1] - Svl*M[0][1];
}for (k=0; k < 2; k++)
{ if (flag == 1)
Qv [0] = atan_form2(vl,Svl,v2,k); 
else
if (flag == 2)
Qv [0] = atan_form2(vl,Mvl,v2,k); 
else
Qv[0] = atan_forml(vl/v2/k); 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
{ Mv[j] = M[j](0]*cos(Qv[3]) + M[j][l]*sin(Qv[3])
+ M[j][2];
Nv[j] = N[j][0]*Qv[0] + N[j][1];
)
Qv[l] = Nv[2] - Mv(2];
true = verify_form2(Qv[l],Mv,Nv);
if (true)






/* Determine the correct arm solutions */




/* Solve the PPP arm type *//******************************/






int verify_form2(double distance, double M[3], 
double N[3]); 
void report_err2();
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
( L[i] = 0;
for (j=0; j < 3; j++)
L[i] += Ac[2][i][j]*aPw[j] ;
)
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
( M[i][0] = Ac[l][i][2];
M[i][l] = Ac[1][i][0]*L[0] + Ac[1][l][1]*L[1]
+ Ac[1][i][2]*L[2];
N [i][0] = -Bc[0][i][2];
N[i][l] = Be[0][i][0]*Tn[0][3] + Bc[0][i][l]*Tn[l][3] 
+ Be[0][i][2]*Tn[2][3];
}
vl = M(0][1] - N[0][1]; 
v2 = M[l][1] - N[1][1];
D = M[0][0]*N[1][0] - M[l][0]*N[0][0]?
/* If determinant = 0, then no solution exists */
if (fabs(D) < IE-9) 
report_err2();
Qv[0] = (M[0][0]*v2 - M[l][0]*vl)/D;
QV[2] = (N[0][0]*v2 - N[l][0]*vl)/D; 
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
{ Mv[i] = M[i](0]*Qv[2] + M[i][1];
Nv[i] = N [i][0]*Qv[0] + N[i][1];
}
Qv[l] = Nv[2] - Mv[2]; 
true = verify_form2(Qv[l],Mv,Nv) ; 
if (Itrue) 
report_err2(); 




/* Solve the R wrist type */y’******************************^
void wrist_R(double Qv[MAX], double RotWrist[3][3], 





err = fabs(-Ac[3][1][1]*sin(Qv[3]) - RotWrist[0][1])
err += fabs(Ac[3][1][1]*cos(Qv[3]) - RotWrist[1][1])
/* If err exceeds some tolerant value, */
/* then no solution exists */





/* Solve the RR wrist type */
^/•k'k-k-k'k’kic'k'k-k'k’kicicick'k’kicik-kicidckicicic’kic'k^
void wrist_RR(double Qv[MAX], double RotWrist[3][3], 

















Be [1][0][0+ Be [1][0]Be (1][0][0- Be [1][0]
Be [1][0][2Be [1](1][0
















/* If a4 = 0* (Bc[l][2][1] = 0), 
/* then degeneracy occurs






/* Determine the correct wrist solution */
vl = -atan2 (F31[0],F31[1]);
v2 = sqrt(F31[0]*F31[0] + F31[1]*F31[1]






F21[2 ] ; 
F31[2 ] ;
{ Qv[3] = atan_form2(vl,F31[2],v2,k) 
cos_t = cos(Qv[3]); 
sin_t = sin(Qv[3]);
Fv[0] = Fll[0]*cos_t +
Fv[1] = F21[0]*cos_t +
Fv[2] = F31[0]*cos_t +
Qv[4] = atan2(Fv [ 1],Fv[0]) ;
v3 = fabs(Fv[2]) + fabs(Fv[l] - sin(Qv[4])) 
+ fabs(Fv[0] - cos(Qv[4])); 
if (v3 < IE-4)









/* Solve the RRR wrist type */ /********************************/
void wrist_RRR(double Qv[MAX], double RotWrist[3][3], 
double Qs[8][3], int *num_wrist)
( int i,j,k,n,flag,num,true;
double cos_t,sin_t,vl,v2,v3,v4,D,Ev,Fx,Fy,Fxy,Gv,HI,H2, 
C[4],E[3] ,E31[3],E32[3],F[3],F31[3] ,F32[3] ,I[7] , 
X [ 4 ] ;
extern double Ac[MAX][3][4],Bc[2][3 ] [ 4 ] ;
double atan_foral(double y, double x, int k); 
double atan_fora2 (double anglel, double y, double x, 
int k ) ;
void quartic(double C[4], double X[4], int *num); 
void r e porterrl(); 
void report_err2 ();
int verify_forml(double angle, double M[3], 
double N[3]);
E31[0] = Ac[4] [2
+ Ac[ 4]
E31[1] = AC[4] [2
- AC [4]























D = F31[0]*F32[1] - F32[0]*F31[1 ] ;
HI = E31[2] - F31[2];
H2 = E32 [2 ] - F32 [2 ] ,*
Fx = F31[0]*F31[0] + F31[1]*F31[1];
Fy = F32[0]*F32[0] + F32[1]*F32[1];
Fxy = F31[0]*F32[0] + F31[1]*F32[1];
I[l] = E32[0]*E32[0]*Fx - 2*E32[0]*E31[0]*Fxy 
+ E31[0]*E31[0]*Fy;
I[2] « E32[1]*E32[1]*Fx - 2*E32[1]*E32[1]*Fxy 
+ E31[1]*E31[1]*Fy;
I[3] = 2*(E32[0]*E32[l]*Fx - (E32[0]*E31[1]
+ E3 2[1]*E31[0])*Fxy + E31[0]*E31[1]*Fy) ;
I [ 4] = 2*(E32[0]*H2*Fx - (E32[0]*H1 + E31[0]*H2)*Fxy 4- E31 [ 0 ] *Hl*Fy) ;
I [ 5] = 2*(E32[1]*H2*Fx - (E32[1]*H1 + E31[1]*H2)*Fxy 
+ E31[1]*Hl*Fy);









C [ 3 ]
If cc4 = 0° (Bc[l] [2] [1] =0), */
then degeneracy occurs */
I[l] - I[2] ;
I[2] + I[6];
= vl*vl + I[3]*1[3];
- (v2*v2 - I[5]*I[5])/I[0];
= 2*(v2*I[4] - I[3]*I[5])/I[0];
= (I[4]*1 [4 ] + I[5]*1[5] + 2*vl*v2 
= 2*(vl*I[4] + I[3]*I[5])/I[0];
- I[3]*I[3])/I[0];
quartic(C,X,&num) 




flag = 1; 
else
< IE-9) && (Bc[l][2][1] i — 0))
394
flag = 2?
for (i=0; i < num? i++) 
for (j=0; j < 2; j++)
{ if (j == 0)
Qv[5] = acos(X[i]); 
else
Qv[5] = -acos(X[i]); 
cos_t = cos(Qv[5]); 
sin_t = sin(Qv[5])?
Ev = E31[0]*cos_t + E31[1]*sin_t + HI?
Gv = E32[0]*cos_t + E32[l]*sin_t + H2? 
if (flag == 1)
{ vl = -atan2(F31[0],F31[l])?
v2 = sqrt(F31[0]*F31[0] + F31[1]*F31[1] - Ev*Ev)?
}else
{ vl = Gv*F31[0] - Ev*F32[0]? 
v2 = Ev*F32[1] - Gv*F31[1] ?
}for (k=0? k < 2? k++)
{ if (flag == 1)
Qv[3] = atan_form2(vl,Ev,v2,k)? 
else
Qv [ 3 ] = atan_forxnl(vl,v2 ,k) ? 
for (n=0? n < 3? n++)
{ v3 = Ac[4][n][0]*Ac[5][0][2]? 
v4 = Ac[4][n][1]*Ac[5][1](2]?
E[n] = (v3 + v4)*cos_t?
v3 = Ac[4][n][1]*Ac[5][0][2]?
v4 = Ac[4][n][0]*Ac[5][1][2]?
E[n] += (v3 - v4)*sin_t?
E[n] += Ac[4][n][2]*Ac[5][2][2]; 
v3 = Be[1][n][0]*RotWrist[0][2]? 
v4 = Be[1][n][1]*RotWrist[1][2]?
F[n] = (v3 + v4)*cos(Qv[3])? 
v3 = Bc[l][n][0]*RotWrist[1][2]? 
v4 = Be[1][n][1]*RotWrist[o][2]?
F[n] += (v3 - v4)*sin(Qv[ 3 ] ) ?
F[n] += Be[1][n][2]*RotWrist[2][2]?
}
v3 = E[0]*F[1] - E[1]*F[0]? 
v4 = E[0]*F[0] + E[1]*F[1]?
Qv[4] = atan2(v3,v4)?
true = verify_forml(Qv[4],E,F) ?
if (true)








if (*num_wrist == 0) 
report_err2();
/********************************************/
/* Determine the angle and the angle+PI */
/********************************************/
double atan_forml(double y, double x, int k)
{ double temp;
switch (k) {
case 0 : return atan2(y,x);
default : temp = atan2(y,x) + PI;
}if (temp > PI) 




/* Determine the angle that consists of */
/* 2 angles adding together */y********************************************/
double atan_form2(double anglel, double y, double x, int k) 
{ double temp;
switch (k) {
case 0 : temp = anglel + atan2(y,x);
break;
default : temp = anglel + atan2(y,-x);
}if (temp > PI) 
temp -= 2* PI; 
else
if (temp < -PI) 





/* Function for verifying the solutions of the */
/* (1) RRR, RRP, PRR, and PRP arm types */
/* (2) RRR wrist type. */
/* If the solutions are correct, it will return */
/* the true value, 1, otherwise it will return V
/* the false value, 0. */^****************************************************^
















= M[0]*cos t - M[l]*sin_t 
= M[l]*cos_t + M[0]*sin_t 
fabs(tempi) + fabs(temp2) 
< IE-2) 
i;
N [ 0 ];
n [ i ];
fabs(M[2] ~ N [ 2 ] ) ;
)
y****************************************************/ 
/* Function for verifying the solutions of the */ 
RPR, RPP, PPR, and PPP arm types.
If the solutions are correct, it will return 
the true value, 1, otherwise it will return 













err = fabs(M[0] - N[0]) + fabs(M[l] - N[l]); 
err += fabs(M[2] + distance - N[2]); 
if (err < IE-2) 
true = 1; 
else
true = o; 
return true;
}
y *** * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *y  
/* Arrange the solutions according to their errors */
/* from the Tn matrix. These errors will be sorted */
/* in ascending order. */
f  'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k-k-k'k'k'kicie'k'k-kic'k'k'k'k'k'k-k-k'k'k'k’k'k'k'k-kic'k'k'k'k'k'k-kie-k'k'k'k-k-kic'k'k-k-k f
void error_from_Tn(char arm_wrist, int index, 





void calculate_Tn(double Qv[MAX], double T[3][4]);
/* Determine the error for each solution */ 
for (i=0; i < index; i++)
{ if (arm_wrist == 'a') 




for (j=3; j < dof; j++)
Qv[j] = Qs[i][j-3]; 
calculate_Tn(Qv,T);
Err[i] = 0; 
for (j=0; j < 3; j++) 
for (k=0; k < 4; k++)
Err[i] += fabs(T[j][k] - Tn[j][k]);
/* Sort errors in ascending order */ 
for (i=0; i < index-1; i++)
{ tempi = Err[i];
for (j=i+l; j < index; j++) 
if (Err[j] < tempi)
{ Err[i] = Err[j];
Err[j] = tempi; 
tempi = Err[i]; 
for (k=0; k < 3; k++)








/* Solve the quadratic equation */ 
/* This routine will return the roots and the */ 
/* number of roots (num =0,1,2) */ 
/* num = 0  a pair of complex conjugate roots */ 
/* num = 1 two equal real roots */ 
/* num = 2 two distinct real roots. *//****************************************************/
void quadratic(double C[2], double X[4], int *num)
{ double discr,D;
discr = C[1]*C[1] - 4*C[0]; 
if ((C[0) > 0) && (C[l) != 0))
discr = (fabs(discr/C[l]) < IE-4) ? 0 : discr; 
if (discr < 0)
*num = 0; 
else
{ D = sqrt(discr);
X [0] = (-C[l] - D)/2;
X[l] = (-C[1] + D)/2; 








/* Solve the cubic equation */
/* This function will return the roots and the */
/* number of roots (num = 1,2,3) */
/* num = l one real root and a pair of */
/* complex conjugate roots */
/* num = 2 all real roots and at least two */
/* are equal */
/* num = 3 three distinct real roots. */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void cubic(double C[3], double X[4], int *num)
{ double angle,c,discr,q,r,sqr,si,s2,theta;
q = (3*C[1] - C[2]*C[2])/9;
r = (9*C[1]*C[2] - 27*C[0] - 2*C[2]*C[2]*C[2])/54; 
discr = q*q*q + r*r;
discr = (fabs(discr) < IE-12) ? o : discr; 
if (discr < 0)
{ q = -q;theta = acos(r/sqrt(q*q*q)); 
sqr = sqrt(q); 
c = C[2]/3;
X[0] = 2*sqr*cos(theta/3) - c; 
angle = (theta + 2*PI )/3;
X[l] = 2*sqr*cos(angle) - c; 
angle = (theta + 4*PI)/3;




{ sqr = sqrt(discr); 
c = r + sqr; 
q = 1/3.o;
si = (c < 0) ? -pow(-c,q) : pow(c,q); 
c = r - sqr;
s2 = (c < 0) ? -pow(-c,q) ; pow(c,q); 
c = (si + s2);
X[0] = c - C[2]/3; 
if (discr == 0)
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/* Solve the quartic equation */
/* this function will return the roots and the */
/* number <of roots (num = 0,1,2,3,4) */
/* num = 0 two pairs of complex conjugate roots */
/* num = 1 two equal real roots and a pair of */
/* complex conjugate roots */
/* num = 2 two real roots and a pair of complex */
/* conjugate roots */
/* num = 3 three distinct real roots */
/* num = 4 four distinct real roots. */
void quartic(double C[4], double X[4], int *num)
{ int i,true;
double a[3],b[2],dl,d2,pl,p2,ql,q2;
void cubic(double a[3], double X[4], int *num ); 
void quadratic(double b[2], double X[4], int *num); 
int test_coefficients(double dl, double d2, double u, 
double C[4], double *pl, double *p2, double *ql, 
double *q2);
a[0] = -C[1]*C[1] - C[0]*C[3]*C[3] + 4*C[0]*C[2]; 
a[1] = C[1]*C[3] - 4*C[0]; 
a[2] = -C[2]; 
cubic(a,X,num);
dl = (X[0] - C[2] + (C[3]*C[3])/4); 
d2 = (X[0]*X[0])/4 - C[0]; 
dl = (fabs(dl) < IE-9) ? 0 : dl; 
d2 = (fabs(d2) < IE-9) ? 0 : d2; 
if ((dl < 0) || (d2 < 0))
( *num = 0; 
return;
}dl = sqrt(dl); 
d2 = sqrt(d2);
/* Determine the correct coefficients */
true = test_coefficients(dl,d2,X[0],C,&pl,&p2,&ql,&q2 ) ;
if (Itrue)
( cprintf("\n\n Coefficients test : Fail"); 
exit();
)
b[0] = ql; 
b [1] = pl; 
quadratic(b,X,num); 
if (*num != 0)
{ X [2] = X[0];
X[3] = X[l];
}
i = *num; 
b[0] = q2; 
b [1] = p2;
quadratic(b,X,num); 
if ((*num == 0) && (i == 0)) 
return; 
else
if ((*num == 0) && (i != 0))
{ X [ 0 ] = X [ 2 ] ;
x  [ l  ] = x  [ 3 ] ;
}else
if ((*num == 1) && (i == 1))
X [ 1 ] = X [ 2 ] ; 
else
if ((*num == 1) && (i == 2))
{ X[1] = X[2];
X [ 2 ] = X [ 3 ] ;
}*num += i;
if ((*num == 3) && ((X[0] == X[2]) 
*num = 2; 
else
if ((*num == 2) && (X[0] == X [1]))
*num = 1;







Function for testing the coefficients of the 
quartic equation (the coefficients of the 






int test_coefficients(double dl, double d2, double u, 




*pl = C[3]/2 - dl; *ql = u/2 - d2 
*p2 = C[3]/2 + dl; *q2 = u/2 + d2 
aO = (*ql)*(*q2); 
al = (*pl)*(*q2) + 
a2 = (*pl)*(*p2) + 
a3 = (*pl) + (*p2);
err = fabs(C[0]-aO) + fabs(C[13-al); 
err += fabs(C[2]-a2) + fabs(C[3]-a3) 
true = (err < IE-6); 









*pl = C[3]/2 - dl;
*p2 = C[3 3/2 + dl; 
aO = (*ql)*(*q2); 
al = (*pl)*(*q2) + 
a2 = (*pl)*(*p2) + 
a3 = (*pl) + (*p2) ; 






err += fabs(C[2]-a2) + fabs(C[3]-a3); 
true = (err < IE-6); 
return true;
/***********************************/
/* Print out the arm solutions *//***********************************/
void output_arm(int num, double Qs[8][3], double ErrArm[8]) 
{ int i,j;
extern char joint_type[MAX][1];
cprintf("\n Possible arm solutions"); 
for (i=0; i < num; i++)
{ cprintf("\n Q[1..3] = ");
for (j=0; j < 3; j++) 




cprintf(" Err = %e",ErrArm[i]);
>
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ̂
/* Print out the wrist solutions *//*************************************/




cprintf("\n Possible wrist solutions"); 
for (i=0; i < num; i++)
{ cprintf("\n Q[4..%d] = ",dof);
for (j=0; j < (dof - 3); j++) 
cprintf ("%12.7f *',Qs[i] [j]*180/PI) ;




/* Print out the arm and wrist solutions *//*********************************************/
void output_solutions(double Qv[MAX], double err)
{ int i;
extern char joint_type[MAX][1]; 
extern int dof;
cprintf("\n Arm solution = ") ;
for (i=0; i < 3; i++)
}
402




cprintf("\n Wrist solution = ") ;
for (i=3; i < dof; i++) 
cprintf("%12.7f ",Qv[i)*180/PI);
cprintf("\n Error from T%d = %17.9f",dof,err);
}
y**************************************^********y/
/* Report problem that no solution exists */
/* (no real roots) */y***********************************************^
void report_errl()
{ cprintf("\n\n No solutions exist");
cprintf("\n All the roots are complex numbers"); 




/* Report problem that no solution exists */
/* (no solution satisfies the constraints) */y***************************************************y
void report_err2()
{ cprintf("\n\n No solutions exist");
cprintf("\n Solutions fail to satisfy the constraints"); 
cprintf("\n Please reenter another initial guess"); 
exit();
}
